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Introduction
In all arts there are established principles which aid learning; this is no less
so for the art of arms: each master has, so to say, his particular principles;
this variation in teaching creates an uncertain path, retards progress in
this art and is also useful in the development of physical capability which
the individual is obliged to maintain and have in state of readiness to ensure his own safety.
In the sciences and arts there is an agreement, in their elementary
books, to hark back to these principles without cease and to spread the
discoveries which their genius and experience bring about; the art of arms
alone does not enjoy this advantage; works which were not deemed worthy
of success are totally forgotten. It is thus a new matter which is to be considered. It is left up to a celebrated master to take up the task and who
better than M. La Boëssière, senior, to fulfill it? His talent is well known as
is the number of students he created, at the head of which must be placed
the inimitable Chevalier Saint-Georges, gives him the right to speak on the
art which he honours and in which he develops the field.
As the son of this grand master, having studied to be his successor, I
have always been pained that my father neglected to note down on paper
his brilliant lessons. It was not the capacity to do so that he lacked; because, having made excellent studies, he was more than ready and in a
state to compose a work on arms; but his vivacity and his taste led to him
to mostly occupy himself with matters of literature which reflected seriously
on abstract principles.
Since the age of eight when my father placed a foil in my hand, thus always practicing under him, I had an appreciable advantage of being formed
by his lessons, and studied with M. De Saint-Georges, who was, until his
death, my friend and companion in arms; I thought, with respect to the
memory of these two celebrated men, I must conserve for posterity the
principles which made both these men shine in the first order. Being honoured myself with the title of Master of Arms of the King’s Academies it is
my duty to bring dignity to the title while devoting the fruits of my years to
the advancement of young pupils whose education is entrusted to me.
I thought thus to render service to the art which I profess, when I publish a work which, being the result of forty or more years of study,
observation and experience, must fix finally the certain principles and destroy the errors which blind routine commit.
I repeat, it is my desire that my father was charged with this work; but
if I don’t have his way with words at least I have his principles and that I
will try to determine and follow irrevocably the doctrine of this master, for
the advantage of professors and their pupils, to have a uniform method of
teaching and learning.
I will be happy if my zeal gains the approbation of learned men; this will
be reward for all my ambition, but the greater glory must be retained for
the name of my respected father.
La Boëssière
1

To the Gentlemen Officers of the Army
Sirs,
If our nation has always occupied a distinguished rank among all other
nations it is often due to your valour and your loyalty which is redoubtable.
But you know, Gentleman, valour itself has a need to be directed by
protected principles, so as to not degenerate it with temerity and sterile devotion, although with glory; because it is always inseparable from general
devotion.
It is the intent to fix these principles, then form a more complete theory
than anyone who has gone before, and to spread the advantages to young
soldiery, to whom I dedicate this long and arduous work. I dare to hope
that this will obtain your approbation as the sword is the chosen weapon of
France; honoured for all time; it is a sign of rank, the weapon of an officer
and every swordsman cannot use a sword to save himself without very
comprehensive study: these are the elements of this art, revealed and developed with as much precision as is possible for me, which I have the
honour of offering to you and I await your favour as the greatest recompense for my labour.
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Historical Notice on the Deeds of La Boëssière
M. La Boëssière was born in Maran in Bas-Poitu on the 23rd July 1723.
He was of fair height, standing 5’ 3” tall, brown haired with a strong figure,
a quick and spirited eye, high educated and replete with good taste. It
pleased him to make sacrifice to the Muses, who gave him in return a good
deal of verses about society; in 1786, he published an elegiac poem on the
death of the Prince of Brunswick, a little piece which gave him much honour; he also composed a comedy under the title “Crispin, the valet of the
Author” and an opera entitled “The Countryside Coquette” but, as a result
of his insouciant and modest character, he neglected to put these two productions in the theatre.
His parents intended him to spend his youth in the clergy, but his love
of freedom kept him far from all constraints, he went to Paris and developed
a taste for weapons. His talents acquired him a great reputation. He received his Master-ship in 1759 while fencing in the King’s Academies; his
reception was brilliant. Once they recognised the strength and finesse of his
game they had him oppose three masters of greater reputation, Messrs
Vaucours, Delasalle and Donadieu; the latter was the strongest of the
three. M. La Boëssière fenced him and he was received upon the second
touch in execution of Article X the statutes of the company.
All sought lessons from M. La Boëssière and soon he had a brilliant
salle. Enthused by his art he used every analytical resource to establish the
complete theory of his art; he calculated the advantages of each of the positions, thus to fix the certain principles. The detail of demonstration in the
lesson which follow give an understanding of the nature of his art and the
advantage and superiority of his method; they prove without contest their
merit which is also the reputation of his student since the most well-known
of fencers have come from his academy; one will remember Messrs Pomart,
Cauvin, officer of the guards, de la Madeleine, the Polish gentleman, and
several others who dazzle with their force and their skill. But the pupil who
gave the most honour to M. La Boëssière is without doubt the inimitable
Saint-Georges. It is true that never has nature given an individual a more
suitable physique nor a greater aptitude for all the exercises, moreover one
will find afterwards a notice on this surprising man.
Although he had very favourable disposition from the outset these dispositions would not have burst forth in all their joy if they had been guided
by his own principles; M. La Boëssière had the glory to have developed
those qualities that M. Saint-Georges embodied. This illustrious pupil was
so well pervaded with this truthfulness that he always paid him homage for
his talent and, whenever envy sought to weaken this recognition, M. de
Saint-Georges never dropped down to the level of the jealous insinuations
of cowards. He was a friend to my father throughout his life; both men held
each other in high regard; M. de Saint-Georges was pleased to repeat that
he owed his great success to the excellent principles which he had received.
3

Good by nature M. La Boëssière was a stranger to all types of gossip
and intrigue; modest to a fault, he never spoke ill of him and knowing little
of hatred he often forgot any offence easily. This beneficence was also one of
his virtues. Such was his level of eagerness to oblige that he offered only to
serve on every occasion: seen to welcome and help those unfortunates who
had been ruined by an unjust system; this rare trait, without doubt, was
sufficient to reveal the goodness of his heart.
He lived always with the simplicity of wisdom; loving his retirement he
did not quit from living with the relaxation that matched his tastes. After
his love of his state the passion which dominated M. La Boëssière the most
was that of the hunt; an excellent shot he found in this amusement a welcome exercise. His nature was extremely soft; and good by nature yet given
to melancholy, his conversation was amiable and gay, his repartee quick
and witty, always so when in a circle of ladies. His constitution was robust;
he enjoyed constant rude health until a very advanced age; three months
before his death he was still giving lessons again; he died with the tranquillity of a good man in his eighty-fourth year on the 1st May 1807 and he
went to his grave to the regret of all who had known him.
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Historical Notice on Saint-Georges
The most extraordinary man that has ever been seen at arms, and even
in all exercises of the body, was without doubt the famous Saint-Georges:
one could say of him, as Ariosto said of Zerbin, "Nature made him then
broke the mould."
He made such a noise with his perfection that acquired in the arts,
principally in arms, that his name is inseparable from this endeavour. I
dare think that the reader will be pleased by the following details.
Saint-Georges was born in Guadeloupe on the 25th December 1745,
and at the age of ten years old he was removed to France by his father. At
this age, he astonished the masters he was given with his facility to learn.
At thirteen years old, he was placed under the care of M. La Boëssière
where he stayed for six years. The morning was occupied with his education, and the rest of the day was filled with the fencing salle. At fifteen years
old, his progress was so rapid that he fought against much stronger fencers. At seventeen years old, he had acquired the greatest speed. With the
time, he combined again with prompt execution of understandings which
completed to render him inimitable.
In the other arts, there remain monuments to those who are distinguished: tableaux survive their painters, marbles survive their sculptors,
works in music and poetry survive their musicians and poets. It is not thus
with the exercises of the body: dance, arms and riding do not leave traces
behind of their perfect execution by those who are distinguished. Only contemporaries, witness to these prodigies, treasure the memory. Many of the
people who saw Saint-Georges still exist and can attest all that is to be said
about this marvellous man who would be underneath those who he astonished.
I, who saw him closest, I, who never quit, do confess that I am still in
admiration of the assaults that he made, and were all the more surprising
in one way or another.
Saint-Georges reached a height of 5 feet 6 inches, well made, gifted with
a prodigious force of body and an extraordinary vigour; lively, supple, lean,
slender, he astonished with his agility. Never in a lesson has a person had
greater grace or greater regularity. He had a superb development; his hand
held up to a great height so that his hand was always rendered the master
of the adversary's foible; his left foot firmly grounded without variation and
his right leg stayed constantly perpendicular; this union of methods procured for him great aplomb which enabled him to recover in a single action
and to re-launch immediately with the speed of a lightning bolt.
His manner of hitting by thrusting at the wall was particularly admired;
he was so sure of his methods that he touched both sides without discrimination and clearly observed the principles demonstrated in the chapter on
touching at the wall. His quarte-over-the-arm was especially astonishing. It
was most surprising when, with sword engaged inside, he was well-carried
and in a guard for the assault. He recommended not exposing oneself, mak5

ing it so that one must not cheat oneself, that is to say to never make false
moves before launching. If by chance he had to make a lower action the attack would not finish engaged on the inside, I say; he passed the attack of
quarte-over-the-arm very promptly, touched and recovered his foil within
his left hand with such vivacity that a parry was not possible as one did not
have time to counter with the blade for a parry. Such incredible quickness
would not be believed by those who had not seen it.
One can hardly imagine that there could be a fencer of equal speed!
Who thrusts with declared attacks and wild extent! Who is always in measure with the most imposing of guards! Should you wish to take his blade
you will find nothing; his point had such lightness that one could hardly
feel it; if unfortunately, one wished to get close one was taken with a stop
hit before your foot had even touched the ground; finally, one dared try
nothing; he overcame and defeated direct attacks or disengagements.
He managed his speed well and never used it to ensure a hit. Against an
adversary who relied upon his parries he never thrust after having made an
action and then he passed a light attack at the moment when they joined
blades. One knows that when thrusting upon a bind, as fast as one wishes,
one can thrust too late and be parried; in consequence, one must try to
make contact with the blade and interrupt the bind with some action or
other; this is what Saint-Georges did with such precision. It was impossible
to take him on blow for blow as it was he who determined what was done.
He had a spirit present throughout and never thrust without being assured
of his blade. If he perceived that the one opposite him had a bad game the
blade was deviate by croisés and beats so vigorous and so elastic that the
arm was broken; you could tell that the daring developments which ensued
and thus the time-hits and stop-hits which followed were like claps of
thunder.
He held in reserve the strongest stop-hit, time-hit and attack, holding
nothing back in his parry and riposte, such that no-one was able to touch
him. In this exercise, he surprised spectators as he deployed every grace
and means that he had been afforded by nature. While fencing with his
friends he had one indulgence, that it was not necessary for them to beat
him; because they knew themselves that he could take his revenge with interest. It was not enough to see him fence to judge his talent one had to be
fairly advanced in arms to fence with him, which is always a recognition of
his superiority.
He maintained this superiority until he was forty years old, the age at
which he broke the Achilles tendon of his left foot while dancing. This accident affected his speed greatly; as he was not able to bend his ankle he had
less reaction on his left side; despite this disadvantage he still maintained a
great superiority over other fencers; his hand was always the same; it had
such lightness and height that he never injured anybody with his actions
nor were masks ever put into use.
Saint-Georges did not only excel at arms. He seemed to all to be born
with the epitome of taste and skill. His understanding of riding was pro6

found and Chevalier Dugast, who had the stables at Tuileres, was pleased
to consider him as one of his better pupils.
The natural grace of Saint-Georges made him a good dancer; it was
generally agreed that he applied it best to theatrical dance, where he did
astonishing things. While frequenting M. La Boëssière he partook in his
passion for the hunt and there he made a grand reputation for his skill. He
was equally distinguished in swimming, an exercise in which his extreme
agility piqued the curiosity of his spectators. Finally, even while skating, he
used such grace that he drew the attention of a crowd.
Organised in a delicate and sensible way every art held a powerful attraction to him; but it was the art of music which touched him most in
particular; he became known for his joyous compositions, notably for violin
concertos which were very fashionable. His mellow talent on this instrument made some give him preference over more able artistes of his time.
Sought out among all societies he was often commissioned for music for
liaisons or for the love for someone. Blessed with a lively expression he
loved and was loved.
Also with a sensible heart he was generous, also this was extreme; a
fortune which he possessed and belonged to his friends. Liberal and beneficent he provided for the solace of unfortunates; I myself know of elderly folk
that he provided safety for with touching care, such that his resources allowed him.
He gave out boons, made precious by their delicacy, which he made
others accept. He particularly loved children. Softness, cheerfulness and
confidence were born into him and hardly the vivacity of his character it
was observed that he never complained of his outbursts. He was dangerous
however in the push of a thrust but, returned to him, he used every means
to forget that his discourse could be offensive.
He did not want to count a single person as an enemy and everyone was
obliged to love and admire him. Good to a fault he often let fall without care
an affair which called the interest of others. One could not blame him, as
one then forgot it oneself. He was drawn to securing wealth; but the disinterest, and often the lightness, of his character never allowed him to pursue
the same object for long.
Saint-Georges resisted paying attention to a malady of the bladder and,
after his habitual negligence, he gave it little attention; he developed an ulcer which was the source of his illness; gangrene set in and he succumbed
on the 12th June 1799. He went to his grave accompanied by the regrets of
those who had the advantage of knowing him.
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Eulogy on the Sword
The sword is the oldest known weapon and was a constant symbol of
honour among all warlike peoples. All the times that a man carried a sword
he had respect and honour. Whosoever dared to insult him ran the risk of
being severely punished. It is this arm that founded empires, which maintained glory and by which the Greeks and Romans became illustrious. Even
modern nations, the French have always enjoyed the advantage of its glorious use. Until the invention of gunpowder, it was the power behind armies
and the decider of combats. It is by this that the Persians and the Medes
established their presence. The Greeks who followed owed their success to
it and finally it was by it that the Romans came to conquer the entire world.
The sword was held in great veneration among those are republicans,
who considered it the most beautiful ornament of a warrior; young men
waited impatiently for the age at which they could take up the robe of manhood; placed later among the legions they enjoyed the honourable right to
use the sword in defence of the country.
The use of arms is useful for the health and good bearing of young folk.
Among all peoples the sword is mark of a chief and of all symbols is again
represents authority.
The ancient Gauls, our fore-fathers, had no less respect for this arm
than the people who preceded them on the path to glory. In the brilliant
times of chivalry an august and solemn ceremony took place at the reception of a knight; in this place of military baptism accolades were given to
him along with a sword. The valiant Francois I wished to receive the hands
of Bayard upon the same place where he gave the famous battle of
Marignan, named the Battle of Giants.
Also, when a prize was received by a knight he took for his motto "God,
the King and his Lady"; he swears upon his sword to uphold this for to violate it would be to bring about infamy. It is for this reason that all warlike
peoples made the art of arms an essential part of their education. In
Greece, which did not have a union with its neighbouring and rival small
republics, every citizen was a soldier from birth. They applied a good hour
to exercises which must be used in defence of the state, and the art of arms
was in the front line at the gymnasium.
In Rome, where citizens alone were permitted the honour of carrying
arms, the safety of the state resided in its military discipline, and this discipline was maintained by assiduous exercises which kept the young men
healthy. A soldier learns to handle his sword with dexterity which he was
given to abandon. This enthusiasm for valour only contributes a little to the
grandeur of the republic.
The French, at all times, made it an honour to export all manner of exercises of the body to their neighbours and the education of a gentleman
was incomplete if he had never learned to fence with arms; or rather if he
neglected all other instruction at first. Everybody says that the brave
Guesclin never wanted to learn to read due to a prejudice which fortunately
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no longer exists; a gentleman, not knowing the art of arms, is looked down
upon by all other sciences, as unworthy of being truly noble.
The art was protected in France, the king preserved the institution with
regulations and statutes which honoured, at the time, the sovereign and
artists. Louis XIV, with an article in one of these statutes, accorded six
masters, after twenty years of practice, letters of nobility for them and their
descendants; he also accorded them as arms two crossed swords on a field
of azure, four fleurs-de-lis, with a helmet mounted above. This recognised
honourably the services which they had rendered to the state.
At the coronation of the king the constable, who represents the army,
carries a sword to uphold authority. It is thus of great importance, when
our warriors renew the high feats of arms of our doughty ancients, that
every man called to the defence of the state learns to use a sword. While
acquiring the necessary skill for handling it the French further increase
their natural agility; it prepares them and accustoms them to seeing a
blade and not being afraid of it; by this method they gain intrepidness
which renders them, with white arms, the terror of their enemies.
It seems very essential that parents themselves determine to give to
their children, who will have the honour one day to uphold the glory of their
country, instruction in the handling of arms by which this will be an indication of.
There are circumstances where, despite artillery and the bayonet, the
sword has an absolute usefulness; for example, when grenadiers are
obliged to climb a cliff they can use nothing else but a sabre, which is nothing more than a sword with a cutting edge. It must be that they know to
chop, thrust and parry correctly; one will be convinced that it is only by
long use and with the principles of a reasoned method that they will acquire this advantage.
The greater part of old military men who I have known assure me that a
soldier skilled in arms is more adroit in a melee and, as a consequence, will
be more harmful to the enemy. The cavalier who is not rendered familiar
with the use of his arm will make only large, poorly-aimed blows; these are
the sort of convulsive movements which, transferred by the reins to the
mouth of his horse, upset the animal and exposes his rider. Such a cavalier, far from being handy with his arm and who does not how to wield it, is
nothing but an embarrassing and dangerous neighbour.
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The Usefulness of Arms for Health and Good Bearing of Young People
Aside from considering the art of arms from a military point of view,
where without doubt it is of great use, one can also consider it being a part
of a good education and as a large influence on one's health while giving
nature the means to develop. At one time, the education of a young man
was not complete if he had not taken lessons in arms and riding; grace of
movement depends upon these lessons. The revolution has brought about
the interruption of these useful exercises and it is when order is reestablished between all parties that education must not be negligent in
teaching these.
Upon the advice of the better sort of doctor the exercise of arms is
health giving and can avoid young men of lengthy and cruel maladies; primarily, as it opens their chests and makes their natural weaknesses
disappear; secondly it makes them more vigorous, more supple, more agile
and more able to bear the fatigue of war, finally it gives them the grace and
ease which has come to be the mark of a well-studied man; it is for this
reason that at other times one practices at arms than those times when
called up for military matters.
The young man who acquires success in this matter will be jealous to
conserve his strength and not deliver his point to excess who ruins his
health and weaken his physical advantages. Parents sometimes fear sending their children to a fencing salle because they fear for their disputes;
they should be reassured, there is much less danger in this sort of place
than in any other type of meeting place. It is always in the presence of a
master that the young men exercise and the presence of a chief must dissipate the malformed unfounded fears. The master is interested in
maintaining his reputation and if, by chance, he finds a turbulent youth
among his students he will not tolerate for an instant to make a sacrifice
for the tranquillity of the greater number.
It is, I dare to say, the duty of parents to give to their sons this type of
education if they wish to avoid the danger where they learned from their ignorance of arms. It is well proven that who know the principles of this art
risk much less. When two people who do not know how to fence have the
bad fortune to have an affair will suffer mutually; on the contrary if they
have practiced they will avoid danger and be injured less severely; moreover, one of the combatants will not be injured. This sole consideration must
determine that the young must live with passion and study arms. The
neighbouring peoples felt such utility of the relative establishment of this
art that the heart of London has come to pay large fees to French masters
of arms who hold public schools. Germany, Poland, Russia, Spain and Sardinia follow this example and it is for us to revive from among this noble
emulation that I am determined to this day place the principles of M. La
Boëssière, while adding that he had a long practice and experience of more
than forty years of teaching. I repeat I write however more for the masters
10

than the pupils; the former will find in this work their duties outlined, the
latter the principles upon which they must never depart if they wish to progress or conserve the talent that they have acquired.
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Overview of this Work
The division of this work was a necessary result of the method which I
have established and the progress of the pupil formed by these successive
lessons after a small amount of preliminary instruction upon their choice of
arms, foils and the proper tools for study; in the first lesson, I place them
on guard, then I direct them to develop simple attacks and teach them the
no less essential principles of the retreat. Come the fourth lesson I make
them repeat the length of the blade, which they will have learned previously, and I demonstrate the steps and withdrawals.
After this I pass on an understanding of disengagements following these
with simple parries, to which I add feints and double-feints with observations upon the weak and strong.
In the eighth lesson, I expound the theory of engagements and make
known the danger of false engagements.
The simple parries of demi-circle and octave form the subject of the
ninth lesson, and the tenth is devoted to the demonstration of the counterdisengagement.
This preliminary instruction is finished off with that of the salute. Then
I teach the pupil how to align attacks with parries, and direct him to fence
at the wall with me. Here is born the first part of the study and the pupil
arrives at a level while holding his interest.
In the fourteenth lesson, I practice the double parries and diverse ripostes; I give an analysis of the demi-circle and their application; from this
I pass on to a demonstration of cut-overs over the point. Real beats, false
beats and threats form a very detailed article, attending to their importance.
I teach in the twenty-second lesson the method for taking counters
while retreating, over the arm and inside the arm. I then follow with the art
of avoiding changes of the sword. Time attacks and their divisions are explored in great detail and occupy many lessons. At the end of an article on
the flanconade I attach diverse instructions that the pupil has received in
previous lessons and from this I direct more complicated exercises until the
thirtieth lesson.
Double-counters have their place, and thus the method for doubling all
parries, and when the pupil has practiced them, I practice at the wall everything which he has learned. In the forty-third lesson, I gather together a
repetition of every parry while attaching every attack which is born from
this; thus, I habituate him by degrees to thrust derived from parries.
In the forty-fifth lesson, the pupil has become ready for the assault and
the most interesting exercises for him, as it is for the master. The most important study of arms was that of the wall to touch, which I will treat with
detail in my following lesson. One particular instruction on the choice of foil
blade and the method for mounting them has become indispensable; for
this I have made an article to impart before passing on to other aspects of
teaching.
12

I intend the forty-fifth lesson to be a demonstration of diverse beats and
as a result their relation to croisés, I treat them together until the fifty-first
lesson where I teach the method for avoiding one or the other of them; naturally this leads me to speak of the art of fencing against those adversaries
who change the blade as they retreat, and I make them the subject of the
fifty-second lesson.
The method for stopping fencers who charge in while quitting the blade
is an essential part of the art; I treat this in the fifty-fourth lesson, which I
then follow with a dissertation on the proper length of foils for the assault.
After I enter into the details of the assault and I give relative instructions on
the various cases which may come about, or the different games which one
will find in combat.
I will not be concerned until then to speak of left-handers in a tract on
the art of arms. Then it will be a particular chapter, it is the subject of my
fifty-sixth lesson; I flatter myself that the reader will find this of interest. I
have cast an eye over the exercise of the espadon, due to its connection
with arms, but without intending too much. Children and young ladies
merit their own article and I think I must finish my course by outlining that
which comes together to develop their graces.
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Clothing and the Necessary Equipment for Fencing
Perhaps that which I wish to follow with will appear to be too detailed in
their minutiae; however, they have their usefulness; nothing is to be neglected when seeking perfection in this genre of ours. Everyone knows
without doubt one part of the clothing which I shall go on to describe and
which is used in arms: but not everyone knows that there is a great choice
to make in the sort of objects and it is these that I shall show.
The jacket must be of canvas and a light colour for this work; it must be
loose, principally in the sleeves, such has been tried and tested by this type
of exercise; take care that buttons are on the left and the collar is up. The
trousers must also be of canvas, loose in the thighs, and have a high waist
to hold the waist firmly; because it is from this part of the body that your
strength depends; they will also be well cut for the greatest freedom of
movement in the assault. Take care to place a large handkerchief around
your neck to avoid damage when an advancing adversary grazes this part
with the blade of his foil.
Sandals must be chosen with care. The right toe must be open so that
the heel of the foot is at ease. Garnish the hat, as it is soft so tires fencers
less and gives them the means to use their more vigorous methods; one
does not have this advantage with shoes, the feet will prove this to be right,
and fatigue will reduce strength, often they are tiring in the long-term; I
recommend a sandal-maker to put porous leather on the outside thus to
avoid slipping; also pay attention to make the left sandal higher than the
heel; lower, it will cause a bend of the ankle, there will be less reaction and
this will cause a loss of speed.
A well-chosen glove must be reinforced with horsehair on top; it must
be long and tight because it will always stretch a little which will result in it
becoming too large, the folds of which will interfere with the grip of the foil.
I require that it is long so that it will protect the wrist which without this
precaution will be exposed to whipping strikes as the skin will be thin and
supple on the inside, because one can feel the foil better and that the execution of thrusts is easier.
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The Usefulness of Masks
It is a fact that M. la Boëssière made an unappreciated advance in the
iron-mesh masks generally in use today. Before him masks with tinplate
were used where one fenced the routine with a feint; but the hardness of
the iron was very uncomfortable for the face, for this reason they were little
used and fencers always ran the risk of being maimed; the number of accidents brought about made M. La Boëssière have the idea of proper masks:
there are two sorts, those with a strap and those with a tongue. I prefer the
latter because those with a strap are inconvenient as they turn or wobble
and in the assault one courts the danger of receiving a blow to the face.
I also approve of the use of guards which are placed on top to protect
the head. Despite detractors I have adopted buff jackets because one cannot take too many precautions to avoid accidents. This jacket must be
finished with buff up to waist height and around the buttons up to four
inches around the back. The buff extends also under the right arm by
about six inches to protect the armpit. Thus, equipped with mask, jacket
and a large handkerchief round the neck one has little to fear from an adversary even if he plays a hard game and he is one of those fencers with a
low hand and a withdrawn arm, against whom it is dangerous, but nevertheless it is necessary to combat to become strong.
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Choice of Foils
To begin with have a pupil choose a flat blade; those for the assault are
too stiff for a beginner and give the hand a certain toughness which must
be avoided.
The flat blade is that which is adopted by boarding schools and in general the fencing salles where many young men gather. The assault blade,
which I shall call the "square blade" is dangerous; unused it resembles an
iron triangle and precautions must be taken to put it into a usable state;
otherwise it will result in accidents.
The blade must be less than 31 inches and not to be taken up unless
the point is at least three-quarters complete; when it does not bend in the
middle it is badly made. A good blade is strong at the heel and tapers until
just before the tip where it becomes a fully-formed circle. Those which do
not bend in the middle have too much metal in the weak; by default, this
makes them heavy and whippy; make no mistake when a blade is not well
tapered the circle will be bad.
A grip of good length must be 4 and 9/16th inches long. Avoid the
round ones as they turn in the hand and oblige you to clench which is fatiguing and obscures performance; choose one that is well squared; if the
angles are strongly pronounced you will hold it easily without needing to
clench and the fingers will have all of their game. Check also the weight
from the front as well as back. Often cutlers make the grips too thin at the
rear in which case one cannot place the ring or little finger well, and one
must clench as a result and, I repeat, your performance will suffer. These
details which appear finicky are nevertheless useful and it is these that will
penetrate deeply when one prepares to acquire good equipment which gives
grace and strength in arms.
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Naming of Attacks
All the principles of the art are found in nature and are the fruit of observation. It is the same in the art of arms. The attack which all men thrust
naturally is that of prime (see plate II). Two individuals who have not received any principles will thrust a sword in a movement of anger; they
thrust their weapon poking with a hand in tierce, one makes the attack, the
other parries in the same position, which is prime, the first attack in the
natural order. In the same position, on the opposite side, which by being
open calls to the point, will be second, and in seconde (see plate III). In the
same position, that is to say, always with a low point and the hand in tierce
the play which is found underneath, and the same when thrusting, will be
tierce or third (see plate IV) in which position the hand does not change,
good that the point is high; the play inside will call the sword, and this
thrust will be quarte-inside the-arm or fourth (see plate V) which parries a
hand in quarte.
Here then are the good natural attacks; it is the art and observation
which gives the others which are all derived from these first.
If one parries in quarte the nails are turned upwards, you will uncover
the inside and the point is out of line with the body. Then thrust hand in
tierce above the hand to parry while sweeping, this is called quinte or fifth
(see plate VI). This attack, having no point in opposition, must not be
thrust in the case where the point of he who parries will be found in direct
line with the body. As it is thrust while sweeping it always parries always
with the nails in tierce to form a large angle which divides the tip of the
body. We know this to be called quinte.
When the play is found on top it is called quarte-over-the-arm or sixte
(see plate VII); it is parried with the hand in quarte, while opposing quarte
to quarte, but without touching.
Suppose that one is engaged in quarte-inside and when one thrusts
under the hand that is low-quarte (see plate VIII) which is parried with
demi-circle. This blow is septime; to thrust quarte in the play of the opposing side to this parry of septime one thrusts octave (see plate IX), the eighth
attack, which is parried with a hand in quarte, the nails entirely turned to
quarte thus to form the angle well.
These are the attacks with weapons in every position where the hand
can thrust or parry; one knows not to add to these, rather to reduce them;
when one thrusts a little high or a little too low these will always be the
same.
These eight attacks are however the parries and the oppositions. Double
parries cut two lines; demi-circle cuts three, even four. Double parries are
made when uncertain and by habit one will come to judge and parry simple. In the assault the attacks will be very quick, one will not have time to
make the counter, however parrying more slowly will make the point pass
in front of your body, where it passes, after your quickness-of-eye, take the
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simple and it will always be one of the eight attacks detailed above or one of
the eight parries.
It is rare that one cannot draw a parry against a thrust made with
speed with a parry of the same name, or by opposition; it is thus a reason
to not exclude one or another parry.
Masters must not teach the names of these attacks to their pupils until
they are in a state ready to understand, that is to say at the end of some
months in lessons.
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Qualities Which a Master-at–Arms Must Have
A master must be gifted with great gentleness, give great clarity in his
demonstration, and serve as a model of constancy to his pupils. He will use
all means possible to win the confidence of his students while giving them
agreeable lessons. A timid and fearful young man will not advance if the
master does not encourage him. Be the teacher that avoids demonstrations
given with impatience, self-importance and in bad mood so as to not lose
his head at his pupils. If there is one among them who finds difficulty with
an attack he must divert him to something simpler and thus follow up by
bringing him back up gradually to perform that which he found too complicated the first time.
The master must sense the necessity to work slowly with his pupils;
those that advance a young man too rapidly to get him fencing sooner do
him no justice.
He must demonstrate with method and perform all his movements with
great detail, especially holding his hand high in advance of his body as it is
a difficult thing for pupils to accord perfection of the hand with the effect of
the legs.
In arms, as in all other arts, exact practice and observation are the
principles to be used; the horseman places his pupil alongside him and
makes him feel the movement of the horse on the trot followed by a short,
reined-in gallop; finally he lets the pupil replace him, as is done in arms
when one finishes “at the wall”. The musician takes care when starting with
a pupil to have him play notes slowly to obtain clear sounds, and when
these are applied to airs, if there is a difficult passage to perform, he breaks
it down so that the pupil can come to comprehension.
Dancers in the theatre work ceaselessly to acquire aplomb and freedom
of movement and by this continual practice they acquire the grace and fluidity that distinguishes them. It is the same in arms, a master must
continuously bring back his pupils to the first principles; he must strive to
conquer in some ways their nature because he will find subjects with deformities; he will re-double his attention to them when placing them on
guard as best as possible as a kindness; because it is essential that the pupil is always at his ease and with time and perseverance his limbs will
become supple. I have seen several subjects startled, at the start of the assault, when seeing those who they saw when they began; but it is not only
the constant care of the master who has given them the advantage.
The beginning in all arts is tedious and dull; the master must thus
cheer up and encourage his pupils by varying lessons accordingly. He must
separate himself from a taste for numerous repetitions of the same principle. It is also useful for a master to frequent artists of other genres; by this
augmenting of his knowledge he will become convinced that the arts are
founded upon the same principles, and there is, as I have dared expound, a
degree of relationship between them all.
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The Expressions and Proper Terms of the Art of Arms
Avoir de la main: To have Hand- when one wants to deceive parries with
finesse and skill.
Avoir des doigts: To have fingers- it is said of the game that one must
"have fingers" at the measure where the hand is raised while making an
attack or when replacing the hand. One sees in demonstration that the
foil must play in the fingers; because when is it said that a fencer does
not have fingers one means that he grips the foil too high in the hand,
the point lost with regard to the direction of the body.
Avoir des jambes: To have Legs-signifies that he is always ready having
bend them well underneath him, is stable and firm on his left foot which
does not impede in the development of the guard.
Avoir de la tete: To have Head-this undoubtedly needs no explanation;
but in arms this expression contains as much malice as coldbloodedness. To offer few holds, to profit from small advantages, to have
intent, being wrong for them to succeed, to judge a game and combat
them with consequence, all of this is to have head.
Main legere: Light Hand- this is said when the point is always near the
path of the sword, is barely felt upon engagements and which derobes at
the least pressure or the least action of the adversary.
Main dure: Heavy Hand- this follows on from bad principles: when a
fencer uses force he is stripped of agreements and swiftness; beats and
croisés deviate his blade promptly, he does not respond to instinctive actions and he offers advantage to those against him through his
heaviness.
Jeu dur: Hard Game-there are two meanings: one is, as said under the
heading "heavy hand", one who follows bad principles; the second is a
game of consequence where one opposes bad fencers: it consists of beats
and croisés so that your sword is never directly in front of you before attacking.
Avoir de l’epaule: To have Shoulder-is to make all movements with this
part of the body: these movements are large, easy to judge and, as a consequence, slow; it is one of the greatest faults.
Sauter: To Jump- it is said of people who, in the development, raise the
foot too high, instead of grazing the ground, describing a circle and not in
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a straight line; they lose time, disorder their bodies and make sloppy
their development.
Chasser les mouches: Fly Swatting- it is said of irregular movements
when in place of taking a counter or any other double parry one parries
heading to the right and left.
Tirer dans le fer: Thrust into the Blade- is a common fault among beginners; instead of thrusting into the line that the adversary presents, they
thrust to the side where he is covered and by this they find themselves
parried despite the one who parries not meaning to do so.
Avoir une grande mesure: To have Large Measure- or, much the same
thing, a “large place”, is to fence fairly far away using the gifts that nature
has given and adding them to the principles of the art.
Avoir un beau developpement: To have Good Development- said of those
who demonstrate grace.
Avoir un bel aplomb: To have Good Grounding- is, after a development, to
be steady and immobile in such a way that there are no points to criticise.
Tendre: To Extend- is the resort of weak fencers; unable to parry, they extend the arm against every play they perceive with the aim of entangling the
adversary; one can slip these easily while they make extensions in false
time; then deviate the blade as one does at the end of an assault.
Caver, tirer en cavant: Hollow Out or Thrust while Hollowing- is a great
fault; it is to thrust without opposition to gain the point of the body independent of the parry. The fencer risks being entangled himself for lack of
having opposed; each attack must be in opposition with the same attack.
Parer en tranchant le fer: To Parry while Cutting the Blade- is to parry with
the nails always turned underneath to deviate the blade at a large angle.
This parade is good against those who thrust low, under the hand, especially when fencing at the wall; used while parrying attacks in tierce, quarte
and quarte-inside, thus dominating the adversary’s weak under the strong.
Marcher, gagner le mesure: Step-in or Win Measure- is to carry the right
foot forward and follow up with the left while observing that the feet remain
the same distance apart from each other as in the guard.
Rompre: Retreat, or to Break Measure- is to pull back the left foot and immediately withdraw the right foot; all done while not leaving the line.
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Trop marcher, trop serrer: Too Close: too far away- is said as a fault of a certain person who, not knowing how to fence in the correct place, do not use
the methods at a distance to which they are susceptible, without removing
their left foot, approach their adversary too close; this method has serious
inconvenience.
Redoubler: Redouble- is said of an action in which several attacks are
thrust one after the other without withdrawing; this sin contravenes the
grace and art of arms (see the article on the Assault).
Passer en avant et en arriere: Pass Forward or Backward-pass forward is to
pass the heel of the left foot to the buckle of the right foot; pass backward is
to pass the right foot backward to the left heel and fall into guard with the
left foot forward.
Ferrailler: Poker- is said of a fencer who lacks principles and fences badly.
Abandon de l’epee: Abandon the Sword- either every movement of the blade
is too large such that he takes too long to make parries or he chooses a
parry which does not engage causing him to abandon the blade; this is
equally inconvenient in the attack as in defence; there is another abandoning of the blade when one quits the blade while stepping; those who, after a
parry of prime, take up demi-circle more than the parry of seconde abandon the sword.
S’ecraser: To Fold Oneself- is said of those who, after an attack is thrust,
push the right knee forward, letting the body fall, and raise the left foot;
these movements lose time in coming back into guard and issuing the riposte before it can be remised.
Faire capot: Hooded- is to beat a fencer without him touching with any of
his thrusts.
Coup pour coup: Blow for Blow- is said of two fencers who touch together.
There is no greater fault under arms, where the principle is to touch without being touched.
Parer de la pointe: Parry the Point- is to deviate a point in line with the body
while forming a parry; it is found when the parrier lacks the use of the
strong of the blade and the parry is bad.
Tirer des feintes: Fencing with Feints- is held by all as an ideal rather than
a possibility.
Riposter: To Riposte- is to render an attack after a parry.
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Arreter un tireur: Stop a Fencer-is to make a stop-hit against him, an attack
taken upon a step with opposition.
Le coup de temps: Time hit- is an attack taken with opposition upon a development; it is one of the most beautiful attacks under arms.
Coup sur le temps: Attack into Time- is when one is more vicious under
arms and is to thrust in every time one can without taking up opposition;
this leads to blow-for-blow; as a general rule, one should never thrust when
the two blades are not crossed.
Croiser, etre croisé: Crossed, or to be Crossed- this is to not be in line, having the right foot too far inward; this will lose aplomb in the body and also
affect the direction of the point.
Etre en ligne: To be in Line- is meant in two ways; firstly- a fencer has the
heel of the right foot in alignment with the ankle of the left foot; and secondly, of two fencers who are perfectly in line with one another.
Partir le corps trop tot: Departing the Body Too Late- is the most difficult
fault to conquer; it exists in strong fencers more than in weak fencers; the
hand precedes the movement before the departure of the body, sometimes
the putting the button into the guard of the parrier or the weak of the
thruster stays on the strong of the parrier.
Parade de tac et riposte du tac au tac: Parry of Tac and Riposte Tac-au-Tacwhen there is a separation of the sword after a parry, the riposte must depart immediately and this is called the “riposte tac-au-tac”.
La riposte en temps perdu: Riposte in lost time- if after a parry with no separation one must retreat this is called “losing time”. There will be the
danger of a riposte, the adversary can replace his sword toward your body;
thus, retreat to deceive the blade.
Tirer la main plate: Thrust with a Flat Hand- is to raise the hand, nails to
the top. In all times, the hand must be in demi-tierce and not turned while
raised as it will not be too fast.
Eperonner: Ram- is to make an action like that of a ram; it is a lost time, a
common fault among beginners.
Se couvrir: To Cover Oneself- is to have an extended guard while holding the
point contrary to the line of the body, this is called “the line of opposition”.
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First Lesson: How to put a student on guard
The master, having placed a foil in the hand of the student with the
curved part underneath and had him place his thumb along the flat of the
grip, has him place his right heel to his left ankle, left foot straight forward,
and the right to the outside such that they form a right-angle; both arms
falling alongside the body, foil blade in the left hand; in this attitude, the
pupil must face opposite his master.
It is common for youth to hold themselves poorly with the habit of
thrusting their head forward due to their deskbound studies, the master
will pay attention to correcting this fault by gently tilting back the pupil’s
head, turning it right and left always with a stretch such that it will soften
the neck muscles. This little exercise will bring about the necessary position and the pupil will end up holding their head with grace.
To obtain elasticity of the arms the master must pull back the shoulders, taking hold of the pupil’s hands and turn the arms in such a way that
the back of the hands touch behind his back. Take care that this will have
some difficulty for young folk who by their make-up have strong shoulders.
They must do this gradually, and put their hands together as best they can,
so as to do no harm. One must oversee this; after some repetitions of this
exercise one will seek that the young folk can do this for themselves.
Return to the first position, where the pupil will be straight and the feet
at right-angles, as stated, have him advance his right foot a distance of two
and a half paces to the left; then he will be upon his haunches, bending
both of his ankles or knees; push with the right hand the left haunch to
move it back, the same with the right using the left hand. The haunches
will then be found to be facing you, the upper body the same, and the left
side easing as a result to the right; then during this operation take good
care to overly turn the haunches; this exaggeration will place the right knee
and foot to the inside, and give grace to the position.
The pupil well placed; have him turn his head high and the right such
that he can see in front of him. Then the master, taking him by the hand,
has him raise him arms very high, without lifting the shoulders. If the arms
come up against resistance then soften them by bending them fully and
gently extending them; thus, when you can see that there is no stiffness in
his movements, after the arms are raised, open up them up gently, the left
falling into an angled position, forming a semi-circle, the fingers next to
each other.
The master will then take up the pupil’s right hand in his left, tilting it
to demi-tierce, directing the point of his foil to hand-height; continue to put
it in line, by bending and placing the hand into place as before; taking a
guard that is not strained and taking care that the shoulders are either low,
aligned along the neck or flexible. To obtain this unity the master, always
holding the pupil’s right hand, places his right hand on the shoulder to
prevent it from lifting, is a great fault. He then places their hand 5 inches
lower than the shoulder while holding in a straight line. In this position, the
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hand can defend above and below, it is called a “divided guard” and the
guard of the plastron is the most difficult.
One must also accustom the pupil to hold his foil with the little and
ring fingers; the thumb and two other fingers must not be upon the grip except to direct the point loosely; if tightly the point will deviate.
The hand in the guard must be in demi-tierce or demi-quinte; such that
is forms an angle which holds the adversary’s point outside the line of the
body upon the two engagements of tierce and quarte and, by this method,
the weak is dominated.
OBSERVATION
A pupil thus placed is in a very difficult position; but if this guard presents difficulties it also has great advantages. It allows one to take up all of
the possible guards and to adapt to an adversary’s game as required; because one can only combat equally by opposing the same methods and the
same positions. I make an alignment of the right heel with the left ankle because however the body is placed will be bad; aligned behind the left heel
will make him turn the haunches and the left shoulder will come forward;
thus presenting greater surface area and thrusting more slowly by reason
of the body, without already being opposite before departing, is obliged to
take one more action.; another inconvenience is to place the place the right
heel against the buckle of the left foot; in this position the student will find
himself twisted; when thrusting he will carry his right foot to the inside,
aplomb will be lost, the body will crumple and the point will not go in the
correct direction, it will not touch and anyone can easily deceive the blade.
To feel the effect of these bad positions one must submit to analysis and
examination; consider a fencer on guard, placed ordinarily, body turned
such that his button touches the wall, after having taken up the correct
alignment and make him change his alignment by carrying the right foot
over to the left heel; this then leaves his body unable to add any restraint or
force, it then feels like his left shoulder is inclined to turn and lead forward
of his body and that his point, when it touches the wall, is extended by 6
inches, and finally, other than losing the length of his guard, he has more
loss of time as a result of the inevitable turning before departing. If the
fencer takes his alignment toward the buckle of the left foot he will find that
he has no force after the development and it is impossible to adjust because
he is twisted and has lost his aplomb.
These experiences make a triumph of the principles upon which one
takes up alignment by carrying the right foot to the left ankle.
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Second lesson: Demonstration of the attacks of quarte and tierce
After having placed the pupil we pass on to the demonstrations of attacks and movements. The master, to this end, takes the student’s hand
and must guide it at all times. There are only, properly speaking, two attacks under arms, these are tierce and quarte.
To thrust quarte, turn the hand and the nails on top; to thrust tierce,
the hand and nails are turned underneath. All other combinations derive
from these two attacks. The master, by placing his hand upon the pupil’s
shoulder so that it does not rise up, has him shift the arm, has him turn
his hand to raised quarte and directed towards him, taking care that all
joints are free; it the hand that directs the fore-arm which must be flexible.
This movement unites three actions which will become one, those of turning, raising and taking opposition, all without a shock; because, at the least
little convulsive movement in the raising of the hand, the point is deviate,
which must be fixed to the body without being too far from alignment [with
it]. The fingers obedient to the necessity to lower the point towards the
body, at measure that the hand gains height while turning, the little and
ring fingers flexed, and the hand coming up high. When the pupils come to
parades one must explain to them the reason for these three movements:
1st- turning for the speed of hand
2nd- elevation for gaining strong to weak
3rd- opposition to deviate the opposing tip from the line the body.
Only hold the foil with the thumb, the index and middle finger, no others must touch the grip. The shoulder must never be lifted, nor the neck
artery stretched to thus render a smoothness and pliability to the student’s
movements. When the hand is raised the left hand lowers and this creates
balance. These two movements must be exact, the body well seated over the
left side, the haunches well effaced when detaching the right foot from the
ground, and when also detached, the left shank is extended, following the
body, producing the effect of an arc; hand above all so that the shank does
not extend before the thrusting attack, such as is done among many fencers who have bad principles and who put in too much precipitation. The
right foot skims the ground when detached from the ground, otherwise he
will slow down the action of describing a large circle, which is called “jumping”.
CORRECTION OF DEVELOPMENT
After having made the arm very supple, the fingers above all, if the right
hand is not fairly well turned out when it comes to its final height, the master turns it once more and thus hasten the speed of his action; the point is
placed in alignment with the body, lower than the shoulder, if it is well
raised; so that the hand is carried in opposition of quarte to the side of the
master which must be occupied by the hold. If the body falls forwards, one
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raises it by bending the left haunch with the right hand; carry at the same
time the left hand to the student’s right armpit, thus to raise up the body,
which, by this method, will regain its height, and become upright. Often
students are crumpled, left foot turned, right knee pushed forward and, in
order to recover their position, they lose two times when receiving a riposte
before having thought of a retreat; another inconvenience is the right foot
which is too far away, the buckle beyond the knee. Thus, when in the middle of these imperfections the left foot has to re-establish balance, the pupil
is obliged to make an effort to recover. His leg is angled and equally he
lacks the means for his retreat. It must be that, to have strength, the right
knee is perpendicular to the buckle; when the left foot is raised the shank
is not extended; the foot is not the point of balance, the attack will not fast
nor regular. The left arm, without stiffness, must be a little detached from
the thigh. One must habituate the pupil to stay in these positions to learn
to feel them well and to imprint the guard and thus in all developments; it
is only when these are rendered familiar that one can study the remainder
of the retreat, the pitfall of many fencers (see 1st pl., no.3).
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Third lesson: How to the pupil is to recover
He must first bend both shanks. The left arm, which plays the role of a
balancing aid, is to withdraw very high and very fast, in such a way that
the right is replaced into the guard from which it departed, the whole not
taking longer than the forward action. Scarcely the right foot is in place
then one must be ready to thrust anew with no additional action, which will
be a lost tempo. Often a student, while recovering, holds their shanks in
order to redeploy, it is again a lost tempo. By observing strictly that which
has been said one will not fall into this fault.
The master places the new pupil in a position to thrust tierce; to this
end, he has him turn the hand to this position, while maintaining the body
and shoulder; he has him raise the hand, while uniting the three actions
into one, showing the attack of quarte, the opposition here made by carrying the pupil’s hand to his right, the master’s right hand holding the
shoulder which always raises in tierce more-so than in quarte, and, for this
reason, must be given particular attention.
The point in aligned with the body, head straight, haunches well effaced, left arm very high, the right hand coming to a convenient height,
detached the foot from the earth by grazing the floor; the shank, imitating
an arc, is held upon an extension in tierce; the hand in this extension is as
high as possible, as in the attack of quarte, shoulder low, the neck artery
flexible; the body and head straight, knee perpendicular to the buckle and
the left foot balanced. If the right leg is perpendicular it is proof that the
shank has stretched during the extension. The master makes the pupil return to guard, always returning in place with the precautions shown. After
he makes him strike his foot in a single appel, a second disorders the body
too much, to make sure that he is well seated on the left side and is the
haunches are well effaced. Then he makes him step with the right foot first,
the left must follow, always observing that the feet are an equal distance
from another as in the guard. Next, he must retreat the left foot, that is to
say withdraw, because to be in measure, one says, by opposition, “To break
measure”. Furthermore, either reengaging or breaking measure one takes
care to stop and break up each action in order to better order the body.
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Fourth lesson: Exercise to learn thrusting along the blade and observations on the step and recovery
Steps and recoveries demand frequent repetition at the beginning; it is
these which assure correct position in movements. The master, not losing
sight of the pupil’s position, will make him thrust in quarte, while holding
his hand until he can move as one. Holding a foil himself, placing himself in
front of the pupil, with the left hand taking the button he then places it in
their hand; if the arm resists it is because it is not supple enough and he
must then re-give him the binding, so that the master pushes at will, with
the point of the foil, place the hand of his student more or less high. In the
case where the arm is too withdrawn one must extend it; when this cannot
be done one must guard against pupils making thrusts using whatever way
they hold their hand.
They must have every attention that they succeed in bringing together
suppleness and correct posture.
Once the student arrives at the desired point the master holds the button of the foil engaged in quarte-inside, and he will turn the hand, raising
the attack, and carrying it to his right; this is called “opposition”; he says in
particular to his pupil,
“When you take up a parade I will explain to you why you hold your
hand so high.”
The hand is brought to its highest height detach the right foot from the
ground and stretch the left shank to accelerate the speed. The master, after
the attack, examines his position and corrects imperfections; next he
changes the engagement from quarte to tierce, after the pupil has recovered
and repositioned himself, and always observes carefully. The master, holding the button, makes him turn his nails in tierce while raising and turning
the hand, and, carrying it to his left, thus determines his opposition and if
he sets aside the adversary’s point from the line of his body. So as to not be
deceived upon oppositions, one watches always the opposing side of the adversary’s point; and, to familiarise the student with the oppositions, the
master makes him attack along his blade, without disengaging, until he
has acquired some unification. He will resume from time to time with the
hand to replace it because disrupting movements, even those seen even in
students of only a certain amount of force, are exposing because they do
not observe the minutiae of the principles.
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Fifth lesson: Disengagements of quarte, tierce and seconde
After the student has thrust for some lessons along the blade one will
pass on to disengagements, taking care to assure that before he is well
grounded in the principles explained previously; place him in the guard you
both share, which defends above as well as below, and the master takes the
button of the foil which he then guides. The pupil engaged in quarte-overthe-arm, called “Engage swords”, because it is extended and taken. The
disengagement follows, which consists of passing the sword to the opposite
side. In the movement of disengaging the button passes as close as possible
to the blade, while curling around the strong or heel; then one turns the
hand into quarte, while raising it. Take opposition while carrying the hand
to the right of the master; the face of the opposite side of the opposing
point. Detach the right foot from the floor, stretch the left shank to follow
the body and then deploy the quarte attack to the inside. Upon this attack
the master says,
“Stay, relax your limbs, study well the whole for
the retreat by bending the knees, and raising the
left arm high up; in one action, the foot is placed
on the ground, in such a way to thrust anew; efface yourself and in line, that is to say that, in the
guard, the heel must be toward the left ankle, this
pose is necessary for balance; recover.”
The master, always guiding the button, makes the button pass over the
weapons for a disengage of tierce over the weapons. While turning the hand
he must raise, taking opposition, and have the face of the opposing side of
the opposing point. The attack thrust, the master anew to the pupil’s hand,
which will certainly have lowered; he will return it up high and make the
shoulder drop with the heel of his foil. If the neck artery is stretched, or is
rendered flexible, while recommend to the student to busy himself with softening the hardness of the arm and all of his limbs. Return him on guard
while observing always the same principles of the guard, and thus in the
extension; the master engages the sword in tierce, supporting his hand
high to present he play from underneath, or he will pass the button, while
saying,
“Let the point fall in seconde or tierce underneath
the sword, raise the hand while turning to tierce.”
He always holds the button and thus facilitates the elevation of the
hand with the strong of their sword; all of this is very softly done, such that
the pupil feels the three movements of turning, elevation and opposition; before the body departs raise the foot and extend the left shank.
Upon an attack in seconde ordinarily pupils abandon and let the body
fall; raise them up carefully by bending the left haunch with the right hand
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and placing the left under the armpit, as said previously; after redressing
the body, visit the shoulder which always rises upon an attack in tierce. If
the shank is not stretched it is that the left foot of the pupil will have raised
while lunging; thus, the buckle of the right foot must have passed the knee
and the pupil will be without strength for the retreat; it is by continual attention to correct these faults that will come to pass in a student.
The primary points are the position and the extension; once these are
established they will become second nature, and the student will progress;
when he is rendered very familiar with this lesson one can instruct him in
the simple parades.
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Sixth lesson: Simple parries of quarte and tierce
When the pupil can form the positions the master will make him perform simple parries. He will be put on guard as in the preceding lesson,
that is to say, he will do it himself; to one side the master does the same
and engages the sword in tierce and disengages quarte-over-the-arm to
make a parry of quarte against the student. This parade consists of setting
aside the adversary’s point from out of line with his body; take his hand so
that he can feel the effect of the parade, while placing it in the position of
demi-quinte, and by opposing quarte to quarte without tac. He makes no
other action other than to find the position of opposition. From there, to
parry tierce, he has only to turn his hand to tierce. The turning of the hand
forms a fairly large angle to deviate the point from the line of the body; the
hand is placed as in the departing guard, he must, after the parade is completed, so that the point of the parrier stays fixed on the body without
setting it aside from the line; because if it is deviate from the side of the adversary’s foil it will find the void at the heel which will neuter the parade,
which happens sometimes; this is called a “parry with the point”.
OBSERVATIONS OF THE FORT AND FOIBLE
It is essential to teach the student to know the “strong” and “weak” of
his foil. The blade is divided into two parts: the strong, which extends from
the heel through the hilt up to the middle and is called the “defensive part”
or that part where one parries; from the middle to the point is the “weak”
which is the “offensive part” and the part with which one touches; thus a
parry is to oppose the strong with the adversary’s weak which must yield
absolutely; because, even if one had Herculean strength his point cannot
resist the strong with which it is opposed, as it produces the effect of a lever; also, in a thrusting attack, it is the weak which one combats while
avoiding the strong and it is to achieve this avoidance that we raise the
student’s hand without thrusting and why we insist particularly on the necessity of this elevation. I always recommend a good position under arms;
to achieve this, the master will teach slowly, taking rests from time to time
to better imprint the position until it can be rendered with complete perfection and the pupil has grasped this in the whole of their movement and is
amenable to feeling their usefulness. In thrusting quickly and recovering
the same way the master has not the time to examine if all movements are
regular. In my academy, we were never allowed to give a lesson in action
before the student was perfectly good on his legs, such that he had a wellplaced body and his guard out in front of him. If one neglects this method
the pupil will fence his entire life without reaching the full vigour which his
physical means allow because he is using them badly (see pl. X and XI).
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Seventh lesson: In which one joins the feint and double-feint
The pupil having placed themselves according to the principles developed in the previous lessons, the master, having examined and corrected
the faults which the student has either in his guard or in his extension,
holds the blade in quarte-inside and says to him,
“Extend your guard, form a line in opposition,
then deviate my point; hold my weak with the
strong of your sword, nails slightly inclined to
tierce to form an angle, and your point at my
body, the same way as in the parade (the point
should be no more set-aside than when in opposition); strike your foot, efface the haunches,
bend them under you, the left arm in its place,
relax the stiffness in your arm.”
Then make them step while attacking always taking time to recover; also make him sound an appel to seat the body on the left side, then break
measure while always maintaining the feet the same distance form one another, and strike anew the foot without disturbing the body. After which,
the master, passing from quarte to tierce, makes a parry of tierce; it is only
the hand that turns and which forms a sufficient angle to deviate the point
form the line of the body; if the set-aside of the parade is more than sufficient the parrier will be deceived as it will take too many actions to return
to the parry; the master must not thus make opposition without “tac” and,
while recovering, he places the hand in the guard departing in the same
way to parry as to thrust and says to the pupil,
“Parry quarte while opposing simple quarte
without too much deviation, only enough that
my point is outside the line of your body and
so that you find yourself in the middle of mine,
if it goes outside the line to my right it will result in a gap at your strong which provides me
with an opportunity, as was demonstrated before.”
It is essential that the master knows perfectly how to offer-up his blade
when making a parry; he must take care to carry his weak against the pupil’s strong by passing his button close to the heel and to thrust well at the
body such that he is well within the line which the student forms with his
parade, which will often be poor; when this has been done well the master
says,
“Wait for my retreat; if I recover while lowering
my hand, restrain your body, turn the nails,
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raise the hand to take the weak by opposition
and mark well the three actions; the weak is
dominated, support the hand, seat yourself to
the left side, efface the haunches, raise the
right foot always grazing the ground, extend
the left shank.”
The attack thrust, the master, as usual, examines the extension; he
takes care over the way the hand is raised and to the ease which it is given,
the pupil’s strong always on the weak. The foot placement as the attack is
extended, the weak well maintained, the hand must not deliver the point
before it is elevated, which will depend upon the height, and the weak stays
on the strong of the adversary’s sword; since this fault is common in all
students he must overdo the elevation in the lesson; because in the assault
the hand always drops; by exaggerating it thus while teaching the hand will
be supported at a convenient height.
The student returns to guard, the master engages in quarte, make a
parry of tierce, while opposing tierce to tierce; it is only a turn of the hand
that sets aside the blade; he must turn the nails entirely, raise the hand,
raise the foot, extend the left shank and stay in the attack. The master
then, holding the button of his foil, with his left hand takes the strong with
the right hand next to the guard, and shifts to arm to make it supple. It is
commonly too stiff, especially in the attack of tierce. The pupil returns to
guard in a single action and make him parry quarte; the master then recovers while gripping the sword, disengaging over; hand in quarte and nails
turned one raises the hand up high while taking opposition. The same as if
one thrusts tierce; this is quarte-over-the-arm.
The pupil returns to guard and the master says to him,
“Parry quarte with the heel of your sword while
lowering the point to the body; I will raise the
sword in front of me; note the feint one-two
which consists of two disengagements following
each other; upon this effort pass the button in
quarte-over-the-arm, I parry tierce, re-pass inside to thrust quarte while raising the hand,
turn the nails in opposition and restrain the
body until the hand arrives, raise the foot, extend the left shank.”
The master takes the blade in quarte-over-the-arm to disengage quarteinside such that the pupil parries quarte on the retreat; the master, holding
the button, says,
“Note one-two and three, or the double-feint, you
pass the button in quarte-over-the arm, I parry
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tierce, you re-pass inside, I parry quarte and you
re-pass over the arm (this action is called the
“double feint” because it deceives two parades,
tierce and quarte), rise up and thrust.”
The student returns, the master engages the sword in quarte-inside and
makes a parry of tierce by forming a good angle; after he has recovered he
returns the hand to demi-tierce in the same way as a parry of quarte and
tierce. To pass more quickly and more easily support the strong of your foil
on the adversary’s weak, hand in demi-tierce and the point low, close to the
passage of the sword; because if there is less blade to pass more of the disengagements will be faster.
The master must note the feint one-two from quarte-inside to thrust
quarte-over-the-arm and guide the button as close as possible to the heel
without touching the blade: the feint one-two in this case deceive the parade of quarte-inside, as in the preceding phrase, to deceive a parry of
tierce. He must retrain the body, raise the hand and depart.
OBSERVATION BY THE MASTER ON THE THRUST ATTACK
The master engages in quarte-inside to parry tierce on the retreat and
mark one-two and three; one turns the nails to quarte-inside, this will deceive the parades of quarte and tierce. Raise the hand, restrain the body
and depart (observations upon the positions) and on guard.
The master makes a parry of tierce to mark a feint of seconde; to this effect he guides the student’s button first in seconde, made to return over the
arm; deceive, by this means, the parade of seconde to thrust quarte-overthe-arm. The hand in quarte it must be raised and depart.
OBSERVATIONS ON WHEN THE PERFORMED THRUST CAN BE MADE
The master will next parry tierce and mark the double feint in seconde,
a good one-two-and three then falling into seconde. The feint finishes in seconde, raising the hand and leaving seconde. This feint is called “double”
because it deceives the parades of seconde and tierce. The master examines
the extension, especially the shoulder, then the artery, which must be relaxed and the turn of the hand which is often not completed. Finish with
attacks along the blade with the regularity which has been explained. Always begin and end the lesson with straight thrusts and disengagements.
One can well place the body and give togetherness in this manner.
These observations, often repeated in this work, are for masters, to
whom it cannot be too recommended to have exactness of principle without
which there is no grace or vigour. But for the student in short; by learning
measure you will gain freedom. Make sure you do not go too fast or take too
long getting into position as it is these that are tiring, especially when on
guard.
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Eighth lesson: Engagements and the danger of false engagements
After the master makes his pupil come on guard himself and, following
the principles, he makes him engage the sword in quarte-inside, that is to
say, to make it pass to one side or the other to take the adversary’s blade
(strong to weak) and to make certain of it. The change of engagement destroys his plans and stops any execution of those actions which he himself
had. The lesson must be short and repeated.
FALSE ENGAGEMENTS
False engagements in which one takes the weak of the adversary’s blade
is an error when under arms; it holds nothing if one has a light hand and it
can be seized accordingly. He thrusts upon a false engagement with as
much ease as if the weak is free; it is always dangerous to pass the sword
from one side to the other without the weak perfectly; this requires a great
exactness of opposition especially if one has an affair against a fencer who
has his hand and a great elevation; because he can impede the weak as
soon as the blades are connected.
Engagement differs from disengagement, the first serves, as we have
come to explain, to bar the blade and the second to pass to the other side
and thrust an attack of some form. The master engages the sword, that is
to say, from quarte to tierce, or from tierce to quarte, the strong dominating
the weak and holds the opposing point outside the line of the body and the
point close to the passage of the sword. If it is held in quarte says the master,
“Strike the foot to correct the body and step.
Turn the nails, raise the hand, raise the foot,
extend the left shank, depart, recover, engage
the sword in tierce, nails well turned, forming
an angle as in the parade of tierce, strike the
foot, step; if I have a low hand, turn the nails to
quarte, raise and parry quarte, strike the foot,
step; if I take your blade disengage quarte-overthe-arm, turn the nails, raise, depart. On guard
and recover, engage the sword in quarte; complete your engagement to better cover yourself,
sit down, efface your body, feel the sword lightly
while forming opposition; the sooner a fencer
touches it lightly the sooner it is embarrassed,
strike the foot without shifting the body and
step; if I have a sword in front of me mark a
feint one-two to bring the sword to tierce, raise
the hand and depart. On guard, engage the
sword in tierce, strike the foot, relax, no hardness or stiffness in the arm, step; if I have a
sword in front of me mark a feint one-two in
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quart-inside to return to quarte-over-the-arm,
raise and thrust. On guard, engage the sword
in quarte-inside, cover yourself, extend the
guard, your strong on my weak and the point
low, hand in demi-tierce to mark one-two and
three; a very difficult movement, you must go
very gently to learn to do it close to the heel of
the opposing blade.”
If the pupil has difficulty understanding break down the actions and
give them exercises that they can perform well and he will then sense that
large attacks are easy to judge by upset to the body.
In the assault, it is not enough to deceive the blade to touch, the point
must also be ruled by three small movements; these are not otherwise adjusted, experience will be the proof. The master says,
“Mark the feint one-two and three such that the
point the heel of my blade and pass quarteover-the-arm, raise the hand, turn the nails. On
guard and depart; recover.”
At each exercise, the master must not neglect to examine if the pupil is
well positioned and he will correct any faults which he can perceive; he
takes his guard also to give more ease in the way in which he retires his
hand, if he departs the body too soon. When the pupil is well positioned the
master says to him,
“Cover yourself in quarte-over-the-arm, engage
the sword in quarte-inside, strike the foot, engage the sword in tierce, body to the rear, step,
stay there, feint of seconde close to the blade,
return to quarte-over-the-arm, restrain the
body, turn the hand, raise, lift the foot, extend
the left shank; on guard, strike the foot, efface
yourself, strike the foot once more, step, stay
there, mark a double feint, and drop to seconde, depart, on guard.”
Here we return to first principles, which are simple attacks. The master,
holding the pupil’s blade to the inside, says to him,
“Turn the nails, raise the hand, lower the left
arm, stay there without thrusting and without
shifting the body, return the arm to its place.”
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This is a balancing act that it is necessary to practice in order to habituate the student to making the hand depart before the body; this should
thus be repeated often and in detail. Tell him,
“Turn the hand, raise it up high, take opposition, and lower the point toward the body
without advancing your own, which must stay
pliable.”
We have already demonstrated the necessity of lowering the point to the
body, such is the method of holding the foil so that the fingers obey; but we
know that we must return to them often; thus hold your foil with the little
and second to last fingers, the three others must play upon the grip to
guide the point in a measure such that the hand is raised; while turning
the little finger opens and the fourth also; such that when the hand arrives
at its height one only holds the foil with the thumb, the index and the middle finger; the student who repeats this often these exercises will give a
great ease; these will have the same effect for him as multiple “beats” do for
dancers in the theatre; the suppleness and flexibility that is necessary in all
arts; I shall speak often of the advantage of these movements in the exercise at the wall.
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Ninth lesson: Repetition of the simple parries of demi-circle and octave
The master, when the student is placed agreeably, makes him thrust
many direct attacks and simple disengagements; then he takes his blade in
quarte-inside and he binds the weak, that is to say that he holds his hand
a little low to ease its taking, which is a false position, and give every advantage to the pupil; he will pay attention to proportion the height of his
hand to the alacrity of the student, and, having taken a little to gain the
weak, will touch them in measure with which he will take up with ease. The
master will then recover his hand or take up his guard very high (it is proper that the master’s hand must always have the advantage over the
student). When these cannot touch it is that the body is in advance of the
hand, when on the contrary these must precede all movements of the body.
He returns to guard. The master makes a thrust of straight quarte, then a
disengagement of quarte-over-the-arm, but extremely late. The direct attack
over the arm is one of the most beautiful attacks under arms which there
is. This method of thrusting is to habituate the pupil to better conserve his
guard in front of him, as we have demonstrated.
The master takes his guard a little high without giving too much ease,
saying,
“Bend the left side, efface yourself, support the
hand, turn the nails in quarte and raise the
hand up high without the shoulder lifting, do
not press upon the blade, use as much lightness as possible because if you put upon it with
force one will be obliged to take a guard of
prime or to change the sword; your nails are in
accord; if you place on the necessary line the
point gains the middle of the body and a wellmade thrust will be unstoppable.”
The master, after many of these attacks above and below, makes to parry the student. If the student loses alignment in the course of the lesson
one will make him replace the heel and ankle of the left foot. This observation need not be repeated further.
The pupil, bringing himself on guard, the master takes the sword in
quarte-inside, as usual, and makes a parry of tierce, observing that the
parry is completed using a turn of the hand and forms an angle; after the
master’s retreat, he must replace the hand in demi-tierce in order to do the
same parry of quarte as tierce. Parry quarte, oppose without force. When
we learn the counter or double parry we will enter into the greatest detail
on the “tac” and positions.
I thrust quarte-low under the hand, this attack is parried by demicircle, letting the point fall inside the weapon; turn the hand fully to quarte
and support it at mouth height, while examining the position, that it is as it
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should be; see that the turn of the hand is enough that the point will deviate well. The angle which is formed in the parade follows the blade fairly far
and prevents a return in time to parry and riposte. If the hand is not at the
height of the mouth it presents an opportunity which is called “the point
passing over the hand”. This parade is one of my best, it cuts three or four
lines, above, underneath and all of the inside. The opportunity which is
found to the opposing side is octave which is thrust with the hand in quarte
and when one parries in the same position; one sees that this parade is no
more than a demi-circle formed by the action of the hand which is delivered
to the right and the angle that is found to be the same to deviate the blade.
Beginners have difficulty arriving at it; they turn the hand as if they wish to
return to tierce they do not parry and leave open a large opportunity; they
must have the hand entirely in quarte, as in demi-circle; the master then
passes quarte-over-the-arm which he parries by opposing in quarte in the
same way; then he makes a parry of quarte-inside, tierce, demi-circle, octave, quarte-over-the-arm and quarte-inside.
He will make the observation that when he delivers demi-circle in
quarte-inside the parrier must pass through octave, this forms a double parade. After this exercise one will thrust some direct attacks and pass the
disengagements.
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Tenth lesson: Counter-disengagement
Counter-disengagements consist of disengaging twice in the same direction, such that they are called “double disengagements.”
First disengage quarte-over-the-arm, I pass inside to take opposition,
one counter-parries, you re-pass a second time and this is that is, in effect,
the double disengagement. Counter-disengagements in quarte-over-thearm, turn the nails, raise and depart. The first disengagement makes a
half-turn of the blade; the second makes a full turn. On guard, sword in
front of you, taking care to be covered; if the student is not covered thrust
through the opportunity he leaves but without touching; this will be
enough to oblige him to retake his opposition and to return his point to the
body.
Counter-disengagements of quarte-inside, turn the nails, raise the
hand, retrain the body, raise the foot, extend the left shank and on guard.
Engage the sword in tierce, strike the foot, efface yourself, bend to the left
side, push seconde, I take demi-circle, you pass seconde for a second time;
it is this which is called “counter-disengage of seconde”. Sometimes let the
pupil upon a simple disengagement to, after having engaged the sword in
all directions, practice feints and double-feints, then counterdisengagements in all directions as has been demonstrated; from there return to simple parades and make him repeat all the previous attacks.
This is a fairly difficult attack for a beginner; it is good to practice
thrusting with many direct attacks and to pass many disengagements; this
is an aid to placing the body, creates a completeness of movement and
speed to the hand.
The master is to be occupied above all with making his pupil acquire
this beautiful simplicity which gives grace and force in all actions. An easy
exercise, done according to principles, pleases everybody.
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Eleventh Lesson: The salute
The salute made under arms is made up of the most beautiful movements of this with both hands. exercise; also, once the pupils are a little
formed by the first lessons, one shows it to them to give them grace and
ease, of course having taken care that they have carried their head far
back; and made them turn to the right and left with soft actions. Such as
the arms must have full elasticity, the best means for procuring this will be
to take to each pupil a baton which one holds in the position of the heel at
the left ankle, as a foil, that is to say with both hands. Make him raise the
arm very high; first making him bend one, then lower both fully behind the
back, without lowering anything; because he will have full facility for raising up, but always pay attention to not lowering. This exercise makes
perfect between the shoulders. One must at the same time turn back the
head and turn it to the right and left as said.
The pupil thus prepared falls into position, that is to say, heel to ankle,
head high and turned to the right, the chest open, shoulders well back,
arms falling alone the line of the body, the blade of the foil in the left hand.
The master then takes him with both hands to help until he makes the salute consistently, raising his arms and saying to him, “On guard” and he
puts himself in position; then, holding both his hands, he directs the left to
the tip of his hat, by which it must be taken, without any disarraying of the
head:
“Tap twice with the foot” continues the master without shifting the
body, stay bent, raise the hat, extend the arm, carry the left hand to the
place it will occupy in the guard; immediately lower down, such that the
right raises up itself high while turning the nails to quarte and forming a
good balance. The master, continuing his lesson, says,
“Raise yourself up while carrying the right foot
to the place of the buckle behind the left heel”.
Stay there, bend the knee, expand yourself,
head and body upright, right hand always
turned, as in a well-raised development of
quarte, and mark the opposition of quarteinside, lower the shoulder, so that the left arm
is not stiff, raise the hat up in the air, the left
foot falls into guard, place the right arm in the
common guard, without abandoning the hand,
tapping twice with the foot.”
The master makes him form a parry of quarte with a large action, then
that of tierce equally, and the hand turned to tierce. The forearm must be
bent at the crook, but not the wrist; the master brings the hands in front of
the stomach and when the blade of the foil is at the height of the hat, forming a circle, the left hand raised at the same time that the right hand
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returns to its place, the hat replaced on the head with a graceful movement
and the hand no longer on the tip after the appel with the foot; while it is
lowered the right arm is raised and becomes a balance. Make a pass forward while carrying the carrying the left foot to the buckle of the right, and
one stays in this position where the master comes to you to examine and
correct any faults; after which he says,
“Return the right foot to the guard, withdraw
the left arm to its place.”
This last pass forward is to regain ground
which one has lost by integrity. This is the
grand salute of the assault; it demands to be
exercised softly because the collection of the actions is long to retain; for this reason, the
master directs always the arms and holds the
hand until the student is able to make the salute alone.
Note: the means of advancing and retreating that one sees in the salute
is called “passing”, the first, which is placed to the rear, is in order to give
ground (see pl. XVI).
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Twelfth lesson :How to join attacks with parries
Joining attacks to parries gives a student the most pain to grasp; however, this science is very important and they must be put in a state to
benefit from the following lessons. The master, as a consequence of spending some time at this, does not teach them anything new which they can
comprehend perfectly from these positions, which has not been used for the
attack which is called “thrusting, as the blows will not be fully finished, not
multiplied and not recovered from quickly, done at the expense of attacks
which are not completed and finally they do not know well all the timings.
The master makes the pupil place the right heel to the left ankle, and
says to him to come on guard by himself to accustom him to being in line
as is proper. One may even mislead him by expressly placing him outside
the correct line to force him into taking it.
Care must be taken as to where the toes of the feet of both adversaries
are aligned in regards to one another, otherwise there will be a mutual disadvantage and they will thrust at an angle to compensate. It is that a
student places himself well opposite his master and not in a way that requires re-alignment.
The pupil placed as is proper the master takes his sword in quarteinside and, having cast his eye over his positions, says to the student,
“Feel the sword as lightly as possible, cover
yourself, tap the foot, prepare to step without
swaying the body, release the tension in the
arm and fingers, do not press on my blade, step
to me; if I have a low hand, turn the nails, raise
the hand, raise the foot, extend the left shank,
stay there, hold the body upright by hollowing
the left haunch, recover, on guard; I gain the
sword, hold the body, pass the button to
quarte-over-the arm, turn the nails, raise the
hand, lower the left without thrusting, absolutely to better sense the movement of the
elevation, depart, recover, on guard, turn the
nails to quarte, raise as high as possible, and
such that the action is fully completed, do not
press on my blade, as by this I can feel your intent, thrust quarte-over-the-arm, repeat several
attacks together with the same lightness, point
fixing on the body without deviating; engage the
sword in quarte-inside, tap the foot, an interval
between engagement and appel.”
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There is a danger of making two actions at once, this will disorder the
body too much, and before a light hand which will always be a benefit, one
must already be ready to parry.
“Oppose the thighs, hold the body well to the
rear, mark the feint one-two as close as possible to the heel of my blade, turn the nails, raise
the hand, I parry quarte, stay there, recover
and parry quarte, stay seated, stay opposite,
turn the nails, raise without thrusting, riposte
quarte, that is to say, render the attack after
the parry, on guard."
“I parry quarte upon a feint one-two, one must
mark the double feint to deceive tierce and
quarte, mark one-two-three, turn the nails,
raise and thrust; I parry tierce, recover, I riposte seconde, parry demi-circle, complete your
parry by turning the nails well, hand at mouth
height, riposte quarte, recover, parry tierce,
render tierce and on guard. Mark the feint onetwo form quarte-inside to thrust quarte-overthe-arm, point low, strong against weak, turn
the nails, raise, thrust, on guard. Release the
tension in the arm and fingers, such that the
foil plays in the hand, the point light, mark the
double feint very close, raise, thrust quarteinside, I parry quarte, on guard: parry demicircle, stay there, parry octave, nails turned all
the while, as for demi-circle, so that the angle
follows my point in line with your body, thrust
octave, stay there, recover.”
There is no better exercise for imprinting the positions.
“Recover bringing the sword into tierce, lower
the strong of your sword upon my weak and
point to the body; let it fall into seconde, turn
the hand to tierce, raise it as high as possible; if
it is not well supported the point will be to my
right in an arc; I parry seconde or octave; recover the sword in tierce and mark the feint of
seconde; thrust quarte-over-the-arm, I parry
tierce; so that your hand obeys the parry by
turning to tierce all the while the wrist bends
and takes good opposition tierce against tierce,
the face inside the opposing the adverse point,
stay there, lower the shoulder, recover, the left
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arm detached from the thigh, the hand in
tierce, left foot balanced, shank extended, head
high, on guard; I thrust seconde, parry demicircle, thrust quarte, hand high, on guard, I
thrust tierce, parry tierce, double the feint in
seconde, recover, thrust, recover with sword in
tierce; pass the sword to quarte-inside by turning the nails, raise, thrust.”
These disengagements, as said, must be performed close and finely,
such that the hand precedes the action of the body without the point deviating and such that the attack touches in an easy position, overseen by the
skill of the master within the reasonable means of the pupil. The master
must have parried with the hand fairly low so that the student, while
thrusting, can gain the weak; if he doesn’t touch the master demonstrates
to him that the body to too far away or that the hand is slacking. The body
put back into place, the master makes him thrust simple attacks, pass disengagements and counter-disengagements.
The sword engaged in tierce the master says,
“Parry quarte, counter-disengage quarte-overthe-arm, turn the nails, raise the hand, depart,
on guard; parry quarte, tierce, parry demicircle, octave, quarte-over-the-arm in opposition; parry quarte and tierce, double the
disengagement in seconde, counter, disengage
seconde, hand in tierce and thrust, stay; recover with sword in tierce, turn the nails to quarte,
raise the hand as high as possible without
pressing on my blade.”
This lesson being passable, the master applies the pupil to study at the
wall so that he can exercise with others.
REMAINING AT THE WALL
The wall, well-studied and well-reasoned, is the most beautiful exercise
for the art of arms; it can however be more perfect if it is not done contrary
its execution. The wall gives grace, intent, aplomb, steadiness on the legs
and a perfect understanding of measure, an essential point for a fencer;
then it gives a student all the speed his physical means renders possible.
Moreover, that which is done when thrusting at the wall, that is “touching”, should not be done too strongly, as it will give a great advantage in the
assault; because he will always thrust far, and for this less obvious reason,
he holds his adversary out of measure, a more preferable position for those
who need several actions before a regular development.
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With certain fencers, before developing it is necessary to make a push
upon the blade, then to avoid a hit for hit. Those who have been well thrust
at the wall will make fewer actions and have more art than those who do
not have this understanding. The wall gives a facility in defending his
ground. One sees many fencers step and run than those who have found
out how to fence in place; the former are stops in their tracks, they cannot
cover one side without uncovering the other: they cannot step and fence at
the same time. A fencer with speed, always ready to depart, develops himself plays which will leave his adversary behind. One can cite M. de SaintGeorges as having thrust at the wall superbly, thus one can see the historical note which concerns him. He serves for us as a model with his
perfection in this part of the exercise of arms.
Young men ordinarily lack patience and have great mischief; they believe that they can wriggle out of it when they engage in detailed study of
their work at the wall, that is to say they break down. Nevertheless, it is the
best method of sensing properly.
When one has overcome the first difficulties this exercise becomes extremely attractive, as much for the ease it gives than for the pleasure that
one proves in acquiring speed. The result of this work is an appreciable advantage. If, in the assault, the adversary presents a play for making a
thrust and in the intention he himself takes a hit from someone, a good
fencer at the wall is not amused by being deceived, he develops an attack at
the wall which has greater merit than a multiplicity of actions for deceiving
a play, actions which make way for an infinity of attacks which one can
take. Developed attacks, and the game at long distance especially, are recognised as the most beautiful games under arms; one need not even be a
connoisseur to appreciate their advantage.
That which develops earnestly demonstrates grace, it pleases spectators, those who fence badly at the wall and do not have hand always enter
close-range to touch. This method is against the nature of arms. In the
chapter on assaults I shall speak on the inconvenience of not developing
and of the superiority of the game at length, which emanates from thrusting at the wall. The fairly quick thrusts such as M. de Saint-Georges made
would be too demanding, he would be soft in his methods of touching,
which were extraordinary; but one can also fence regularly, and even very
fast, without, however, attaining the degree of superiority which shows a
prodigy. I have students who are very strong in this part, myself I can be
assured that I owe exercising at the wall my success in the diverse assaults
I have made.
M. Tillagorie, uncle, one of the most celebrated demonstrators we have
had and, given my father estimated his talents, created a quantity of strong
pupils uniquely by using the wall exercise; it was not long before we lost his
two nephews, both of great force, and one another Master-of-Arms at the
academies of the King, in the same way as M. Donnadieu, recently deceased. The whole world knew the force of the latter, a reputation that came
to him acquired him a just title. These three masters were pupils of M.
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Tillagorie. The famous demonstrator was very small, he was never a strong
fencer under arms, he was proper in himself, but he possessed his art and
demonstrated it very well, this was enough to make good pupils. These professors illustrate that it pleases me to cite that one does not need great
talents other than the exercise at the wall.
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Thirteenth Lesson: How to thrust at the wall
It is recommended that at the beginning of lessons one thrusts with direct attacks and simple disengagements, renewing these more frequent
exercises again when one perceives that the student is disorganised and in
the case where he withdraws simply. When he is in a state of thrusting
along with the other pupils one then teaches him to better take his measure; after having taken guard, the master holds the sword in quarte and
says to them,
“Engage sword in tierce, take your hand to your
hat with grace while circling the arm; doff the
hat, extend the left arm until in it is in the
guard position; at the same time as it lowers
the right hand raises in order to cut over the
point.”
The master holds the point a little low to facilitate the cutover and must
even direct the hand while saying to cut over the point, that is to say, to
pass over, he turns or pivots while cutting over and that he gains the most
height without thrusting, point fixed to the body for good grace. The hand
having arrived at the highest degree, the same as for a wall thrust, and the
head extremely upright, the master presents his body while separating his
hand from his body to the right and holds it at the height of the guard. The
pupil thrusts without touching as to do otherwise would be dishonest. After
having stayed for a moment he recovers and salutes, which is made up of a
parry of tierce and quarte; then he replaces his sword and hat in front of
him as in the grand salute which the master makes him repeat at the end
of each lesson.
The master, having seated the pupil well on his left side, sees if his
haunches are opposed, left arm is in place, sword well in front of him, his
hand in demi-tierce, his point near the passage of the sword and strong inside the weak, then he says,
“Pass the button in tierce, then raise the hand
while lowering the left arm; such that the arrives at its highest, point fixed at the body
without thrusting.”
The master makes a remark to the pupil that in this position he holds
the weak, which he dominates; when he is well seated and the haunches
opposed, the student raises his right foot and depart by extending the left
shank, such that the right foot grazes the ground. Once the foot is placed,
the hand is delivered forward to complete the attack. Since one must not
touch during the first practice at the wall the hand stays high and constantly supported, then the weak does not cease to be held or dominate in
all attacks.
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The hand is not delivered forward until the foot is absolutely on the
ground; the movement must always be natural, but it all depends upon
height, this must also be done outside the lesson; because the hand always
lowers in the execution. Upon the development, the master parries tierce as
lightly as possible so as to not upset the position. The hand of the pupil
must obey the parry by pivoting, without the point deviate from the body
more than the place of the parry, that is to say the student’s blade does not
quit that of the master, just as in the assault. By this means it can return
faster and in line; the foil must especially not be clenched and the wrist not
bent, this is a bad habit that must not be allowed among students.
The pupil returns on guard, arm and shoulder in front of him, all in one
action. The foot placed on the ground must be ready to thrust anew without
having to do anything else. Then the master will pass the point in quarte as
close as possible to the heel of his blade, hand in demi-tierce, so that it has
more throw and action in the elevation, and will then say to the pupil,
“Turn the nails, raised as high as possible, take
opposition; stay there”
Then he will again observe the place of the strong against weak,
“Depart, recover, left shank well extended”
If the left foot raises upon the development the right foot will be found
to be too far; one cannot pay too much attention to this mistake, which
harms the steadiness of the legs in the “on guard”.
The master himself will exercise the student as much as he can before
allowing him to fence with other pupils who, being stronger, will practice
with him and often disorder beginners. He will then make him thrust at the
wall as this will be less difficult since he has only to move his hand. The
grand talent of the master is to know well to give the blade, and always to
the advantage of the pupil; that is to say to have the hand lower than his
own, then he feels the effect of the taking of the weak in his elevation. When
the master goes to parry in quarte and finds himself touched by the taking
of the weak, the pupil sometimes lets fall the hand and the body. The master, who perceives this idleness of the hand, makes a thrust at the wall
gently and force thus the student to make movements of the hand before
that of the body and to hold himself upright when hollowing out the left
haunch. To make parries at the wall the master places the pupil well under
him, perfectly opposite, and on guard in front of him. He gives the sword,
his weak in the strong, to make him fell the effect of the parry and says,
“Parry tierce by turning the hand all the way,
then form an angle by letting the point go toward the body.”
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The master, while he is recovering, adds,
“Return to the guard you departed from, same
parry above as below, after the parry of tierce
parry quarte”
The movement takes place by opposing quarte to quarte, and by turning
the nails underneath; this will determine the angle, produce the tac and deviate the blade with the parry.
The master then, judging the pupil regular in his movements and
steady in his positions, will make him fence with others that he chooses for
being stronger than him and be satisfied that they will help him with their
advice. In more advanced lessons one will be occupied with touching the
wall; but to come to this he must be very certain in the bearing of his body
and since one does not pass on to exercising at the wall until after having
placed the pupil for some time in the assault, as such he will have a certain
degree of suppleness, which is indispensable.
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Fourteenth lesson: Counter-parries or double-parries, counter-quarte,
counter-tierce & demi-circle or double-parry
The counter-parry or double-parry is called “counter” because they
draw the sword to the contrary side; they cut two lines, inside and outside
or under; for example: I make a disengagement in quarte-over-the-arm, you
disengage by passing underneath and forming opposition while in quarte
and inside; it is truly drawn to the opposite side and that is called “counterparry of quarte” which can only be brought about in an engagement of
quarte. For the counter of tierce, one must engage in tierce, thus engaged
in tierce, I disengage quarte-inside, you pass under and form a parry of
tierce, this is counter-tierce. One deceives the counter with disengagements. The master, passing the button to seconde, says “Parry demi-circle”
This is to parry double again, thus cutting four lines, over, inside, quartelow and seconde.
Presently at this time repeat these parries by binding fully, and to this
effect the master says,
“Heel to ankle, on guard in one action,
feel the sword in quarte, cover yourself well
while forming the line in opposition, nails a
little inclined to tierce, that is to say, demitierce, parry counter-quarte, both lines above
and inside are parried.”
This position, by means of the nails turned on top, form an angle which
dominates the weak by setting aside with the elasticity of the hand and it is
held as in vice it is only the above that can be defended by the same counter. This must be made with the most lightness and binding possible by
letting the point go toward the body; if one pushes into the parry, and one
is deceived by the counter-disengagement, there is a lost time; it is why one
never binds the blade; if one is not found on the first counter one must
double; example: Parry counter-quarte, you do not find the blade, double
the counter; parry twice with a counter, parry the counter, stay there; I
pass over, turn the hand to tierce, complete the parry by forming an angle,
and the point toward the body; parry counter-tierce twice and, to achieve
this, keep the movement tight. Beginners generally make their counters too
large, and even use the shoulder; watch them so that these actions are performed finely; the master passes behind the student, takes his hand, has
him stir his arm then, when he is flexible and does not resist, and he can
make the actions of the counter as small as possible, he helps in the same
way as for the demi-circle which he must avoid making too large and too
low.
The master, returning to his place, continues to make parries and says,
“Parry counter-tierce and quarte, and
counter-quarte, demi-circle twice, then demi52

circle and octave, quarte-over-the-arm by opposing quarte to quarte”
No more than the hand should turn.
Parry quarte, counter, demi-circle and quarte-inside, counter and double demi-circle. When the pupil forms a counter fairly correctly the master
makes his perform them, such as the demi-circle, and deceive these parades to accustom him, without telegraphing, to follow the sword and
double the parry without twitching actions, otherwise losing the blade and
not, as is the expression, “swatting at flies”. He must repeat these parries at
the end of each lesson, but only with the hand and the body well-placed
and always ready to develop. One always has the intention to not touch the
pupil so as to not upset his position, the movements of his hand will become too large out of fear of the button; it must be that the pupil makes
this a habit and has assurance before one approaches his body. It is for the
master to be wary of this.
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Fifteenth lesson: Explanation of ripostes made tac-au-tac and in lost
time, counter-disengagements, feints and doublefeints upon a counter disengagement
In the guard, as in the retreat, the master pays attention that the pupil
holds his hand directly in front of him when extended in the guard, crook of
the arm always flexible. When he is not covered the master thrusts direct to
oblige the holding of the adverse point outside the line of the body; he will
do the same for steps and retreats.
The arm and raised hand must be fairly supple so that when holding
the button of his foil the master, by using his own, can push it into place
with his hand higher or lower, as required, and, by this means, extend the
guard more or less. If he resists it is for the master to recommend he relaxes himself, I say this and need not repeat it; he must occupy himself
continuously with relaxing the hardness of his arm, because he will stiffen
it without noticing and it will by necessity become slow. The master must
again place the pupil on guard, as recommended before, and make him
thrust direct and with disengagements until the body is established as is
proper, such that the guard and the development are as wanted. Pass on to
ripostes made tac-au-tac and ripostes in lost time. The master says,
“Parry tierce, render tierce.”
You only thrust tierce in the case where the blade is deviate; explaining
the reason to him.
This riposte is called “tac-au-tac”. Parry presenting quarte, riposte tacau-tac; this riposte takes place on the double parry as in the simple ones.
They are not the same as parries in lost time, these are even more difficult,
it is these that create skilled fencers, by giving hand, posture of the body
and legs and development. The master says,
“Parry counter-quarte, stay there; if I charge the
blade you do not quit in order to riposte because I can
replace the sword to the body, thus wait for my retreat; if I recover while gripping the sword, disengage.”
The master takes a counter so as to change the engagement.
“On guard, parry counter-quarte on my retreat, if
I recover in the departed guard, with the point low
and light, with the hand equally light or in demitierce, it will pass more easily. Note the feint one-two,
turn the nails, raise, depart, on guard; parry counter-quarte, wait for my retreat while losing time. I
suppose having parried tierce and quarte upon your
feint; you must mark the feint one-two-three, turn
the nails, raise, thrust quarte-over-the arm; I take
counter-quarte, recover, parry counter-quarte on
your retreat and wait for my own, counter-disengage
over the arm; I parry counter- quarte and tierce, recover, I riposte seconde, parry demi-circle and
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riposte quarte, on guard; parry counter-quarte, you
have counter-disengaged over the arm; I parry counter-quarte and tierce. At this moment one must
counter-disengage over the arm; if, after having parried counter-quarte, I go for a parry of tierce, then
you re-pass inside to deceive this parry, by this
means, you have noted the feint, turn the nails,
raise, thrust, on guard; parry the counter on your retreat, wait for my own, counter-disengage quarteover-the-arm; I take counter-quarte and tierce after
my parry of tierce I re-pass inside; I retake a parry of
tierce, re-disengage over the weapon, this is what is
called in my ensemble “counter-disengaging” and
double feint over the arm, or counter-disengage over,
returning inside and re-passing over.”
This is not less difficult, it is to deceive the two counters. The master,
engaging swords in quarte, says,
“Parry counter-quarte, wait for my retreat, counter-disengage over the arm, do not thrust, take the
body backwards so that the button on your foil does
not touch the guard of my foil.”
Pay attention that your positions are correct, it must be extended, the
same as my own, also you will have great facility, your hand must not precede the movement of your body. I make this observation principally for the
masters who in default of retiring the hand upon a compound attack, thus
the hand is raised partly too much, and his hand becomes idle. I take
counter-quarte and tierce, you pass inside; I take counter-tierce, you repass inside a second time, turn the nails, raise while taking opposition in
quarte, you will thus deceive counter-quarte, simple tierce and countertierce, and the master will make you both counters and counterdisengagements above, then inside to which you return the same. The pupil
will repeat these movements until he has as much ease as his force allows,
as close to the blade as possible.
One must not exercise pupils in these attacks for too long, that is to
say, allow a large interval between a compound attack during which one
has them thrust direct attacks and simple disengagements, after which return to compound attacks; put in some breaks or interruptions, there need
not always be more than a single, correctly deployed, attack in the extension. It is thus essential not to thrust multiple times but that they are put
together better.
Observe that in all passes with the point the hand must stay in demitierce and is not turned until the last action: I suppose, if it is turned before
the final counter-disengagement, that the nails are on top, the hand is not
thrown and is raised flat and thus is slow. All of the most complicated
passes of the point finish with a simple attack thrown with speed; the same
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thing takes place upon an engagement of tierce. The master must then
change engagement while making the sword pass into tierce, counterdisengage inside and counter-disengage over the arm. Return after this to
simple attacks and to disengagements to recover the body.
The master, sword in tierce, makes an engagement in quarte and says,
“Parry counter-quarte, wait for my retreat, counter-disengage under and counter-disengage in seconde.”
The pupil will deceive the counter-quarte and demi-circle. Attacks must
be performed next, as demonstrated, from the one-two to the counterdisengage, double feint and deceive both counters. I repeat do not make attacks outside the force of the pupil by taking care that he passes the button
near the heel of the opposing foil. It is not that masters do not know these
attacks and know not how to perform them; but when they are not accompanied with a very small movement, it comes about that in the assault they
lack embodiment; they seek to dazzle with complicated attacks yet a true
and good lesson has constancy and pupils, furthermore, suffer less from
this freedom, from which they lose too much in the performance. A good
master is jealous on the contrary to invent new methods to make each attack more regular than he has demonstrated.
I shall summarise ripostes in quarte-over-the-arm in lost time; the master says,
“Parry counter-tierce, wait for my retreat: if I recover without opposition, turn the nails to quarte
and, binding well, raise the hand, take opposition,
raise the foot, extend the left shank, depart, recover,
left arm in place; well bent over you; here is an attack
which is difficult to do well and merits attention: parry counter-tierce, wait for my retreat, relax the arm,
hand and fingers, haunches opposite, bent under
you, let me recover while paying attention that your
point is close to the passage of the sword or heel, pass
the button as close as possible to the inside; turn the
hand to quarte, quickly so that it pivots, raise and
thrust.”
One cannot repeat this attack too much, it gives hand, fingers, body
posture, legs and development; it is one of those that Saint-Georges performed superbly, both in the lesson and in the assault.
On guard, parry counter-tierce, hold up the body, sit down by opposing
the haunches. Await my retreat until your button is close to the heel of my
blade so that it passes my blade so that it is at the very end; note the feint
one-two, turn the nails, raise the hand, making them so that they end up
as high as possible, body well seated and depart in quarte; do not press on
the plastron, there will be two lost actions, that of slouching and that of recovering the body which must be perpendicular to the development. A
fencer who takes a good lesson much barely press on the plastron. On
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guard, parry counter-tierce, await my retreat; when I recover note the double feint, hand in demi-tierce and point close to the heel of my blade; turn
the nails to quarte quickly while raising the hand. Depart, stay there, support the hand, relax the shoulders, body upright, hollow out the left thigh,
left foot grounded and shank extended; on guard. The pupil, having noted
the double feint, is found in quarte- inside; one must make him engage
with sword in tierce, tap the foot and seat the body to the left side so that it
does not wobble; then he taps the foot a second time and parries countertierce, await the retreat and hold the button close to the heel, double the
disengagement of quarte-inside, turn the nails quickly, raise the hand and
depart in quarte. Say to him,
“Double the disengagement or counter-disengage;
this is not done as two turns; the first disengagement
is only done as a half and the second completed as a
full turn.”
The master says,
“Engage the sword in tierce, parry counter-tierce,
counter-disengage quarte-inside; I parry countertierce and quarte, counter-disengage quarte-inside
and return over the arm; turn the nails, raise; thrust
quarte-over-the-arm; on guard, recover: parry counter-tierce, await my retreat, make one more action,
counter-disengage inside, return above, I parry tierce,
re-pass inside.”
Return to direct attacks thrust as I have said.
The master will take care that the student does not raise himself up but
that he stays with bent shanks and that the movement takes place under
him.
The master will parry counter-quarte without turning the nails over to
facilitate the pupil staying on the plastron; he will hold also the hand a little low so that the student gains the weak; if he does not touch it is a sign
of laziness in the hand; he must make him recommence until he stays on
the plastron. The master must lower his hand for the reason that his weak
is in the middle of that of the student and requires that he raises himself
up before the body departs. Students often at fault of letting their hand fall
upon a parry of the master, especially for quarte-inside; they expose the
body and face. Upon observing what they do they believe that the force of
the parry makes their hand fall; explain to them that a parry of the strong
against weak does not influence the hand, which must be sustained, otherwise one will take a too long in the riposte. If they fall again into this fault
the master ripostes quarte against them to prove to them that they must be
covered in the extension; then return with fast attacks in quarte. The master says,
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“Parry counter-tierce, wait for a retreat until your
button is near the passage of my blade, pass quickly
in second, turn the nails, raise, take opposition.”
The master throughout all of his art must put it into action and must
have an ardour that animates his pupil,
“Counter-disengage seconde, do not thrust, I go
for a parry of octave, repass quarte-over-the-arm
(which is called counter-disengage seconde), not the
feint; say: counter-disengage seconde and return over
the arm, raise, thrust. On guard, sword in front, such
as is called “to have the sword extended and covered
in the engagement.
Relax, parry counter-tierce, await my retreat. I
raise up while taking demi-circle, counter-disengage
seconde, return over the arm. I go for a parry of tierce
or quarte-over-the-arm, fall back into seconde; it is
this which is called “counter-disengage seconde and
double feint in seconde, or a good return underneath
and falling back under.”
The master says again,
“Parry counter-tierce, await my retreat, counterdisengage seconde, do not thrust, keep the body upright; I take demi-circle and octave, return over the
arm: I take counter-quarte, re-pass a second time
over the arm, turn the nails, raise the hand, depart
and take opposition, on guard.”
The pupil will then thus deceive the demi-circle, octave and counterquarte. Return to simple attacks, after which the master makes a parry of
counter-tierce; he must wait for his retreat, counter-disengage seconde, return over the arm; he goes for a parry of tierce or quarte-over-the-arm, or
re-pass inside, he takes counter-tierce, re-pass a second time inside: the
pupil will deceive demi-circle, octave, quarte-over-the-arm or tierce and
counter-tierce.
One will then go on to understand the part of ripostes in lost time, and
it must be remarked to the reader that this lesson is one of the best; the
parrier does not riposte tac-au-tac, gives time to the adversary to recover
and to form some parry. The student deceives the sword, as during his retreat he is obliged to keep his body upright. This lesson represents to him
the effect of an attack, then he will learn to parry and deceive the sword on
the retreat. Another attention which he will have to take to his pupils, before deceiving the blade, a counter-parry. One must also accustom them to
form counters upon their retreat, and to never recover without dealing with
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them, in their deceiving the blade and to return with a counter-parry; to
this end one must counter-disengage frequently to make a habit of following the blade when it is not found on the first action, otherwise they will not
be practiced in parrying the counter more than once, they will believe they
can do nothing and miss the blade and they get bound up instead of doubling parries when they are deceived.
A master must not make the pupil recover on guard without parrying,
so that he repeats their study of the direct attacks, or to attend to a fault
and know how to benefit, as will be demonstrated in this course of lessons.
While making a counter-parry take care that the point does not quit the
blade in the retreat, it requires that the pupil recovers while noting opposition and while always maintaining the length of the blade.
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Sixteenth lesson: Parry of prime and seconde
I have distinguished four demi-circles, viz: demi-circle, octave, prime
and seconde. All four have a perfect use which is demonstrated in the different lessons.
The parry of prime is an excellent parry against a game which is generally poor: it is suitable for small men as it is taken up very high. It is used
in four different ways.
1st Upon a forced attack of quarte-over-the-arm
2nd When, in the assault, after a having thrust an attack in seconde,
you parry with demi-circle following a tac-au-tac riposte in quarte and
you are not able to parry promptly in anything other than prime; because you do not have time to turn your hand to quarte.
3rd When, having parried counter-tierce, you counter-disengage quarteinside by passing under the hand, the parry of prime is again the most
prompt, because as your hand is brought towards the body your strong
is found against the weak of your adversary.
4th In the assault, while parrying a large game with a demi-circle sustained at mouth-height, one withdraws everything; it is why if one
parries and the thruster is too close one does not riposte in quarte; because the tip is found to be behind the grip, the parrier thus keeps his
hand high and turns to tierce without quitting the blade, it is this
which gives again more height, his point at the body and this position
directs naturally to a riposte in prime.
The parry of seconde is made after a parry of prime when it is deceived,
it is the shortest path. It must not be taken up at first in the assault because it exposes one below, unless one reckons on a blow underneath,
either octave or seconde. It is excellent against re-doublers who have their
hand in tierce, their point “bent” and to the right of the parrier, as the
demi-circle is a parry of prime brought toward the body. The preferred parry in this case is that of seconde, it is a demi-circle which one doubles and
follows the point to the outside; this will be explained in the lessons.
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Seventeenth lesson: Attacks over the point
There are three methods of passing the point: 1st by a disengagement
which consists of passing the button under the strong of the adverse heel;
2nd by a cut over the point; 3rd with a disengagement under the hand. This
is contrary to the principles and it has its inconveniences, although it is difficult to parry other than with circles, especially by those of prime and
seconde. Theses disengagements are less dangerous for the parrier who
knows to hold his adversary at a distance than for him who lets them in too
close: the fencer who passes under the hand makes a too great abandoning
of the blade and exposes himself entirely. Those who, from bad habit,
thrust whenever they feel the blade has been quit make a double-hit. I shall
explain the dangers of changing engagement without great care, or quitting
the blade to thrust or step.
The master most often holds the blade in quarte-inside, because one
gathers the blade more quickly in a counter-quarte than counter-tierce
where the turn is slower. His lesson begins always with direct attacks, deployed with regularity and lightness, with the nails well-turned and raised,
the arms supple and the shoulders down; then he says,
“Engage the sword in tierce, gently, just barely I
feel your blade, relax, tap your foot, step to me, parry
counter-tierce, make a quarte-over-the-arm; on
guard. Engage the sword in quarte, tap the foot, sit
down over your left side, tap the foot a second time,
without shifting the body, step, take a guard to lose
the sword while stepping, keep opposition, relax so as
to become gentler; step, parry counter-quarte, turn
the nails, raise and thrust straight; on guard”
The master makes a thrust over the arm and parries the counter; he
checks that the pupil is good in his extension, if the opposition is correct
then he says,
“On guard, parry counter-quarte, complete the
parry, do not deviate your point, always fix upon the
body; await my retreat, if I recover, hand low, seize the
point, the passage of your sword will be shorter over
the point than under the strong; there will be the same
danger as disengaging under, note the length of the
path; thus, cut over the point in quarte-over-the-arm,
while turning the nails to quarte and forming an opposition; raise, thrust on guard; parry counter-tierce,
turn the hand to tierce to complete the parry; await my
retreat; I seize the point as I recover, cutover the point
inside the weapon by turning the hand, which must
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turn, this movement must be made close to the point;
since the hand is more-or-less in tierce, and thus has
a beautiful game, the attack is fast. A well-made cutover is very difficult to parry: it is called a “cutover”
because one takes the short way. On guard: parry
counter-quarte, await my retreat, I seize the point on
my recovery; cut quarte over the weapon; I parry
tierce, on guard; I riposte seconde, parry demi-circle,
maintain the hand, riposte quarte, recover, parry
counter-quarte, await my retreat; when my button is
close to your strong cut over the weapon; I go for a
parry of tierce; disengage quarte-inside, this is what is
called a “cutover-disengage” or making a feint; turn
the nails, raise, depart, extend the left shank, stay
there; such that the left foot is grounded: if the right
knee is not perpendicular to the buckle the left shank
will not be extended; one cannot extend by raising the
left foot or dragging it, and it will result in a less fast
action.
The hand sustained up high, the arm supple, the
shoulder low, in opposition, the nails more-or-less
turned (such that in turning only a little of the action
is lost). Head upright, on guard; recover; parry counter-quarte, await my retreat; after the cutoverdisengage you make one more action; I parry quarte,
you re-pass over the weapon, thus a cutover, disengage quarte and return over the arm, this is called a
“cutover” and shows a “double feint”. Return or cutover and double feint.”
The master finishes by making straight thrusts and well-sustained disengagements, as has already been said in several sections. The art of the
teacher is to know how to touch very weakly as well as very strongly; he
proportions this effect by using the height of his hand to give different force
and maintains his guard at little more distance than the height of hand the
student adopts.
“On guard; recover, relax any stiffness: at the beginning, one makes large movements to release the
following, they become imperceptible especially in the
arms and fingers.”
The master continues and says,
“The hand is in demi-tierce, and the point low and
light, in a way so as to not to suffer the lightest pressure with the point without de-robing. Parry counterquarte and tierce by turning the hand such that the
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parry is completed; relax the arm, await my retreat,
cutover and disengage over the arm to deceive the
parry of quarte; I parry tierce, on guard; I thrust seconde, parry demi-circle, riposte quarte during your
retreat, parry quarte; you do not find the blade, take
counter-quarte and tierce, await my retreat, you will
have less blade to pass over; cutover, disengage and
return inside. This will bring about a double feint
which will deceive both simple parries.”
The master makes new simple attacks with a thrust and speedy disengagements or strokes to obtain collection and grounding. He must thrust
such that he does not bore the pupil and use all of his eloquence to persuade him that there is no better use of his time.
On guard:
“Parry counter-quarte; await my retreat; if my
point is very close to your strong, cut over the arm; I
go for a parry of tierce with hand high, falling to seconde, I parry seconde or octave, recover your sword
to tierce, from where you departed; parry countertierce and quarte, sword well in front of you; await my
retreat, cut over and note a feint of seconde to deceive
the parry of seconde which I take; thrust, I take a
parry of tierce, sustain the hand, on guard, parry
quarte and the counter as you recover; await my retreat or lose an action. When I have recovered,
cutover, double feint in seconde to deceive the parry
of octave and tierce or quarte-over-the-arm”
These are all the cutovers over the point. Finish with simple attacks and
the salute which must not be negligent in doing at the end of each lesson to
thus obtain grace, flexibility and collection.
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Eighteenth lesson: False beats and real beats
False beats, real beats and thus engagements, crosses and threats are
called “attacks on the blade”. They are distinguished by the following details.
False beats are only little beats or expulsions with the point on the strong
or opposing heel, they produce a pressure or a confusion, a disorganisation
from which one can benefit. A real beat is a strong beat on the opposing
weak which produces a great jolt which sets aside the blade. It is very difficult and must only be done with a hand of great elasticity, which will take a
long time for a pupil. For this reason, one must give this knowledge to students as late as possible and only once they have the flex and elasticity
necessary; when one wishes to give it to them too soon they use the hand
and shoulder and dispense with the hand and use nothing but stiffness.
Furthermore, I speak of beats and croisés at the end of the chapter on lessons. The more one exercises the student the better he will become at doing
them adroitly.
The pupil must bring himself on guard in a single action, the master
makes him engage swords very often to accustom him to taking it correctly.
The engagement is also an attack on the blade; he will also be accustomed
to tap the foot each time to seat the body over the left side and to render it
immobile and steady; do not let the least fault pass, a good lesson does not
suffer any negligence. The master will thrust over the arm and parry the
counter, the pupil will parry the same counter during his retreat, the master then says,
“Await my retreat, such that your point is close to
my strong, make a false beat, that is to say, beat your
point on my strong, this must be a small, strong and
fast movement; the pressure of which obliges the
fencer who does not have his counter held steady to
interrupt this parry.”
In general, the false beat is strong and good: moreover, this is not bad
when done under arms but must be done with consideration. When one
makes a false beat, one does not thrust to the same side unless they notice
the feint one-two. One can follow, after a false beat, all that is practiced in
the previous lessons: feint, double feint, counter-disengage, return and
double-feint.
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Nineteenth lesson: Threats
“Threats” are also attacks on the blade. A threat is made with a blow
well to the rear; in general, it must be avoided being done to the fore and
upon the principal action.
The master makes an engagement of the sword in quarte and says;
“Tap the foot, efface yourself, threaten quarte, that
is to say turn the hand to quarte, point close to the
heel of the sword, while tapping the foot; in the assault, one adds a shout which obliges the adversary
to clench on the blade or make some other movement.”
A threat is rarely instructive; the turning of the hand gives the blow an
air of being delivered forward. While making a threat with the hand the
fencer is seated on his left side and profiles the thigh so as to avoid his
point being too engaged and does not pass the opposing guard; if the hand
and body come a little too forward the blade will be free for a beat or croisé
and the body touched by the blow. He must thus, for a threat, soften the
arm, hand, fingers and shanks by seating himself such that he can be over
to his left side. It must be done very quickly and with an appel of the foot
and a shout; one must immediately return the hand to the guard position,
and softly, so as to be ready to deceive the blade and parry following the result of the threat. Do not be sparing with the repetitions of this attack with
students who are normally very shy; make them repeat them slowly, such
that all of it can be demonstrated; the master performs them himself to
make them better understood.
In the threat, the point must join under the heel of the foil, which is
done by carrying the hand and body forward; with the blade well engaged a
fellow is free for touching with a hit. One arrives at explaining the difficulty
of making a threat without danger; after this one must think that a strong
fencer will not suffer a forward action without making a strike on the blade
since everything comes to him.
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Twentieth lesson: Observation on the attack in seconde after a threat
A threat of quarte-over-the-arm deceives and touches often when it is
made with attention in an attack, in the retreat it upsets any advantage; a
fencer who does not recover while taking the counter is easy to upset in
less action than he takes. The master says:
“Threaten quarte-over-the-arm, body to the rear such that the
hand has an air of gaining forward but stays nonetheless in place if
he does not recover, and this depends upon the bearing of his body;
such that upon the turn of the hand the point passes to second with
the vivacity of a pistol ball; such the threat, appel, shout and blow of
seconde are as one, which is better than that of the disengage in two
actions with a threat.”
One sees that there is great importance that the point is not too engaged so as to pass quickly. This is an attack that Saint-Georges possessed
such that no one could evade it. One must support the hand to the extreme
in this nimble attack, especially those of seconde; naturally it falls and the
shoulder is ordinarily stiff in the blow of tierce, which makes the hand lower and the point swipe; one must thus pay the greatest attention in the
lesson and in the performance.
The master engages the sword in tierce and says,
“Parry counter-tierce lightly, threaten quarte-over-the-arm, I do
nothing, raise and thrust quarte-over-the-arm; then disengage
quarte, feint, double feint.”
In a word, all that is demonstrated upon a blow of seconde is made after
the threat.
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Twenty-first lesson: Cutover after a threat of attack, as done on the
retreat
Cutovers, after a threat, when done as an attack on the retreat are very
difficult to parry. I repeat, the great talent of the master is to know when to
give well the sword to his pupil in the engagements and especially his weak;
in these parries, as in all actions he makes, he is to hold himself near to the
heel of the student’s blade, so that he can feel the effect of the hold. The
master then makes as actions just as he has explained, and in all the following lessons, he will gain a lot of hand and a lightness in the bind which
he is obliged to have and an understanding that he will acquire measure as
he gives the lesson. Even amateurs who wish to instruct in this art will find
in the tract difficulties demonstrated and will become, by studying them,
true connoisseurs.
To return to cutovers after a threat the master says:
“Engage the sword in quarte, make sure of your
blade, feel the sword lightly, threaten quarte, point to
body, and your strong on the weak until the button
supports the hand; when it is has passed, turn and
attack quickly.”
In performing the attack in this fashion, it is rare that the opposing
blade does not respond to the threat. To help with the threat one gives a little push on the opposing blade which facilitates the cutover, but it must be
done with an extreme lightness. After the cutover, the lesson follows with
the disengagement, one-two, the double-feint, until counter-disengagement,
the feint and the double-feint.
The master engages the sword in tierce and says:
“Parry counter-tierce, await my retreat. I raise my
sword in front of me: threaten quarte, hand high on
my weak up to the button; It is your strong which
must be at the button while giving a small, light
push; then your hand passes as quickly as possible,
and while turning, when the weak is engaged.”
It is un-parriable if it is done with lightness and finesse. Attacks after
are the same as before; one adds compound attacks, simple disengagements with speed and the salute, with which one finishes.
Note: Some masters make a feint with the cutover, I do not allow if for
the following reason:
Upon a change of engagement, either on guard or on the retreat, one
thrusts along the blade with opposition. A feint with a cutover is very dangerous as the blade makes two actions in thin air. A fencer, steady on his
legs, who is perceptive and has a light hand, arrives at the body with oppo67

sition; even a bad fencer will appel upon the abandoning of the blade, his
adversary having his point up in the air.
By allowing one to make good the feint of the cutover on the plastron it
loses too much in the assault to be advised.
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Twenty-second lesson: Principles for taking the counter on the retreat
and in the attack over the arm and inside
The master makes the pupil come on guard in a single action, guard
well extended. He engages him himself in quarte and says:
“Pass quarte-over-the-arm; never thrust tierce in
the attack or on a vole, use the parry of counterquarte upon a furious blow as a hand in tierce makes
the foil fall, because thruster, being on top, forms a
pressure point on the hand, and, if it does not fall,
the hand is too far disordered by the force of the parry, thus the position is false, and such that the hand
has not the time to return to parry the riposte.”
One only thrusts tierce in a tac-au-tac riposte, as has been said, when it
is deviate and when one cannot parry with a counter-parry; because, in this
case, if the hand is in tierce, the foil is low or to disordered; one must thus
thrust quarte-over-the-arm in lost time. The student having thrust in this
manner, the master parries the low hand with counter-quarte, without
turning the nails underneath in order for the pupil to touch; he must then
require to be hit, as a result of the poor method of parrying; if it does not it
is the fault of the student, as the hand of the parrier is not preceded by
some movement of the body. The master must thus redouble his care, making him raise the hand while turning the nails all the way without
thrusting, holding himself such that the body is seated over the left side,
thighs extremely effaced. A student often believes in raising the hand, such
that his weak is in the strong of the parrier; the only means that one will go
to demonstrate him will facilitate raising the method for raising, it is above
all by deconstructing that one arrives at the aim. After some attacks have
been thrust, however possible, the master continues, and says:
“On guard, take counter-quarte, wait for my retreat, thrust over.”
The master deceives his pupil by parrying tierce lightly to avoid him doing harm, because he will not know to obey at the changing of position; a
too sharp parry will bring about stiffness, a thing to avoid very carefully. It
must be that the hand of the pupil obeys by turning to tierce and changing
opposition from quarte to tierce, face inside, to the side opposed by the adverse point. On guard; the master gives the student the time to recover, well
under him, always conserving true distance between the left foot and the
right foot, guard extended an in line; left foot placed with grace, that is to
say, high and forming a demi-circle. It is not done, as Saint-George says, to
thrust a dozen times while then cutting short the time and the details. On
guard.
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The master thrusts quarte-inside the strong of the pupil; one must never thrust high from the outset; it does not have enough speed to dominate
the blade in his parry. One must occupy oneself only with these positions,
until they become familiar. One will only come to thrust quickly by increments, thus maintaining the correctness of the actions; the master makes
him stay on the parry to see if it is complete, and says:
“Let me recover, then pass the hand in quarte to
the inside, raise without thrusting, depart; I take
counter-tierce, such that your hand obeys the parry
by pivoting, change opposition next, without me seeing your face.”
It often comes about that pupils let the hand fall on a counter-tierce;
this will expose them above. It is an attention that the master must pay by
having them make counters with the same regularity with which they
thrust at the wall; since it is to bring about the same aim one must not neglect to take the same care as with other aspects of the exercise of arms.
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Twenty-third lesson: The manner for avoiding engagements or changes
of sword
The master, after direct attacks, quick disengagements and all others
that have been demonstrated in the precious lessons, makes the student
come on guard with care, and holding the sword in quarte to the inside; he
will go to take the sword in quarte-over-the-arm or in tierce, he must pass
inside with a fine action, fairly quick so as to not find the sword; to this
end, the hand must be inclined to high demi-tierce, point light.
One will repeat this action until the pupil is able to avoid the engagement with such finesse that one cannot find his sword. To learn to avoid
perfectly one has the hand pass and raise without thrusting. This will force
a retention of the body and the hand to gain speed and give the point with
finesse. When the student, in place, is well seated and without thrusting,
and thus coming to avoid the engagement, the master adds the development of the blow. He holds next the blade inside: if I go, he continues, to
take your sword above, pass quarte-inside with a disengagement, as fine as
possible, which will render the blow quicker; raise and thrust quarte; on
guard. The master, having engaged in quarte above, says again:
“If I take your blade in quarte-inside, avoid engagement by disengaging over the arm, turning the
nails, raise and thrust; on guard. If I retake your
sword in quarte-inside, deceive the engagement with a
one, two, raise and thrust inside the arm; on guard. If
I take your sword in quarte-over-the-arm, deceive the
engagement with a one, two over the arm; on guard;
raise, thrust over the arm. If I take your sword in
quarte-inside, deceive the engagement with a onetwo-three, raise and thrust quarte-over-the-arm.”
The master changes engagement with a feint one-two, three and thrust.
Next have him make counter-disengagements above, below, feints and double feints. These counter-disengagements, until the double feints, are
complicated blows which are never made in the assault, especially when
stepping. One is fortunate when one succeeds with a simple disengagement. Complicated blows have no other aim in the lesson than to obtain an
uprightness of the body and to oblige the pupil to acquire and elevation of
the hand, an action which much always precede that of the body. I insist
on this point, because one of the common faults among students is to make
the body depart before the hand. One cannot correct them without returning without cease to this principle.
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Twenty fourth lesson: Time hits
Time hits are divided into three classes, viz; stop hits, time hits and attacks into time
The stop hit is an attack taken into a step; the time hit is an attack in
opposition without tac and one can call the attack at the same time or an
attack in opposition. The attack into time is a great fault as one must never
thrust without opposition; it results in a double hit, as one will see.
The master says;
“If I step toward you with hand low thrust direct;
because I cannot thrust and step at the same time. A
fencer who is well on his legs, who has a supple arm,
a pliable and light hand, and a point which is the
same, will see the path which he is given in a step
calling the point to the body. The attack which is given in this way is a stop-hit and one of the most
beautiful attacks under arms which exist; it is certain
and cannot be parried.
If I step while setting aside the sword in quarteinside, disengaging over; if I step with sword in front
of me, marking one, two, then a double feint. If I take
a counter while stepping and counter-disengage; you
deceive the counter and the simples with a feint and
double feint.”
The master makes to avoid the engagements upon a step, as will be
demonstrated in the course of the lessons, this stop hit, which is superb in
the assault, can only be executed with and extreme uprightness of the
body. The adversary must be taken upon the step, foot up in the air. The
master continues, saying:
“If I step while setting aside the sword with a high
hand, thrust seconde or octave. In seconde the hand
is at its highest and the attack is the most beautiful.”
If the master steps with sword in tierce, mark a feint in seconde and
thrust quarte-over-the-arm. If he steps while taking simple parries, double
the feint in second; if he steps while lying in demi-circle, disengage to seconde, counter-disengage, feint and double feint.
One must never step in the assault when one is not well assured of the
adverse sword. One must hold it lightly and be ready to follow up. If one
loses it one must follow the blade with repeated counters, both pliable and
small, so as to not be in a false time. Render a riposte; do not quit the blade
while stepping if you do not want to fall into the inconvenience where I will
feel you while exposing myself: to this end I hold the sword above and I
have the hand low; I step when changing engagement. I quit as a consequence the blade; immediately, taking opposition, thrust direct along my
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blade. On guard; upon your retreat, parry counter-tierce; retreat, disengage
quarte. I step to regain measure while taking the strong of my sword over
your weak; pass quarte-inside, raise, thrust; on guard.
The master changes engagement. If he steps while taking the sword in
quarte-inside, pass quarte-over-the-arm, raise and thrust. Make them upon steps as has been demonstrated in the chapter on changing the sword,
while observing the greatest severity upon the opposition.
OBSERVATIONS
One must avoid falling into the errors of several demonstrators; who say:
Step, engage the sword it is inconvenient to come to explain: If I step while
presenting the sword. Thrust along the blade, or avoid the engagement. A
second fault is to say: Retreat and parry; those who retreat are out of
measure, those who step can no longer be in measure; because one cannot
thrust and step at the same time; one must thus seize this fencer upon his
raised foot with a stop hit.
TIME HITS
One distinguishes the tac parry and the parry in opposition. The tac parry
is made while turning the hand very quickly. The tac produces a deviation
of the adverse point, then followed with a riposte, which is made in two actions. As for a parry of opposition, here is what is comprises: I suppose that
one thrusts in quarte-over-the-arm, which must be parried correctly, one
can do nothing other than oppose quarte against quarte-over-the-arm, or
turn the hand to tierce; thus one feels the blade which serves to direct it,
hand raised, point finding the body, a development follows, the hand having not made more than one action, which is called a true-time hit, or
attack in the same time, or attack in opposition, it becomes natural by
great habituation upon the plastron, one will see immediately the means by
which they are performed.
There are three degrees of parries. When the master frees his pupil for
the assault he is sure that he forms these well; it is faulty practice if he
pressures the blade too much in the beginning so that he does not render a
riposte each time he encounters the blade because he puts in too much
force; in time he presses less, will parry with reason at the quickness of his
adversary and will riposte more often; coming to a higher degree, he will rely less on the counter, he will make simple parries and parries of
opposition, and these will be in one action while thrusting immediately, in
what we call an attack in single time, which is a correct attack: the master
at the plastron gives the method for thrusting, good judgement is the work
of time and assiduous effort; the master can do nothing, some come to it
more easily than others: the reward of the view contributes much, and determines what we call “wherewithal”; one must not fault those other
students who seek risky actions from poor judgement, he must extend
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them and persuade them that the first principle is to deviate the counter or
to parry; it is the means by which to never make oafish assaults. Often
without seeking to judge one is deceived and makes double hits which remove the merit of a good assault. The true fencer must never develop when
he does not feel the blade; it is his guide, as one has said, to thrust along
the blade. By studying well this work one will find exercises which will direct fully and by degrees.
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Twenty fifth lesson: Exercise and method of thrusting time hits or
attacks in opposition
The master places the pupil on guard; when he is well ordered he
makes him thrust straight attacks and enlevés, well supported and lunging
without the body collapsing, or push on the plastron, then he says:
“Thrust over, I parry counter-quarte, on guard;
parry counter-quarte. Upon your retreat do not find
the sword on the counter, oppose quarte against
quarte-over-the-arm, without having turned the hand
by raising it as in the attack of quarte-over-the-arm.”
The master will pay attention to present his point well at the body at
which all the attacks will be demonstrated, especially the later. The pupils
must learn well to feel the blade, because often they want to parry without
turning the nails to quarte and using the shoulder. In this case one must
take their hand and guide it while saying:
“Parry counter-quarte, do not find the blade, turn
the nails fully to quarte, raise the hand. By doing this
you parry while taking opposition, and the attack will
fully be found to be quarte-over-the-arm.”
One must agree that if one impedes the weak of a fencer who thrusts in
this manner that one pressures him to take the time, this will prove the laziness and slowness of his hand; because one has his attention which is
perfectly preceded by his elevation of the movement of his body, despite the
attack being well judged, he will find he has opposition in prime and will be
able to parry. When this is tried out one can see the truth of that which I
put forward. When I judge attacks of quarte-over-the-arm against me, I am
never touched because I have my hand extremely high from where I cede by
taking a parry of prime. This proves that one is only touched after one or
other of the faults which one commits.
The attack is made the same way in tierce and is no less good, the hand
taking even more height; the master says;
“Parry counter-quarte; do not find the blade turn
the hand to tierce; raise.”
The adversary is bound up himself. The attack is superb when it is well
raised up; it is called a “time hit in tierce.”
Against a pupil who thrusts a straight hit, by charging or pressing on
the blade, he will only be ceded by changing the engagement and taking
opposition. For example, I am engaged in quarte-inside, I force through to
thrust straight, change the blade to quarte-over-the-arm and take the opposition. The same thing is done while turning the hand to tierce at its
highest, as one has come to observe.
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Twenty-sixth lesson: Method for taking time in octave
The master at the end of the lesson to motivate his pupil says to him:
“Thrust over the arm, I take counter-quarte, on
guard, parry counter and demi-circle, nails fully
turned; do not find the sword with demi-circle, present the blade in octave, hand fully in quarte, which
is octave; raise, thrust, it is the action in octave; there
is hardly any tac, it is not an opposition thus this
does not demand a single action.”
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Twenty-seventh lesson: Method for taking time in seconde
The master is on guard, engages the sword in tierce, says:
“Fall into seconde. He parries demi-circle and ripostes tac-au-tac upon a deviation of the blade. You
do not have the time to take another parry than that
of prime; he deceives this parry, opposes seconde to
seconde which he thrusts and you have taken time in
seconde.”
Such is the method of taking time, &c. This is done upon a quantity of
attacks which are demonstrated following the general lessons.
ATTACKS INTO TIME
Attacks into time put the greatest disorder in the assault. Especially fencers
confounded by stop hits. They pretend that upon a step, some other movement or even having formed a parry or two they must thrust if they have
not found the blade; upon a feint, they believe they must lunge into a development upon the first action; this is reasonably false; it is not those that
push who succeed sometimes, the adversary has not adjusted; but this
success will result in risk; they bring after several double hits, inevitable
accidents when thrusting without opposition. Each attack thrust must
have opposition with the same attack. I suppose that one thrusts upon the
first action of a completed feint, the second action arrives on the body because there is no point of opposition. The method of taking time upon a
feint marked as quarte-over-the-arm is to let it be done in two actions, then
to take opposition in quarte-over-the-arm, or to turn the hand to tierce instead of quarte, which will bring about a taking of the adverse blade all the
same; raise the hand while thrusting, this is the true action of an attack in
opposition.
There is also another method of taking time upon a feint to the inside
and upon the last action, it is to take octave. The attack is good; one sees
that that blade is taken in opposition; otherwise success is uncertain and
contrary to principle. One must not do anything risky, but always with art:
the true principle, as we have said, is to touch without being touched. It is
true that the execution of this is difficult, it never appears to be easy to
young folk who have nothing to doubt. Thus, make it habit to never thrust
upon an absence of blade in the case where success is uncertain and it is
more certain to parry in order to thrust without danger. One must always
hold the blade and use it as a guide. In attacks thrust upon a step it is the
same as upon a development, foils must be crossed or in opposition, otherwise, we repeat, one will fall into a double hit.
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Twenty-eighth lesson: Of the reprise in seconde
Often in the assault fencers parry without riposting, and particularly after demi-circle or prime. In the lesson, the master takes one of these parries
and, making the pupil stay on the development, he says to him:
“Make a reprise in seconde, then I will not riposte.”
He acts to support the hand extremely high and to re-pass the point in
seconde, as close as possible, and with fingers only: to this end, he must
flex the arm, and make the shoulder lower which rises extremely upon this
attack, and it is a fault of not correcting this by force of repetition upon the
development is why the master will retake the sword in demi-circle, or in
prime, following the parry which has been taken first. One will not come
toward in this manner to give the necessary height to the hand which always falls too much. If in the assault, the hand lowers, the point deviates
from the body by forking off, and often can only flail about; this is not conducive to landing a blow. After several repetitions of the reprise upon the
development the master will take care that the reprises are only made with
the hand and fingers only.
REMISE OF THE SWORD TO THE BODY
Remises are made upon a fencer who, after having parried, quits the
blade when his adversary recovers, or against others who, with a great error, after abandoning the blade, rush to riposte. After a parry, one must
never quit opposition, no matter how one thrusts, and each attack thrust,
we repeat, must have opposition with the same attack.
“I thrust quarte-over-the-arm; I oppose quarte
against quarte for the first attack and for the attack I
thrust, tierce; I oppose tierce against tierce; the same
when stepping, one must hold the blade in correct
opposition; because, for those who quit, the point of a
good fencer always returns to the body with a good
development.”
The master, in the course of the lesson, thrusts an attack of quarte with
a well-supported lunge, and says:
“Make a false retreat, that is to say, retire the
body, and half recover; I quit the blade, replacing the
blade on the body.”
It is thus how one should act against those who quit the blade, and step
with the intention to riposte. The master makes thrusts above and inside,
and says:
“Recover, make as if to save yourself by steadying
yourself upon your legs as much as you can. I run
while quitting the blade, thrust inside with opposition. If I mark the actions while stepping, take demicircle, and bind into quarte-over-the-arm.”
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If the actions are not large, you can bind the sword in quarte-over-thearm and thrust. By this means that we have shown the blade is always well
held, and the oppositions are correct, there is no risk of a double hit.
Nota: One must not make the remise other than with a very advanced
student; otherwise one exposes the pupil to being undone, and develop
great faults.
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Twenty-ninth lesson: Of the flanconade
It is called the flanconade because it is directed to the flank. The master, in the course of the lesson, will order to parry the counters of tierce and
quarte, then say:
“If I force the hand high you hold the weak with
your strong, that is to say you have deviate the adverse point while directing it to the flank, carry the
hand a little to your left, bend the right arm, to pose
with the hand so that the point cannot return.”
The back of the hand must be at the side of the body and the tips of the
fingers toward the ground. The flanconade is used most against bad play,
and against those who thrust low while using force. The stiffness that they
use makes sure their blade is taken with a croisé and opposition of the left
hand. After the flanconade recover while binding the blade in counterquarte; then one can make a cutover as often the adverse blade is found
low, to the point of rendering up the point; if there is no cutover, it is no
less a straight attack provoked by the large opening. It is rare that one
pushes a thrust in flanconade on the attack; there must be too large a
pressure such that the adverse point does not derobe in a circle over the
arm; but if has an affair with a fencer who has an extremely extended
guard and very stiff, one will have the time to develop this attack while immediately opposing with the left hand.
The flanconade as an attack is parried by yielding to the force, or ceding
by letting go of his point, or when the strong of the parrier passes over the
adverse point to find itself in quarte.
There is a riposte of quarte, however, which is good, as the hand, after a
parry upon a flanconade, takes a great height in the throw and turn. When
the flanconade is thrust as a riposte there is no other means of parrying
than to turn the hand to tierce while directing the point to the body (see pl.
XVII and XVIII).
OBSERVATION UPON THE NECESSITY OF DEVELOPMENT
We have discussed up to now that the major part of the attacks which are
used in the assault, those of the plastron are more complicated, and
whether complicated attacks are performed in the assault or not they are
nevertheless useful for learning perfectly how to precede the movement of
the hand which must always act before the body, and it is this which it is
most difficult to obtain from students.
The master, as he says in each lesson, must always return to simple attacks after a set of complicated attacks; because, in these, the body is
disordered by each development; the former want something, but, when
done well, the latter are worth nothing. It is impossible when they are multiplied, as certain masters do, by coming to thrust faster; one does not have
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the time to observe the positions which must always be maintained. To not
fall into this fault the master will divide the actions of the development,
those of the retreat and, taking the place of the student, he will give him a
place to study and to feel it in its entirety.
The master will perceive the quality of the attacks one something of the
regularity in the guard; in what manner he deceives the blade, he must always finish by thrusting quarte or tierce; it is thus necessary that
deployment is prompt; that he is not too occupied to replace the pupils on
their legs very often, by making them develop with speed and regular
touches, which will benefit in thrusting far and knowing measure. After this
lesson, good and severe, pupils will be strong, their game will simplify; they
will only thrust with attacks that are well deployed and which are the best,
especially compared with the game of bad fencers who lunge at one another
and redouble. This method is not fencing. The art is to know how to fence a
man at the fullest length of which one is capable. In the complicated lesson
pupils gain that the hand depends upon the legs, development and elevation, all together these are the most useful under arms.
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Thirtieth general lesson: The means by which one can have a student
arrive at a certain standard
The master, always recommending and examining the position of the
pupil, begins with direct attacks and quick, very regular disengagements;
then he has him make engagements with appels, counter-parries and
steps, while making him lose the blade to accustom him to follow a counter
in all directions, then a counter on the retreat, and finally deceive the blade
with a feint one-two until a counter-disengagement; the feint and double
feint, while deceiving the two counters. Then move on to the following lessons.

Thirty-first lesson: More complicated
The master follows with direct attacks, quick disengagements, after a
counter-parry, makes false beats, then retakes with a one-two until counter-disengagements, as in the preceding lessons, and then next the
menaces; after having made counter-parries and recovered the same on the
counter, continue with cutovers which are executed by attacking after the
engagement, and riposte in lost time; thus one says: Cutover, disengage,
return; cutover, counter-disengage, feint and double feint, deceive both
counters upon the engagement of quarte.
The master pursues: Cutover over the arm; I take counter-quarte, counter-disengage over the arm; upon a tierce engagement, cutover quarteinside; I take counter-tierce, counter-disengage quarte-inside. The end is
the same as for the preceding attacks. Finish with simple attacks.
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Thirty-second lesson: In which one joins stop hit and time hits
Having begun with direct attacks, the master makes to parry counterquarte. And says:
“Await my retreat, mark count, two and deceive
the demi-circle with a counter-disengage in seconde.
Then the same but with a double-feint. Deceive next
both counters, that is to say the demi-circle and
counter-quarte-over-the-arm; parry counter-tierce,
await my retreat, mark a feint in seconde, or a feint in
quarte-inside to thrust quarte-over-the-arm.”
This will be returned to in the same way, except one takes the counter
upon the two feints.
STOP HITS
See the chapter on stop hits and the second article where they are further
explained; then pass in detail onto the attacks which are not demonstrated.
The master holds the blade in quarte-inside and says:
“Thrust, I parry counter-quarte; on guard: parry
counter-quarte; if you do not find the blade, stop me
in quarte-over-the-arm, raise up, thrust; on guard.
Engage the sword in quarte-inside, tap with the foot
to thrust above, I parry counter-quarte: on guard.
Parry counter-quarte; on guard. Parry counter-quarte
and demi-circle; if you do not find the blade with
demi-circle, cutover the line with octave, raise the
hand, thrust; on guard. Bind the blade to counterquarte to quarte upon your retreat, thrust above. I
parry counter-quarte; on guard. Parry counter-quarte,
demi-circle, octave; if you do not find the blade in octave, it is when I shall pass above. Stop me then with
quarte-over-the-arm, while opposing quarte-over-thearm, and you will have thrust a true time hit. On
guard; engage the sword in quarte, thrust above; I
parry counter-quarte; if you do not find the blade
turn the hand to tierce fully, oppose tierce against
tierce, raise, thrust; on guard. Thrust inside, I parry
counter-tierce; on guard. Parry counter-tierce, I counter disengage inside, my point gains fully while
passing under your hand, take prime, support the
hand, thrust while opposing with the left hand; on
guard with sword in quarte, so to not pass the point
in front of the body. Engage the sword in tierce,
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thrust inside, I take counter-tierce; on guard. Parry
counter-tierce, prime; if you do not find the blade in
prime, stop in seconde, and thrust a time hit; on
guard with sword in tierce, thrust inside, I take counter-tierce; on guard. Parry counter-tierce, prime and
seconde; if you do not find the blade in seconde, oppose tierce with tierce, or time hit.”
Here in tierce the same position which one takes in quarte; after these if
the master is intelligent, the ideas will follow.
It sometimes comes about the attack in seconde is judged and that the
parry is made with tac; after the deviation, it will cause there is a very good
riposte in quarte-over-the-arm, for when the hand of he who is parried is
found low; in this case, for he who ripostes, was in tierce an extremely
quick game to render quarte-over-the-arm. The master must, without
cease, watch that the pupil is well positioned and releases simple attacks to
gain speed, and has the means indicated. He must observe the greatest
lightness of point and touch of the blade; one will become more embarrassing and more dangerous against those fencers, but especially for a mediocre
fencer, who always seeks a pressure point. When one cannot feel the blade,
and when one lacks development, it is good to have hand and one loses always considerably, for the reason that a light point does not allow less
pressure point and they will find nothing to deceive.
As the master has much to say, we shall omit what he must dispense
with saying each time:
“Parry counter-quarte or tierce; when one is certain of an engagement, one can only parry the
counter disengagement upon which the blade is held,
one must parry tierce, which is a simple parry where
one makes to engage the sword, otherwise said,
change engagement to change the counter.”
One must be understandable to the pupils. Especially, when one says
to them:
“Parry counter”
They demand the same. But it is not the same thing; when described in
writing and when one cannot see the side where the blade must be held,
there is a necessity to nominally demonstrate the counter which must parry
so that the reader does not lose the jist of the lesson.
OBSERVATION
The necessity to maintain a strong position under arms causes a pupil to
become very tired, occasioned especially by the bend of the left side. It is for
the attention of the master that, when he perceives that a pupil is upset as
a result of weariness, to accustom him to recover by withdrawing the heel
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against the left ankle; it is in this position that the fencer can rest; he regains thus his vigour and conserves his line in the assault.
Saint-Georges never thrust several attacks after each other without a
rest. Without this precaution one degenerates posture and speed, which it
is essential to avoid. If a fencer with the vigour of Saint-Georges had recourse to this method an ordinary fencer should not ignore it.
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Thirty-third lesson: Method for gaining quickness of hand and to cede
with force.
The master having engaged his sword in tierce says:
“Pass quarte-inside as close as possible to my blade; raise the
hand to touch.”
If the sword is well thrust the master will be obliged to parry countertierce, if he makes it will be because his parry was finely made; the pupil
then will find himself surprised to see himself in a contrary opposition to
the attack which was thrust, opposition in which he has not yet learned to
yield; because he imagines that having disengaged quarte-inside he does
not have to take opposition in tierce. The master will thus intend this parry
of counter-tierce to accustom the hand of the student to the necessary pliability; because it does not yield correctly to the parry of counter-tierce, by
turning promptly to tierce, after the attack of quarte developed to the inside, the foil will fall, and the reason is, as we have had occasion to remark
already, that the pommel makes a pressure point, one cannot resist the
force of the lever which pivots the hand as promptly as possible and while
changing opposition from quarte to tierce as this proves the least resistance.
At the beginning, pupils let their hands fall upon a parry of tierce, they
are exposed and easily facilitate being taken in time; they believe in their
error that they cannot do otherwise, and it has the sole effect that the parry
causes it to fall from their hand; but the truth is that, due to their error in
supporting, the result is they will not have the place if their hand was
maintained by thrusting with elevation and suitable height, and that it can
pivot naturally while yielding to the force. It is very necessary to surprise
pupils with unexpected counters to form their hand into ceding to the force,
and a need to change speed in oppositions; we shall speak of this elsewhere.
The same thing takes place upon the engagement under arms. The
master, upon a disengagement of quarte-over-the-arm, takes a parry of
counter-quarte, there are in the case of less difficulty for the fencer, waiting
for the hand to stay in quarte, he only changes opposition to quarte-overthe-arm by that of quarte of inside.
The master, after this lesson, recommends thrusting at the wall with
the other pupils with the greatest attention. One must not over practice this
exercise.
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Thirty-fourth lesson: Exercise of simple attacks by parries and ripostes
which are made after having thrust at the wall,
pupil to pupil
This exercise is one of the more essential to follow up with for pupils;
but before beginning them they must deploy complete attacks and be good
in the lunge such that they have all the vigour that is needed that they
must have in order to touch. If these attacks are thrust, as said, by the
dozen, it is a study of pure wastage; the fencer recovers by any means and
the attack is not completed and the guard in which the student does not
have time to replace itself. The reader sees that all exercise intended to
render strong in the assault does not have the merit as was detailed and
completed. And that the actions are well attacked for while feeling the valour.
The master says:
“Engage sword in quarte; pass the button as close
as possible over the arm, turn the nails, raise the
hand very high, depart, touch, if you can, because
there is a real advantage to touch in g the master despite his parry; stay there; observe your position; I
parry tierce, return to this opposition, recover; I riposte seconde, parry demi-circle, stay on the parry to
examine if the nails in the manner to form a large deviation and obtain a greater opening for the riposte;
the hand at mouth height, riposte quarte while supporting it; I parry quarte, recover; I riposte quarteover-the-arm; parry tierce, when I recover riposte seconde which I parry with demi-circle; recover, parry
quarte; when I recover begin again by thrusting over.
These are the positions and attacks which are encountered most often in the assault. One must
exercise them slowly and in detail, observing that the
hand pass first and arrives at its highest; especially
that it has speed and that one stays upon an action;
taking care to deviate your point as little as possible.
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Thirty-fifth lesson: The coutner and double-counter, and all of the
double parries
The coutners have been demonstrated several times; one presents their
utilaity for the game of the hand and the uprightness of the body. Those
who thrust first pass the hand first in quarte-over-the-arm, the other
parries counter-quarte, after some attacks one of the two will parry tierce,
to change the counterquarte to that of tierce. The hand upon this parry
pivots while supporting itslef very high and changing position. The parrier
must not see the face of the adversry upon a parry of tierce, there will be
thus a very large opening. The fencer recovers and returns to guard, the
other will develp an attack of quarte-inside on the lunge and well
supported, one parries him with counter-tierce. This parry is slower than
counter-quarte, because turning the hand requires more time. This
difficulty of turning the hand fairly fast gives also greater polish to attacks
which are lunged in the assault, especially those over the arm.
The parrier must exectute frankly in tierce, that is to say that the hand
alone must guide the action of the parry, by bringing about the action of
the fingers without withdrawing or returning while turning it to the height
of the body: this, in effect, is no longer called a parry, but only an avoidance
of the attack, and it is a great fault in the assault, expected when one
cannot thrust while retiring the body or turning it, due to lost time. Coming
now to the parry of counter-quarte-over-the-arm. Fencers in presence, of
the two thrusts quarte-inside, the other, instead of counter-tierce, parries
counter-quarte oveer the arm.
The parrier lets the thruster recover and return to place in order to
thrust in turn in the arm. One will recall to not exectue these atatcks
precariously, that is to say, to not thrust without well regarding time. After
this exercise one passes to double counters.
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Thirty-sixth lesson: Exercises for the double counter
The double-counter, after counter-disengagements, are equally of great
usefulness for giving hand and uprightness of body. Before thrusting one
gathers always that which must depart first, to avoid both thrusting
together at once, and accidents do not occur. So that pupils do not do this
they should not seek to touch: they make a mess instead of advancing. The
master will deviate any maladjustment by requiring pupils in this type of
exercise to be out of measure; when the action of the hand preceds well the
movement of the body, when they have practiced for some time at touching
at the wall, it is then that they can try to gain speed.
The pupils are thus present, they must begin to counter-disengage
quarte-over-the-arm, the other parries double-counter of quarte-inside.
More this counter will be small and more and more it will be quick as
everyone knows the less diameter a circle has the less time there is for it to
be run through. Next pass to double-counter in tierce; (this movement is
more difficult than one knows) or a double-counter in quarte-over-the-arm.
Those who must thrust counter-disengage quarte-inside; the other doubles
the counter in quarte-over-the-arm, moving whichever way is best, which is
difficult.
The parrier returns to recover and regains place with his thruster, then
he counter disengages, equally passing the hand in quarte. This exercise
gives facility to better withdraw the blade in quarte-over-the-arm, to thrust
or enter straight upon a devloped attack or a step. If the pupil is in a state
of thrusting to touch, he passes the first disengage slowly, and press the
seond quickly, this method of touching will be infallible.
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Thirty-seventh lesson: Exercise for the parry of dem-cirlce and of
double demi-circle
One cannot become too attached to doubling this parry, wait for it as a
resource in the case of disorder and full withdrawal.
When the pupils are on guard and engaged in quarte-inside, one of the
two fencers in low quarte, the other parries with a demi-circle well completed, and lets his adversary the time to recover; when the latter is returned to
guard, he who parried demi-circle will pass seconde or octave, which will be
the same parry as demi-circle. After some following attacks, double them.
He who thrusts counter-disengage of seconde such that the other parry
twice with demi-circle, thus then the young folk, after the deployment of
some ordinary paced attacks and some too fast. Since this is dependent
upon the master’s regularity he must pay it all of his attention. I always
have the intention to say parry twice with demi-circle, and that the two
demi-circles make a complete circle; it is not the same under arms; when
one traces a circle on the wall, and when one forms a parry of demi-circle,
one will only cover half; when one double the parry, one will cover an entire
circle; it is thus better to say: Parry demi-circle and circle.

Thirty-eighth lesson: Exercise for the parry of octave, and method for
doubling them
Both pupils are engaged in quarte-over-the-arm, he who thrusts develops octave or quarte under the sword, the other parries octave, and lets
him recover. The parrier will disengage on his turn to quarte-inside while
passing over the sword, and the other will retake in octave, passing the
same over the sword. Next one doubles in counter-disengage of octave.
Take care to complete the turn of the hand in quarte to well form the angle,
without which the parry will be false, then the point will not follow the line
of the body
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Thirty-ninth lesson: Exercise of the parry of prime, and method for
doubling them.
The pupils are engaged in quarte-over-the-arm, the thruster will develop
an attack of quarte-inside, hand going first and with finesse, that is to say,
guiding the button very close to the strong of the parrier. The attack will be
parried prime with the hand very high, in a way that the parrier goes
underneath, capable of seeing his adversary and perfectly covering himself.
After the parry of prime, the wrist must not be bent; independantly of bad
grace, the oposition suffers. So that the point is as low as possible, so as to
be less extended in the body. If in the parry it is deviated, in the
deployment in which it is naturally directed, the same as demi-circle, when
one has paid attention to supporting the hand.
Prime is parried, the parrier gives time for the adversary to recover, and
passes seconde, as he made upon a parry of demi-circle. (One says that the
parry of prime is one of the demi-circles of which there are four in number).
He has parried will pass thus the point in seocnde, and will be parried in
prime. After several attacks, one will double prime in this position with the
hand extremely well supported, otherwise the point loses the direction of
the body, and will extend falsely.
Fortieth Lesson: Exercise for the parry of seconde, and how to double
it
The adversaries are present and engaged in tierce, the one who thrusts has
his hand very high, passes into seconde which is parried with the same position of seconde. The parrier, letting his adversary return to guard, passes
inside the blade, hand in tierce, and is parried in the same way. One doubles the parry of seconde immediately after a counter-disengagement.
The doubled parry of seconde has a great advantage against people
who, not knowing better, enter while doubling the hand in tierce, and exiting with their hand low, as all do with a bad game.
The double parry in seconde; taken at the contrary height, as it ought to
be done, is an excellent exterior demi-circle; it pursues the point outside,
and under this rapport, is preferable to parries of prime and of demi-circle
which comes together inside and defeats all other actions. It is difficult,
against strong and vigorous fencers, to pursue their point when exiting. The
best means to use is the double parry of seconde. All find it taken as a
demi-circle to the inside. There will be a question on this in the chapter on
“Assaults”.
The wall, such as in all exercises of arms, is a conventional game to give
hand, uprightness of the body and procure a good ensemble which leads to
perfection
The master must recommend to his pupils to not be surprised and to
give them. On the contrary, the time to recover and to exercise often to
make progress and become strong. A fencer placed with grace is however
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more at his ease, and profits better from his methods if his positions and
his ensemble are correct. When, on the contrary, the positions are false the
execution is necessarily bad.
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Forty-first Lesson: Taken in silence and only with the blade
When the student is somewhat practiced there comes a point where he
takes his lessons with ease and without such that the master is obliged to
retake them or to re-commence, then the master thus has him learn to
thrust in silence and only with the touch of the sword; and, to arrive there,
here are the procedures which are to be employed; after having placed the
pupil very regularly, he says to him:
“Engage the sword, strike the foot; if I lower the hand, what will
you do?”
Lower it to find out; if he takes too long one says to him: Thrust direct.
However, one has named and explained the attacks for a long time to the
pupils, who have them well, which they then thrust in silence, such that
they do not know what to do; if they are not disposed to this method before
being delivering them in the assault their progress will be slower. Masters
in addition, in the course of their lessons, can convince them.
“On guard” continues the master, “Parry counter-quarte, await my retreat; if I detach the sword during my retreat what will you do?”
Disengage over the arm. The master parries tierce, recovering immediately, then he ripostes seconde, such that the pupil parries demi-circle
while recovering and riposting quarte; the master parries quarte and makes
a parry of counter-quarte upon his retreat; he says:
“I have parried tierce upon your disengagement over the arm, what
have done against my parry of tierce?”
Retain the body, you will soon see… It is a feint one-two which you
have noted, turn the nails, raise and depart in quarte. One must take up a
guard that that the pupil is not dispersed, take care that he passes the
hand well before departing. The essential thing is to gain the foible. The
master continues and says:
“Parry counter-quarte and, upon my retreat, mark feint one-two; upon your feint, I parry tierce and quarte, what will you do?”
Mark a double feint. The master takes counter-quarte, the student
thrust, the master recovers and says to him:
“Upon your double feint I took counter-quarte, what will you do?”
If he has the poor skill to not discover it, because the double feint with
a counter parry of the master is too complicated an attack for him, one has
him disengage quarte-over-the-arm, the master parries counter-quarte, and
asks thus that this is what the pupil must do; he will thus have some intelligence if he does not see that it is the counter-disengagement over the arm.
“On guard; parry counter-quarte, counter-disengage under; I take
counter-quarte and tierce, what will you do?”
Retain the body to the rear and you will find this easily…The uprightness of the body makes the pupil see the movement of the parry and judge
that he must counter-disengage over the arm and return inside, turn the
nails and raise the hand.
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“On guard”, says the master; “Parry counter-quarte; on my retreat, counter-disengage quarte over, and return inside. I parry
counter-quarte, tierce and quarte, what will you do?”
One lets him seek out some actions; this is no more than to engrave
these things into his memory. If the pupil does not respond correctly, the
master says to him:
“Counter-disengage, double, turn the nails, raise and depart
quarte.”
Then make him re-commence. Then return to direct attacks and attacks
disengaged quickly. The master lets the student relax a little as he has been
in this position for a long time. One will remember that he must relax with
heel next to the ankle.
The master makes to return on guard and thrusts direct attacks while
raising the hand very high, point fixed on the body but without thrusting.
This exercise teaches perfectly to make the hand act before letting the body
depart.
The master makes to deceive the blade in silence after counter-tierce, as
done before in counter-quarte.
“Parry counter-tierce, as said, and, upon my retreat, if I lower the
hand while I recover, what will you do? “
The direct attack, turn the nails, raise and thrust.
“On guard. Parry counter-tierce; upon my retreat if I separate the
sword on my recovery what will you do?”
Disengage quarte, turn the nails, and depart quarte; on guard.
The master changes engagement from quarte to tierce:
“Parry counter-tierce, continue, and, upon my retreat, disengage,
quarte, raise, thrust; I parry quarte, what will you do?”
Feint one-two to thrust quarte-over-the-arm; turn the nails, raise, parry
quarte-over-the-arm.
“On guard; parry counter-tierce upon my retreat, double feint,
turn the nails, raise, depart; I take counter-tierce; on guard. Parry
counter-tierce; upon my retreat, I take a counter upon your double
feint, what will you do?”
Counter-disengage quarte-inside, raise and depart. On guard. Make
him engage immediately for several reprises, while tapping the foot, sword
in tierce and in quarte, to ground the adversary in his attacks; because the
less movement that can be made will be found necessary to be parried by
the second engagement which becomes a counter.
The master changes engagement from quarte to tierce:
“Parry counter-tierce; on my retreat, counter-tierce and quarteinside; I take counter-tierce and quarte, what would you do?”
Counter-disengage and return quarte-over-the-arm, turn thus the nails,
raise and depart. Finish, as has been recommended, with direct attacks
and quick disengagements.
Continuation of the lesson when the student is rested:
After having made a parry of counter-tierce the master says,
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“If I recover while detached from the sword, hand high, what will
you do?”
Thrust seconde; thus, raise the hand in tierce and thrust. I parry seconde, or octave; on guard with sword in tierce; parry counter-tierce.
“How will you deceive the parry of seconde or octave?”
Seek… With a feint of seconde, one-two; on guard; parry counter-tierce.
“If I parry seconde or tierce, what will you do?”
Double the feint in seconde, raise, depart.
“If I parry your double feint of demi-circle, how will you deceive it?”
Do not say anything…with a counter-disengagement in seconde; it is
this: raise and thrust seconde. On guard with sword in tierce; parry counter-tierce and upon your counter, counter-disengage seconde.
“I parried demi-circle and octave, what do you do?”
Counter-disengage seconde and return over the arm; turn the nails to
quarte, raise them up high, soften the fingers such that the pommel of the
foil makes a balance point so that the point descends towards the body; recover with sword in tierce; parry counter-tierce.
“I parry demi-circle, octave, tierce or quarte-over-the-arm, of all
the attacks which you have intended, which would you use to deceive
me?”
Especially keep the body upright…Counter-disengage seconde. Return
over the arm and fall back into seconde, otherwise called counter-disengage
and double the feint. One finishes with direct attacks as recommended.
CONTINUATION OF THE SILENT LESSON
The master makes to parry counter-quarte and says to the pupil:
“Await my retreat; if I recover while detaching the point, what will
you do?”
Detached in the point with the hand low, the passage of the sword is
shortest going over than going under; if you take too long, while disengaging, you will be uncovered and be exposed. The same danger exists when
one attacks over a too high point; one takes the action or the attack in opposition: in the disengagements thus take the shortest, as has been
explained.”
The master continues and says:
“Parry counter-quarte. If I recover while detaching the sword from
my point you will attack. If I go for a parry of tierce, what will you
do?”
Attack and disengage quarte, turn the nails, raise and depart.
“On guard; parry counter-quarte; upon my retreat, I detach the
point and you will attack. I go for a parry of tierce and quarte, what
will you do?”
You will attack, disengage and return, otherwise called doubling the
feint.
“On guard; engage sword in tierce, tap the foot, step towards me.
If you lose the sword, what will you do?
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Take counter-quarte.
“If I recover while detaching the point? Attack and disengage. But
if I take counter-tierce what will you do?”
Attack and counter-disengage inside, turn the nails, raise and
depart. On guard; parry counter-quarte; upon my retreat, you go to
attack and counter-disengage inside my arm.
“If I parry with counter-tierce and quarte, what will you do?”
Counter-disengage inside and re-pass over the arm, turn the nails and
depart quarte-over-the-arm.
The master changes engagement.
“Parry counter-quarte; upon my retreat you go to attack, counterdisengage inside and return over the arm. If I parry counter-tierce,
quarte and tierce, what will you do?”
Counter-disengage inside, return over the top and re-pass inside. Finish
with direct attacks and quick disengagements.
ANOTHER LESSON IN SILENCE
It must be that the masters pays attention that the heat of these multiple attacks by the pupil are not disordered by recovering too much upon his
legs, which diminishes the speed of development. If the distance between
the feet is not well observed it will harm their bend; if they are too far apart,
one is impeded; if the student is too extended, the left ankle becomes too
stiff, deployment and attacks will become less prompt; the pupil will be too
close to the adversary, and as a consequence exposed to being touched.
Another attention of the master while making him thrust at him is to
not carry the body forward upon a development by the pupil. This harms
the understanding of measure. One must habituate the student to come to
seek the plastron, and not go in front of the attack. The master cannot observe too much the exactitude of the position, to fix that of the pupil and
facilitate in him a perfect understanding of measure. He takes care also to
not retire his hand too far to his body, which will make things too easy for
the pupil. On the matter of touching at the wall it is a question of measure;
it is a great advantage for a fencer to understand this well and to be in a
state as a result to stand one’s ground in a manner as to be able to maintain it.
END OF THE LESSON IN SILENCE
The master, after having placed the pupil with attention and having sword
engaged in quarte, says to him,
“Parry counter-quarte; upon my retreat, if I detach
the point while I recover, you will attack; if I go for a
parry of tierce with hand high, what will you do? After
the attack fall into seconde, turn the nails to tierce
and raise. On guard with sword in tierce. Engage
sword in quarte, tap the foot, step; if you lose the
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sword while stepping what will you do? Parry counterquarte; if you do not find it the first time what will
you do? Double the counter. Upon my retreat you go
to attack over the arm and thrust seconde; if I go to
parry seconde what will you do? Mark a feint of seconde, turn the nails and raise quarte-over-the-arm.
On guard; parry counter-tierce and quarte to retake
the engagement in quarte, with the result of ending
the lesson; upon my retreat, attack quarte-over-thearm, and mark a feint of seconde. If I parry tierce, seconde or octave, then tierce or quarte-over-the-arm
what will you do? Double feint in seconde, turn the
nails, raise and depart in seconde. On guard with
sword in tierce. Parry counter-tierce and quarte; I recover while detaching the point, you attack; if I take
demi-circle with hand high what will you do? Counter-disengage seconde, turn the hand to tierce and
raise the hand up high; because if it is low in the attack of seconde the point loses its direction, going to
the right of the parrier, deviating, following the dedicated expression. On guard sword in tierce. Parry
counter-tierce and quarte; upon my retreat, you go to
attack over the arm and counter-disengage seconde. If
I parry demi-circle and octave what will you do?
Counter-disengage seconde and return over the arm,
turn the nails to quarte, hand very high, and depart
quarte-over-the-arm. Stay there.”
(One must always stay in time). And then the master quits his place to
see if the pupil is steady in his development, making him relax his limbs, as
has already been recommended, and say:
“On guard in one action, sword well in front of
you, that is to say, extended on guard, and equally
able to defend above as below; parry counter-tierce
and quarte; upon my retreat, if I detach the point,
attack, counter-disengage seconde and return over
the arm. If I parry demi-circle, octave, tierce or
quarte-over-the-arm, what will you do? Counterdisengage seconde, return over and fall under,
otherwise said, counter-disengage and double the
feint; that done, turn the nails, raise and depart. Stay
there, relax the arm, lower the shoulder, left ankle
well extended, foot grounded, knee straight,
perpendicular with the buckle”
If it is not thus and the left foot is raised, the student will not have the
force to recover.
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“Bend the left ankle, return direct, with the left arm making a
balance, recover immediately; on guard in a single action, and bend
well; direct attacks and quick disengaments follow.”
After this, the master says,
“Thrust quarte-inside. I parry prime or demi-circle, I do not
riposte as I ought, what will you do?”
The reprise of seconde, which the master makes as often as possible
upon the pupil’s development and without recovering. This attack is given
at the height of the hand and finger, and forces a lowering of the shoulder,
always disposed to mount on the attacks of tierce. This lesson in silence, or
several others on command, accustoms pupils to deceive the blade with a
simple hit. When one has them deceive a parry without saying anything to
them, one must take care to ask them what they are deceiving; it is great
necessity that they know; because, if ignorant, they will not be in a good
state for the assault, and nothing more than machines. A good fencer must
perform everything that he does with perfect understanding.
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Forty-second lesson: General exercise of parries
To learn to parry one must be well placed, perfectly on one’s legs and in
a manner that nothing can entangle the body. The least false movement
suffices for being touched. The hand only must act in the parries and in
binding the counters. As I have just said, if the body is tangled then it is
followed by false times and this is where times are lost. It is the same as the
parries which are made when retreating. It is useless to learn to parry so as
to save, and if one cannot thrust accordingly one cannot do nothing other
than movements of the body; one lacks the instant to thrust accordingly.
The petulant fencer does not give times in which he can be entangled as he
returns to his place. He doubles at him with several attacks before letting
him thrust and riposte. The fencer must thus be in the position shown,
that is to say unmovable, his hand must act only with very small movements; more one puts finesse into a counter, or all other double parries,
whether one encounters the blade, and it is only after his blade has been
assured that one must depart quickly with a good development and a wellsupported hand.
The master, placed on guard with the greatest regularity, says:
“Bend well while turning the thighs. Charge the
left side, guard extended, relax stiffness in the arm,
hands and fingers, point low, hand in demi-tierce,
point fixed on the body; it must not deviate from the
line; otherwise it will result in ripostes that miss the
body.”
In a regularly done riposte the strong gives the advantage over the adverse weak by forming a good angle. The master will thus pay attention that
the pupil does not make shaky movements while parrying; this will produce
lost actions. It must be that the parry is completed with as much bind and
lightness as possible. If the sword is deceived the counter is doubled without interruption by dropping the point to the body, as said.
Parry the counter again; if you do not find the blade, double lightly,
complete and attack in the time of the parry to see if the parry is correct.
A fencer with a light hand knows to profit from the lesser stiffness of his
adversary, he is aided by the false times which form the stiff and shaky
parries, which help him to derobe his blade to the opposite side with speed
and lightness. It is thus for this reason that a fencer, to become strong,
must occupy himself without cease to relax the stiffness of the arm and fingers. And, to come to this, the master must, when the pupil shows evidence
of too much stiffness, make him do double counters without interruption
without end and in all directions, to bring about, unfortunately for him, a
release from the incertitude where he is encountering the blade. This is the
means I always use. Return to the lesson the master says,
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“Parry counter of quarte and tierce, parry counter-tierce and, if
you do not find the sword, double the counter.”
The master must only place the point on the pupil’s strong and thrust
gently. A master who creates fear with his button before the pupil has become accustomed and adjusted to it will create a “maladjust” and the pupil
will never have correct parries. One increases the speed and the measure at
which the latter takes the freedom, but always without touching. In this
way, the student, having confidence and practice arrives at his aim without
realising it and learns to parry only with the hand without the body shifting. When the blade is deceived, the pupil sees well that it is not parried
and touch is thus useless.
The master says,
“Parry counter-tierce and quarte, stay there. Pay
attention to completing your parry. Parry counterquarte; if you do not find the sword, take the counter,
demi-circle, octave, quarte-over-the-arm, take quarte
and counter-quarte. Parry counter-quarte and demicircle, and return to quarte.”
Note that the action of demi-circle to quarte cannot take place without
passing through octave.
The master will make a false beat, the pupil will do nothing, be confused and make no further parry; make him observe that the aim of the
false beat is to make one fall into this error, that upon a false beat there is
no other response than binding the sword into counter-quarte; in general,
one must have a principle to never respond to the blade with a bind of the
sword, when does not judge well. Parry counter-quarte, I make a threat and
a false beat, bind the sword in counter-quarte, change the sword in tierce
and bind the sword in counter-tierce, if I make a false beat upon this engagement.
The master takes a demi-circle (the same as a double or triple parry).
Parry, in addition, the counter-quarte once, twice, counter-quarte and then
tierce; I force on the sword, parry prime, seconde, bind the sword to quarteinside. Parry counter-quarte, demi-circle and octave, quarte-over-the-arm; I
force over the arm, oppose quarte-over-the-arm, I force on the sword,
change sword to quarte-inside, I pass under, take counter-quarte, I pass
over, take counter-quarte-inside. The student must hold the sword in the
engagement in quarte-inside with the nails in demi-tierce, following the
recommend principle, and at a height relative to his adversary; so that
above can be defended with a small counter, as fine as possible. Make it a
hard and fast rule to never respond to any movement except with a bind to
counter, as will be explained, it will become a strong parry. It is difficult to
touch a man who parries with this regularly, who, steady on his legs, is always ready to depart; to overcome him will take a fencer of great speed.
Thus, the master will have his students practice often in this lesson to
make them become able parries.
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CONTINUATION OF THE SAME LESSON TO AFFIRM THE PUPIL AND TO
DIRECT THEM TOWARDS GREAT FORCE IN THE PARRY
If the student follows the blade in all directions he will not be confused
by most false beats, but on the contrary, oppose them with binds of the
counter, either inside or above, then one must make them more violent to
accustom one to not be overcome.
The master places them will the all possible regularity, guard well extended, and says to him:
“Parry counter; he must deceive them often, so that the pupil is accustomed to follow the blade.”
Then, making him engage the sword in tierce, he adds:
“Strike the foot, engage the sword in quarte; tap
the foot, engage sword in quarte, tap the foot, bind in
quarte, place the bind, with finesse; because under
arms, as in all practices, facility and suppleness are
indispensable. Bind the sword thus lightly, so as to
finish your bind, with only a pressure on my blade; as
this will be a lost time which harms the speed of the
bind which must follow; the first bind was too slow, at
the point of contact, it will expose one to being
touched.”
After several very fine binds, change them from quarte to tierce; for this
one binds the sword in quarte in a circle, and at the point where one completes the action, point low near the strong, to have less blade to pass over,
change quickly to tierce while supporting the wrist, strong in the weak. To
return to the position of quarte from that of tierce, the action of the hand
must be extremely quick. The master repeats this action very gently and
well-detailed, until the pupil can do them quickly.
After a bind in tierce, return to that of quarte; one must for each one
mark the time of opposition, have the point fixed on the body; it must not
deviate from the line, it is a general rule, and it is by following this that one
will arrive most promptly at the aim.
The master continues, and says:
“Parry counter-quarte”
And when it is that the pupil completes his parry, he makes a threat
accompanied by an appel, a cry, and a false beat following a feint one-two.
It is rare that pupils respond immediately to all these actions with a counter, often even strong fencers are themselves confounded.
Pupils prepared by false beats and the feint one-two will not take long
to become steady in this parry. The master adds a threat of falling into seconde, which must be parried demi-circle, or by changing to an engagement
of tierce, sword in quarte-inside.
We repeat, never touch a pupil to teach him to parry; the contrary of
this takes place as he will be disordered from being grounded and steady in
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his position. The master must content himself, after having deceived the
blade, with approaching his button at the body of the pupil, without arriving; this will be enough to prove to him that he would not have parried.
This method will give the uprightness of the body, of the hand and a
regularity to the master which the pupil will adopt. It is true that those who
do not have an upright body, a stiff hand or thrust with the shoulder will be
penalised later; it is unfortunate without doubt for these pupils because
masters who have these faults can only create students who resemble
them.
The master returns to the counter, says:
“Parry counter-quarte and tierce, counter-tierce,
quarte and counter-quarte. I force, change the sword
in tierce and I counter-tierce; change to sword to
quarte and take counter-quarte, demi-circle, twice
demi-circle, octave, and quarte-over-the-arm.
I force, take prime, seconde, bind the sword to
counter-quarte. While supposing that you form a parry with nails upwards in quarte, and that your point
is about the line of my body, I can thrust the body in
quinte, hand in tierce, while separating; he must thus
parry quarte, nails on top, and form an angle, by
which my point is deviated from the line of your body.
I pass over, oppose quarte-over-the-arm; parry counter-tierce. I pass quarte-inside under the hand, parry
prime, seconde, bind the sword to counter-quarte;
parry counter of quarte, double counter-quarte, demicircle, double the demi-circle. I suppose that I have
gained ground on you and we are infighting, you cannot free yourself from this position to riposte quarte,
thus support the hand as high as possible while turning the nails to tierce, without quitting the blade, and
your point which, after a parry of demi-circle, behind
my body, it will be found in prime, and necessarily in
the line; it must be that the foil plays in the hand and
that the fingers are supple.”
After some repetitions of double parries in all directions, the master will
make threats, Hand high, to oblige a separation of the point; then he will
attack over the point, if the pupil does not support his hand. The student
must parry these blows with changes of the sword and counters, hand
high. The master, after, will make large feints under the hand; he will add a
cry and appel to disrupt the student in every way, who must in this circumstance take demi-circle, a convenient parry for a large game or
movement.
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Here is the most certain and most prompt method for forming good parries. Master must make them repeat all these parries in silence and
especially pay attention that pupils cede to force with great lightness and
pliability. These repetitions must be done at the end of each lesson, or at
least very often to make good fencers.
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Forty- third Lesson: Exercise in feints
When one comes to making thrust at the wall passably, and come to
deceive the sword in silence, when the pupil is well-prepared, and when
thrusting, his hand will pass at first without returning the arm, when then
he will begin to distinguish why he does one thing or another then one
chooses a student stronger than him to oppose him, and will help him in
his complaisance. But, we repeat, one must, before coming to this, that the
pupil will be already instructed, and in a state to make feints; also, the
most not be accustomed to being a poker.
In all fencing salles the strong make the weak work, by observing while
thrusting those who proportion their strength to that of beginners; who will
practice against pupils too weak in their feints, they will often perfect a
“poker” until he becomes perfect; the disorder established, because each
thrust for him, will not respond to the other. One feels thus the utility of
beginning with thrusts against the wall gently and in detail, to obtain a
good ensemble, while taking care that the hand precedes well the action of
the body. By means of this absolutely indispensable regularity the beginner
is placed by far into correct measure form his parrier. This parrier being
stronger must hold his hand a little lower to make a path for the pupil and
to facilitate the means of the thrust. One fault which beginners fall into often when they parry feints, is to quit the blade at the moment where one
takes the place either in quarte or in tierce: when a fencer does this in the
assault he must thrust straight upon the change along the blade, and with
opposition, as practiced. The counter or bind, we have already said, is only
stopped by a false beat or a threat. By thrusting without making one of the
two attacks on the blade the faster man can parry in the moment of the
bind. To succeed without this one must as much as one can, by a pressure
on the blade, produce an interval before the thrust. Success depends upon
great practice.
The thruster must make sure that all this comes to mind, but with a
preference for straight thrusts, which touch most in the assault; disengagements, one-two-three. If one takes the counter one deceives it with a
counter-disengagement, he will make false beats to interrupt the counter,
followed by threats. After one performs from the feint to the double disengage. If the point of the parrier is found low, the thruster will attack, the
path above the point is shorter than the disengage under the strong of the
sword. One prepares the attack, by making a threat, hand high, then gain
the point. For these attacks, one must retain the body well to the rear; if it
was in front, and the button passes the guard of the parrier, the blade will
be free to beat or croisé. The other inconvenience of a body to the fore is
that it obliges one to shorten the arm to be able to pass the point, which
will expose you to being touched.
The pupil must always thrust from his place such that the left foot is
fixed, because if the foot turns or rolls, attacks will lose their distance and
speed, the left ankle is not straight and the thruster finds himself too close
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to the parrier, and not be able to form himself on his legs which means that
that he will be crooked in his development and parry the riposte with difficulty. It is thus that the master redoubles his attention, especially with
beginners; the severity present depends upon the merit of becoming a
thruster. If laziness brings a pupil to bad habits it is then difficult to make
him lose this, and it is rare that young folk have enough patience to submit
to all that must be done to correct them. I say again, you may reproach me
for repeating, that a master cannot over inspect his pupils to then hamper
the birth of a fault that will restrict a student later. It is to arrive at the
greatest regularity that in our academy we have always required that our
students thrust a lot at the wall, and this is to supple that in the lesson
they make to deploy many straight attacks and disengagements with speed.
Among twenty students, there are barely two who, sent off to thrust at the
wall to touch at it, will demonstrate what is described in the chapters of
this treatise. The parrier has the complaisance to thrust feint in turn. The
beginner must be strictly placed and hold the sword well in front of him, in
an extended guard, defending above and below, the arm flexible and always
in the game, held in demi-tierce, fingers relaxed, the low point fixed on the
body, sword in quarte-inside, forming an angle, as one has recommended
in each lesson. When the pupil is found, I say, thus placed, one thrust him
with attacks with reason of these methods, while intending them, to thus
say, and always directing in the heel of his foil, to allow him to better feel
the effect of the parries. When one deceives the sword, one must not touch
it unless in the case that they become entangled. One must never fear the
points of beginners, this makes them feel safe and they do not learn to parry. The essential thing is that one must not lose the aim, and that is to
make regular the parry upon the actions of their adversary. The student
must always bind the sword to counter very quickly and return with the
same speed from counter-quarte to counter-tierce, with a very small action,
as shown in the article on parries. Then he will bind the sword to demicircle and return octave to withdraw the sword to quarte-inside. He will
change the sword to tierce, bind the blade to prime; from there he will take
seconde and withdraw the sword to quarte-inside. So that the execution is
prompt and precise the hand and fingers must be flexible, the actions fine
and without shaking, or, said better, without a shock. Each action begun
must be completed without a stutter, otherwise there will be a lost action
and the action which follows will be delayed. An important thing and on
which I insist greatly is that the parries are completed without force. It is
this softness or often this precision of movements which alone give the
means to touch
The contraction and the stiffness of parries are such a disadvantage
that a skilled thruster with a light hand, who perceives these faults in his
adversary, will seek continually to make them fall, with the intent of making actions against him to oblige him to parry, and in the middle form a
pressure point upon his point and derobe him with speed. It is an action of
the finesses and a great trick of the art.
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After having made these feints sometimes with the student one must
pay attention to habituate him to riposte and parry upon a riposte which
one renders. General rule, one does not thrust upon pupils outside their
ability; without this attention, they can be destroyed too easily, and their
disorder will take a long time to repair.
For those who take up the bad habit of parrying without riposting one
recommends to them to never parry twice in a row without riposting, for the
reason that there are thrusters who redouble when there is no riposte
against them; in reality those who redouble short risk injury if they do not
recover and this is more motive thus to render a riposte from those who
parry.
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Forty-third lesson: First exercise in the assault between the master
and the student
(ADVICE TO MASTERS)
The master must up to this moment, and in detail, bring about all that
is necessary to begin small assaults, conforming to the principles revealed
in this work. These sorts of assaults are nothing more than the silent lesson, in which the master must put in a great skill, that is to say that he
must seek to have a great uprightness of body and an extremely light touch
with the blade.
Fencers who have a stiff hand press too much on the blade, and have
less pressure on their part, a light point can derobe them and stay on the
body. These fencers, I say, can only respond with the blade with shaky actions which a skilled adversary will overcome easily with false actions.
Masters must never thus lose sight of the principle of lightness, their pupils
and they themselves will have nothing to gain from this.
If a master is, again, of an age to acquire skill by exercising with a pupil
he has the facility to study; the slowness even of this pupil gives him the
faculty to detail what he does, and to observe in this way even an amateur
can come to a certain degree of force.
A great attention that a master must have is to pass his button very
close to the heel of the pupil’s blade, otherwise he will seek the parry too far
away, and this will result in disorder; it is not enough to only parry or deceive the blade in order to touch, it must also be that the point is regular,
such that it fixes on the body, after a certain action, and that it does not
deviate from the line of direction which it must have; the parry is best, the
strong adds advantage, by reason that the angle is the largest. The master,
if he has taste and intelligence, gains for himself much hand in the lesson.
It must also be that he thrusts at the wall in great detail and he makes
thrusts at his pupil, that he repeats often to raise the right hand, and to
lower the left hand without thrusting, while intending a single attack. And
in retaining the body extremely far over the left side, which obliges one to
fold the left haunch, and make the hand act before the body. With his endeavour, if it is too late for him to become a strong fencer he can at least
have the necessary talent to train his students with success, and out them
in a state ready to fence with other students. He must join in them the very
good principles of patient and gentleness.
It has been said that the master must measure his force to that of the
pupil, and he must deceive the blade without touching it, then it suffices
for the student sees that it is not parried; if he fears the button he will
make fewer parries, and will save himself without forming one or other; he
must stay in place without fear, without making any movement of the body,
nor giving any indication of where he is to go; all these false actions will
however be false times. The master thus takes precaution to not touch the
student, who will feel the necessity of the parry, and thus it will come about
that he will think only to make his hand act with finely made counters.
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Place without fear, without making any movement of the body, nor
showing any intent of where he will go; all these false times however will
become false times. The master must thus take the precaution to not touch
the student, he himself will feel the need to parry, and for it to come about
that he will not need to think before using his hand for finely made counters.
The master, after having placed the pupil on guard, holds the hand low
to call straight thrusts, alternatively he will thrust over and inside, taking
care that the student stays well in place and, stepping upon him, he will
separate upon engagements, to become accustomed to disengage upon a
pressure, and the force of a thrust. If the master steps with hand low, the
student raises a straight thrust; he then thrusts with a quarte-over-thearm, which one parries with quarte counter-quarte, while rendering upon
him during his retreat a quarte-over-the-arm, which he must parry in turn
with counter-quarte.
When one notices disorder one brings back the heel to the ankle to retake alignment, without losing sight of the position of the body, that of the
arm and the hand, given that one must never neglect to examine the entirety.
The master makes a disengage in quarte-over-the-arm, to parry tierce
and riposte seconde, that the pupil parries demi-circle while riposting
quarte; the master will parry prime or demi-circle without riposting, to give
the pupil time to make a reprise in seconde. If he does not seize it he recommences the attack until he can do it passably. The master will often
make false beats to confuse the pupil, by making him observe that he has
the intention to make him fall into a trap, and thus he makes him sense
the advantage of not replying, either with false times or other actions, such
as small counters or binds, the demi-circle, or changes of engagement following double parries and then to never use simple attacks over well-judged
attacks.
After some attacks the master, upon the end of his parry, will mark a
false beat and a feint one-two; if the pupil envelops the blade with a counter, the master to assure the advantage over the blade more, but before he
replaces his hand which is always disordered, and thus the body; after
which, he will be surprised by a threat, with the cry and appel of the foot
and false beats, and a feint one-two; the body of the master, from intending
these attacks, must be upright, however he must not act to thrust but only
to raise the hand; if the student does not take the counter he will easily
perceive that the has not parried; but when all his attacks are not confounded, and only responds with binds of the blade or changes of
engagement he will be advanced in the art of the parry, and it will be why
he finds himself touched, and what he must do to avoid the other. The
master counter disengages slowly to facilitate the opposition in quarte-overthe-arm; which one calls “parry and riposte indivisible”. The same thing instead by turning the hand fully to tierce and raising it as high as possible;
one or other of these attacks are that which are called “time hits”.
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The master engages the blade in quarte-over-the-arm, retaining his
body well and, making a false beat over the arm, he falls into seconde, to
thus oblige the pupil to parry demi-circle which he doubles while counterdisengaging in seconde. The master will often repeat their attack, such that
the pupil feels that after having parried seconde if one counter-disengages
seconde, and that he can judge it, he can stop in octave, paying attention to
turn the nails fully to complete the angle; this opposition will be this time in
octave. There is a more simple method: when the student does not grasp it
easily, the master gives the blade to take with demi-circle; he stays for one
tempo and passes seconde slowly; it must be that the pupil has some
intelligence to not go into octave. The master then engages the blade in
quarte-over-the-arm and thrusts this attack as lightly as possible, while
charging the blade a little to force his pupil into prime; hand high to better
hold the adverse point away from the line of the body, he must see his master under the hand, if he does not want to make a path over the arm after
the parry, as this uncovers the face less. The master recommences to
thrust direct to make him take prime and, upon prime, he passes seconde,
so that his pupil seizes the time in seconde by opposition. After, the master
will deceive prime, seconde, will pass over the arm, to make him take the
time above, tierce for tierce or opposition, which is the same thing. Once
can even, upon demi-circle, octave and quarte-over-the-arm, take the time,
but one must observe, when one has taken opposition in octave or in seconde, that one touches while not being touched, to recover by binding the
blade to counter-quarte, because it is indispensable in all cases to assure
the blade and to dominate it while recovering from the parry, for the reason
that there are fencers who, when touched, do not fell the attack, and it is
good to use precautions against them.
For all attacks which touch and those which do not touch, recover while
bending the blade in counter-quarte, because it is indispensable in all cases to assure the blade and to dominate it while recovering to the parry, for
the reason that there are fencers who, touched, do not feel the blow, and it
is good to use caution against them.
The master in the course of the small assaults brings the pupil to make
many counters, which he will deceive often to accustom him to double in all
directions; by this means, the double parry becomes second nature to the
students; they double and triple even their parries. A parrier who parries,
who calls them well, and always according to true principle, is very difficult
to touch. The master upon his retreats will stick to the point to give facility
to the attack, and will gather the student gradually to the execution of all
the attacks demonstrated in the preceding lessons. These are the means
that we have employed, and which are judged the best for making rapid
and assured progress in pupils.
One must watch out for, before they are ready, making them fence with
stronger students than them, this will delay them instead of advancing
them, because, as we have already said, one finds difficulty in some complacent students to not thrust at the weakness of the pupil who exercises
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with them; it is thus better for the latter, while waiting for the necessary
regularity, to only thrust with the master.
OBSERVATIONS ON THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF PROPER BLADES TO
USE IN THE ASSAULT AND TO THRUST AT THE WALL TO HIT
One must have the student arrive at a convenient point; that with
which he begins is too weak, and suitable only for beginners. Today he
must have a square-bladed foil, and here is the method to choose these
blades: one places a packet on the counter of the furbisher, the button
down, and the tang up, to equalise them and verify the length. One chooses
one of 32 inches which becomes the standard; one sets it alongside the
others; and by joining the buttons one sees easily those which are suitable;
and by this method one dispenses with having to measure one after the
other. But before one must take care to examine them from one end to the
other in all directions to ensure that there are now weak points which will
cause breakages. To test these, one bends them down a little with the
hand; if one lowers them too much one will force the blade at the weak and
it can break.
A good blade must describe a circle from tip to strong; those which describe this only at the middle are badly made; for those which are good,
they must always taper from the strong to the point, when it does not bend
at the middle there is too much metal at the weak, thus it will be a whip,
and this is a large error which prevents adjustment. A small custom makes
it easy to distinguish a well-made blade, and one feels in the hand if it is
heavy at the tip. It must not be too weak and bend like lead, or it will end
up breaking. An assaulting blade needs a certain stiffness, and if it is soft,
it will become too damaged again by the turn which one is obliged to give it,
and the work of the exercise will achieve a softening of the tip such that it
cannot be used any longer. It is those blades of a dry temper which will give
him experience and teach him to be wary; but if, however, one encounters a
neat circle, and which pleases, although a little stiff, one can take it, while
paying attention to soften it up by passing it through a small flame.
METHOD OF MOUNTING AN ASSAULT FOIL
One places the tang of the blade cross-ways in a clamp, without gripping
too much for fear of breaking it while bending, and one draws towards oneself in such a way that the curve is downwards. It must be that while
bending the tang yields, and for this the jaws of the clamp must not touch
it; by taking it thus, one curves the blade without risk, since the pressure
on the guard is in the middle, while proceeding to do this several times. At
first the right hand holds the bar of the clamp, and the left the blade, along
which one places the arm to have more force; then without letting go, as already said, and the jaws of the clamp not touching the tang, one curves
and one raises the right hand while retiring the tang, to bend the blade at
the middle. More curve is not necessary; if one has too much one corrects it
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by replacing the blade in the clamp, curve underneath, and one inclines inside a small amount.
Take a grip similar to the hand for which the foil is intended; the choice
of this grip is of little difference for a good fencer. Large or small it must
have a unique form, that is to say to be equally large from top to bottom
and have squared sides, well cut, for if it is round it will turn in the hand. A
well-made grip must be able to be held in the hand in which it is required
to be gripped. Its circumference is ordinarily 2 inches 9 lines, a little more,
a little less, according to the hand. The length is a little the same for all
fencers, that is to say, 4 inches 9 lines.
To mount the foil, place the blade in a clamp with the end of the tang
up in the air, and the curve to the side of the mounter; this direction makes
it convenient to see the effect of the hammer blow. The guard must be
strong; if the hole is too tight work with a small square file, paying attention
that the filing is equal; because if the hole is not truly square the guard will
be to one side.
If the guard itself is not pierced in the centre one places the side which
is greater to the inside of the weapon; because to the outside will cause an
ugly result. One must seat the guard with forceful hammer blows which are
done without playing around; a guard which shifts in the course of an assault compromises a fencer infinitely.
When the hole in the guard is found to be too large one can shrink it by
squeezing the sides in a clamp. This guard is to be well chased and carries
weight to the heel of the blade, one then occupies oneself with the grip,
which must be pierced equally in the middle of its thickness. When the
guard hole is found to be not large enough one enlarges it with a tool for
this use which is found among furbishers; next one offers up the tang into
the grip, while observing the gaps where one must place shims, these are
little bits of white wood, more or less thickened and proportioned to the
gaps which are between the tang and the wood of the grip. In the case of
inequality of thickness of the sides of the grip clearly the stronger shims are
placed on the weak side and the thin ones on the thicker side. The length of
these shims is of 2 good inches; one puts one over the curve of the foil, and
one chooses the same piece to be somewhat strong, because the curving of
the blade forms a hollow, which hampers holding, and makes the blade appear more ponderous. One takes care equally to avoid a gap on the left side,
which is the inside of the weapon, by means of a similar strong shim; this
side is fatigued much because of parries. If it has less wood than the other
side the foil will be bad in the hand; it is very preferable that the more
thickness of wood is to the left, the reason that there is found there a hollow allowing it to turn. It must be more that one can place the tang of the
foil in the middle of the grip. One places commonly the shims underneath
and to each side, but rarely on top. These three shims, well placed, must
keep the grip straight, and prevent it from turning. They must not be too
large; because by over stuffing the grip it will break. To avoid this accident,
one takes a “chasse-poignee”; this is a round piece of wood, strong and
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pierced, through which the tang passes; some small hammer blows suffice
to make nice the grip, but one must take care that each hammer blow is
only small, such that when removing the foil from the clamp one can check
the direction of the grip, and remedy anything that is not true. For a little
turn from one side to another replace it across the clamp, curve in front of
the mounter; take a strong file, such as that with a square-section, which
one passes into the guard on the side of the grip. The end of this file carries
onto the blade, which one draws back, how ever is needed, and only if a little is necessary. One places next the foil in the clamp to re-chase the grip.
When the tasks are complete, such that the grip no longer turns, one cuts
the shims flush with the grip. The shim underneath is the last to be cut.
The grip must always be well supported underneath, but without swelling;
if one perceives that this has happened one cuts the shim out immediately,
regarding very often the foil by taking it in hand before offering up the grip
to the guard.
They must not be too fat; because by swelling the grip it will abrade
one. To avoid this mistake, take a chase-poignee; this is a piece of round
wood, strong and pierced, through which the tang passes; a few small
blows with a mallet will be enough to make good the grip, but one must
take care to only do a little with each blow of the mallet, then to disengage
the foil from the clamp one can see the direction of the grip and thus remedy anything that is wrong. To turn it a little to one side, one way or
another, replace it crosswise in the clamp, curve in front of the mounter;
take a strong file like the square-section, which one passes into the guard
on the side of the grip. The end of this file placed on the blade that one returns however and if it is necessary. Next one places the foil in the clamp to
re-chase the grip. When the gaps are filled, such that the grip no longer
turns, one cuts corners into the flower of the grip. The corner underneath is
cut last. The grip must always be well supported underneath, but without
swelling; if one perceives that there has been a cut of the corner leading to
splitting one sees very often, when taken in hand, that this is a foil that has
been made to enter the grip up to the the guard; due to many insouciants
who, after having adjusted such rather badly by chasing it with large mallet
blows without interval, it swells and, if one continues to use it, they will
break necessarily. A well-made grip is a prize, since a well mounted foil
adds to the strength of a fencer.
It comes about often, when the corners are very strong that the grip
swells at the first blow of the mallet; when this is seen one cuts the corners
on the flower of the grip; place the blade in the clamp, use some blows on
the guard to withdraw the grip; then one makes other more thin corners,
while observing that the tang goes in while reinforcing the thickness of the
side of the guard, when the grip is then dropped down, without swelling, up
to the guard; because otherwise one must place the swollen area in the
clamp to flatten it; the foil is found to be mounted when the pommel is
placed; but before concerning oneself with this, check that the grip is
straight; if is it is not then address this, as has been shown. Put it in the
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clamp near the guard, and give a little more curve to the underside; next
return the foil to incline the blade inside; this is what renders is more
agreeable in the hand, and gives an advantage when going against a body.
This turn given one takes up the chasse-poignee and the mallet and give
some blows to re-affirm that it is tightened; fill the gaps which exist between the end of the tang and the grip with small pieces of white wood,
which one recesses on four sides of gap, then to adjust well the tang in the
middle of gap of the grip; then take the pommel, which must present and
adjust before garnishing he wood. If the tang is too fat place in the clamp a
piece of flat wood, on which one makes a groove with the file to fix the end
of the tang. The file with which one strokes the corners of the tang so they
are also rounded. Hit the grip a little on the left side, downwards and lowering to be able to curve the pommel to the side, so that it does not interfere
with the hand, and not impede the correct direction of the point.
One dares strongly to use very little wood, one takes care that the
pommel is on with good force to lighten the blade; next one makes two corners, each has the half the circumference of the tang; place them on the
two opposing sides, one on the flat of inside and underneath, and the other
on the flat inside and above; then, with mallet blows and the aid of a large
pommel intended for this use, one chases the pommel in a downwards motion. If it is found to be too much wood, on trims it with a knife. After
perfect adjustment, one cuts the end of the tang which is too long, leaving a
line for the rivet. After this is done, one gives a hammer blow with the large
pommel for more solidity. The foil thus mounted, one places the pommel in
the clamp to incline it to the left, as recommended. One must even have attention that it is not too large, because in this case it will lever the point
which will lose its direction. For an assault foil, one diminishes the button
which is always too large and badly rounded; but one prevents it from passing on to the metal as this will ruin the blade. It is better to use old files. A
button thus reduced is neater, and gives facility to pass more firmly with
the point.
One can use also an old file to stroke the edges of the blades, which are
always cutting, and cause some accidents.
When the foil is fully mounted it does act more to give the turn, by
passing the blade under the foot and under the arm. When one has made a
blade take the intended bend it is less subject to breaking and is more advantageous in the hand; indeed, the blade will well describe a demi-circle,
and the fencer turns the nails one fells that the point gains on the right
line.
HOW TO THRUST PART OF A BLADE WHICH IS TOO LONG TOO HEAVY
AND TOO SOFT.
As we have already said, there are many choices of blades to make.
Some are 33 inches; but at this length they are rarely good. Reserve them
for touching at the wall and to touch against those adversaries who give
tablature, either because they parry well or because they parry badly and
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they evade the attack with a movement or retreat of the body. They also
serve against the bad game which must be done from far away. If this blade
of 33 inches, and a good circle, is found to be a little soft reduce it to 32
while removing a half-inch to the side of the button, and another half inch
to the side of the heel; by cutting down more than half-inch to the side of
the point, one ruins the elegance of the circle. Upon a weak point, removing
a half inch does not give body to the blade. Here is the method for shortening at the heel: begin by measuring from the start of the button, and
exceeding 32 inches mark with a small file on the edges near the heel; then
place the blade in a clamp; one there makes an notch on each side; to better assure the equality of the heels, place the blade at the place of one of
the notches but lower than the upper edge of the clamp or jaw, to fix the
file, which in this way does not interfere with the heel, by making it as low
down as one can. Since the blade narrows from the heel to the point one
must watch out for removing too much the blade, thus to not weaken the
heel. A small flange is enough to stop the guard; if this happens one can
remedy it by putting in a piece of leather. It is true that, since one works
cold, one has much difficulty with the filing; but if one puts the blade in a
flame one will de-temper it and cause it to deteriorate. To have the foils
mounted and well in the hand one must thus not spare nor arm the file,
and not be slow to recognise what advantage this gives for good performance under arms.
To remedy a guard which is found to be too large one must take a piece
of yellow leather, preferable for its durability to red leather which is a little
too thick and resists hammer blows, and make in it a square-shaped hole;
add to it traits, traced by the file, on to the tang which one has prepared,
such that the leather dish can pass strongly and correctly. If the guard is
found too large re-set it in the clamp; then try to close it by force. After perfect adjustment file the excess leather which is around it, and can injure
the thumb.
Blades arranged in this fashion are ordinarily better than those where
one thinks there is nothing to do. I hardly ever mount except in this manner; I correct faults, and by this means they are found to be lighter.
METHOD TO PLACE A SOLID ROSETTE
Place the foil in the clamp, only letting pass through that which is
needed for the pivot of the rosette. One has a little, flat file without teeth to
one of the small sides, and this small side is used to press on the rosette,
and not file the clap. File each side without rounding it off, because it will
not be solid; but the rosette enters with force on a square pivot, the square
edges giving the greatest firmness. One must pay attention to only file cold,
otherwise the pivot de-tempers bending under the rivet. It is almost impossible to place a solid rosette if one passes the blade through a flame, unless
it is not a strong blade which often breaks.
Take yellow leather the thickness of a piece of two coins, only used in
the fourth part. Take a very small, well pointed and well-tempered awl, and
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quickly done, pierce the rosette on some fairly soft wood so that the awl,
while crossing through, can pass through without bending. It must be that
the hole is very small and then widened until it is enough. Place immediately the rosette in the clamp to file that the awl has leverage. After one
addresses the rosette with a large hammer, retake the awl and the rosette
which is placed on the clamp, which one leaves open to let pass the point of
the awl without bending it; make small hammer blows in the hole of the rosette to make a larger, more convenient point as a pivot; next place the end
of the foil in the clamp to spread the pressure points of the rosette. If the
pivot is too long it can break. Adjust the rosette, which must enter forcefully, with the aid of a small new pommel which has been used for nothing
else and thus the hole will be strong, due to being small. One must make
the whole lot pass through and force the pivot of the rosette, by filing such
that there will be enough left for the rivet, next one rivets with a small
hammer. Having done this, round off the rosette, and finish with some
small hammer blows to ensure that the filing has taken. Note that one uses
a large hammer to pierce the rosette and for redressing, but for riveting one
uses a small hammer, at first on the corners, then finishing on the flat.
There are no better hammers than those forged by locksmiths, they
take care to assure their temper and the good quality of the steel; those
bought at the ironmongers are of iron, and have no value.
MANNER FOR GOOD BUTTONS ON AN ASSAULT FOIL
The button having been reduced to a fraction of an inch in diameter by the
use of a file, take soft skin and draw a small patch a little larger than the
button, because by drawing it one can narrow it. Make several turns about
the button, and cover with the skin which is put on doubled. Hold the foil
with the left hand, passed to this result at the height of the button so as to
steady it, and, with some extremely fine thread, make a knot, called a “Mariner’s knot”: this is done by holding the button and of the ends of the
thread in the left hand, such that the right seizes the others end which
crosses underneath and re-crosses a second time to form a second loop
above the first. In this way, the two ends of the thread which must grip the
button are found inside. It must be that the two strands are carefully disposed of in a manner which the button passes very correctly, so as to
tighten, this holds on the skin. It stays more after the knot is done. Hold to
this end the foil between the legs, curve towards one, such a way that the
knot that was done underneath does not appear. Finish by cutting off the
excess closely.
These details appear minute, but they are indispensable for well buttoning a foil. When a button is well done, the point passes much better, and it
is an advantage about which good fencers should not be indifferent
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Forty-fourth lesson :Touching the wall and the merit of good thrusts
Touching the wall, as we have said, is most essential and the most
beautiful matter in arms; a good thrust is the end, the perfection of the art
of which one cannot attain without understanding and following the
principles which guide them. I can assure that I have seen few people
thrust as they ought. One feels by all these details where I enter this regard
that many young folk are not right in how to apply them, such that it
comes about always that the fencer, unless very good, is relatively less than
his means, and that he has a real advantage, as we shall demonstrate.
One can find these details extremely long but when one acts to deepen
an art someone will present diffciulties and errors which one must explain
the causes and inconvenience of, then learn to overcome them and avoid
others. This was the principle that M. La Boëssière sr., principles supported
and well justified by the celebrated Saint Georges, his pupil, done by all
those who had to good spirit to imitate him, without hoever appraoching his
perfection.
This principle cannot be contested, all the proof are contained the
excellence by which he attacked. Also I have taken all the precautions
necessary to well establish and guarantee those who criticise this work by
disagreeing will fall into the faults which will further them from perfection.
The student arrives at a degree of instruction convenient for thrusting
at the wall, that is to say when he is well supple, that he can retain a
correct body, that his hand passes first well and is able to commence
practice. The greatest difficulty, that fencers are penalised to overcome, is
to depart with the hand first. When one sees a pupil retire his arm in the
wall exercise one can then judge if he is in such a state. One msut practice
anew in detail and in imitation of better fencers. M. de Saint-Georges
himself, when he was placed under arms, thrust as slowly as possible to
better coordinate his actions and to feel them.
Touching the wall requires an assault foil, also named the “square
blade”, given that one determines the length for all. A good one is 32
inches, 32 and a half inches, and even 33 inches, but the latter blade is of
little conveneince; they are rarely made well and often heavy and stiff.
When one finds good ones one must conserve them, because one finds
parriers and thrusters more difcult to touch with these than the others.
Long foils are moreadvantageous for combatting those with a bad game
who you must take from afar. One has spoken elsewhere on the merits of
these sorts of foils.
In the presence of two pupils; they take their measue, as has been
explained.
Those who are placed to thrust begin by deploying some attacks in
detail to stretch themselves and put the correct coordination into their
movemnts; to this end, they pass the hand, the turn, the raising and take
oposition without thrusting. When they are at correct measure and at
touching distance they come on guard, engagement of quarte or tierce once
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placed, they must not shift; the guard must be a guard of the assault; the
left side of the body must be seated over the left side, such that the thighs
are effaced to procure speed in the development. Once the left shank is
bent, the more it must spring and the faster it follows the body. The arm
and hand flexed must be continuously relaxed and placed in demi-tierce. A
hand in this position has more turn and more cast, and as a consequence
the action has more speed. The point must be light and low, since it does
not have a button to pass. If the sword is engaged in quarte for a thrust
over the arm, the parrier must take the blade of the thruster near the
button with his strong, but softly and lightly without making a presure
point. He will pay attention to give a small opening. However it will give
more or less, according to the strength of the fencer. Since this is a game
of convention, if one does not give an opening it will not be possible to be
touched; the line of oppostion will impede it from being put there. The
fencer must wait until his blade is joined, so as to not be surprised; but
when it is the thruster who passes his button by curling very close to the
blade and putting it there with more by lightness than by speed; the elevation of the hand must be very high, by turning the nails very quickly, the
right foot must shave the ground and at the instant that it is detached from
the ground the left shank extends and makes an arc. The parrier turns the
hand to tierce quickly; this forms an angle and dominates with his strong
the weak of the adversary; pay attention that it is only the hand that acts. If
the depart is preceded by the slightest movement it is not thrusting at the
wall frankly; it is a feint, or, as is commonly said, it is cheating. One must
thus recommence the attack until it is developed frankly; because the
weakest movement will confuse a parrier, and it does not deserve to touch
unless it is a surprise.
After several attacks are thrust, since the hands lowers and the legs
lose their coordination, one must return to thrusting at the wall in detail to
try to regain the precision and harmony of all the actions.
To this end, pass the hand by turning well the nails, raise, lower the left
arm, drop the point to the body, all without thrusting, do not neglect flexibility and bring the arms into play to give you facility in the development.
The left foot especially should not shift and thus retard the rapidity of the
development. It has already been said that the left side cannot do two
things at once, extend the shank and raise the foot, or turn it. One must
thus only be concerned uniquely with this tension of the shank since following the body depends upon this and the elastic rapidity of the
development, after raising the hand.
The parrier is no more dispensed than the thruster to be regular. He
must be steady on his limbs, and not confounded; he retires the body while
parrying, or turns the right shoulder to the right, he must not then parry
but evade, he has no reason other than to touch, this is even impossible if
one considers that the thrust does not have correct measure that he must
have to touch, and that the parrier, by his false movements and retreat of
the body, places truly the thruster one foot from him. He wants better in
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this case to abandon the part which continues to thrust against such an
adversary. There is much to gain by practice with a much weaker student.
One must thus take care that the parrier is himself placed regularly to
find, when practicing with parries at the wall, the means to affirm and acquire perception. By taking the blade to quarte-over-the-arm, such that he
parries quarte-inside uniquely with the hand; to parry tierce one acts only
to turn as quickly as possible to form an angle. Tierce or the attack over the
arm is more difficult to parry at the wall to touch, because the turn of the
hand renders it slower than the parry of quarte-inside. For this reason, and
because above is more difficult to defend against a light hand, one holds
more commonly in the assault the blade inside.
Those that go to parry quarte-inside let the fencer come on guard with
the sword well in front of him. When at him, he will affirm on his legs; because, to parry as for the thruster, the position is the same, the body often
a little forward than to the rear for more solidity; he takes the blade in
quarte-over-the-arm, hand neither in tierce nor quarte, but the nails slightly turned above, thus that the hand has more turn and a game for
parrying.
On penalty the thruster, holding the sword thus, slightly without pressing, in quarte-over-the-arm, passes the button to develop quarte-inside,
that the parrier determines his parry by turning the nails to demi-tierce
while forming the angle to dominate the blade of his strong; this is called
“slicing the blade”. In this parry the hand alone acts. The parrier like the
thruster must concern himself with flexing his arm and hand and put into
it a great bind. He must better decide for himself to be touched than to employ methods contrary to the principles.
To better learn the exercise of touching at the wall one thrusts with different forces and even with weak students; by running over thus all the
degrees one arrives more assuredly at the aim.
Some people who think they are good at thrusting at the wall make the
mistake of placing themselves too close, this is not earnest practice. There
is only one guard to take, that of the assault. In addition, all the licences
that one can take while thrusting at the wall will serve for nothing when in
the assault, or in general, one must let them approach too close. There are
bad fencers at the wall, who in order to touch pass the attack under the
hand while making the action; when one spots this ruse, pass through the
guard of the foil a handkerchief thus one let us take the thrust that the
tricks cannot fail to trap with each attack. A good fencer, on the contrary,
rarely touches the handkerchief, because his button passes over the heel of
the adverse blade, and the action of the hand always precedes the movement of the body. One always allows to place the former on guard a
thruster at the wall, who must be weak on strong, thus to avoid being surprised. One then takes his weak correctly at the height where on finds it.
With every precaution, it is very difficult to be touched.
With fencers who thrust at the wall badly, passing underneath and deploying low attacks, the parrier must pay attention to hold his held lower
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again than their guard; because they do not have the art of raising the
hand they know nothing other than to thrust low. One must thus cover
completely the single spot that they aim for, and give every path on top. If
on the contrary on one holds the hand high it will be possible by habit,
thrust quickly, he will touch by passing underneath. There are many more
of these fencers than those who know how to raise and the hand earnestly.
For this reason, one avoids being put on guard against the former, thus to
not impede their blade in a manner that requires their grip and their guard.

RESULT OF TOUCHING AT THE WALL
It is easy to conceive that a pupil habituated to thrust at the wall frankly
and after the principles that one has come to expound, must have the real
advantage in the assault. It will always by steady on his legs, and will have
by experience that he will not thrust quickly from this position. He will not,
in making the assault, employ anything other than the means indicated in
the chapters of this tract. One will never run after an adversary who will
not do what he knows; but he will use the art in defence of his ground. His
regular speed will allow him to profit from the openings presented to him,
he will know to overcome or stop his adversary upon his steps; if one tries a
trap to engage him to thrust and takes upon him some type of attack, far
from amusing himself to deceive hit, he will take the shortest path while
developing with all his vigour a wall attack which touches, and disrupts
however much the adversary believes himself to have parried. In the chapter “The Assaults” this will be a question of development.
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Forty-fifth lesson: Demonstration of beats in quarte and in tierce
When the students have done assaults for some time, and have arrived
at being able to defend themselves with all fencers, the master then, if he
finds them to have some regularity, skill and intelligence, and especially
great flexion in their actions, will dispose himself to demonstrate beats and
croisés.
This instruction must be delayed, as we have said, because the students themselves want to give them with the arm and shoulder; they
occupy themselves with nothing other than making the foil fall from their
adversary’s hand and they put in too much force, they become spoiled and
their hand becomes stiff; thus, they finish by removing other methods and
become dangerous for true fencers. Thus, wait until your pupils become
strong; because the more it would be easier to make beats and croisés. One
will only reach this point with pain, it is true; but, when one arrives, all obstacles will be removed. All being the same in a bout, the weakest man is in
a state of fatigue in the hand of the more robust who lacks the required
flexion to avoid the effect of these beats, as the force is equivalent to a lever.
The lesson, such as has been recommended once, must always begin with
straight attacks where one takes care to attack well in time to assure the
regularity of the pupil in binding in the actions, this will dispose him to
demonstrate to him the beats and croisés.
This instruction must be deferred, as we have already said, because the
students to which one wants to give these too soon will make beats with the
arm and shoulder; they are concerned only with making the foil fall from
the hand of the adversary and they put in too much force, they spoil and
their hand becomes stiff; they then finish thus by trying it by means which
become dangerous against a true fencer. Take care thus that your pupils
become strong; because the more they do this the more they will have the
facility to do beats and croisés well. One will only arrive at this point
through pain, it is true; but, when one arrives, all obstacles vanish. It all
resembles one game; a weaker man is in a state of fatigue the hand of a
stronger man who lacks the necessary flex to avoid the effect of these beats,
given the force is equivalent to a lever.
The lesson, as we have recommended once, must always begin with direct attacks, where one takes care to attack well in time to assure the
regularity of the pupil.
The master, judging thus that the student has the necessary flex to
make beats and croisés, says to him:
“Engage the sword in quarte, nails in demi-tierce
or demi-quinte, as I have always said; relax the hand,
arms and fingers, then to have greater elasticity. In
this position, my weak is under your strong, if I have
an extended guard, turn lightly the hand to quarte
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without quitting the blade and return demi-tierce with
great speed.”
It is this turn of the hand which produces the beat, follow or deviate the
point from the body, and you make a path; then the hand in demi-tierce
has a large path to thrust quarte along the path that is made.
One said and repeated that it is the turn of the nails which gives the
speed of hand and facility to direct the point. Those who prove the beat
when the strong is well over the weak cannot resist it, having the strength
of Hercules, for the reason that the beat has the effect of a lever. One recommences the beat until the pupil comes to perform it very close to the
blade, without quitting. It must only be done with the hand and with elasticity, without which the point is separated from the line of the body. After
the beat, the master makes to raise the hand without thrusting, so as to
well regulate the action, which demands a constant study. The students in
the beginning demonstrate lack of skill in these beats; it is another reason
for them to be done slowly, otherwise we will have to repeat them, and they
will only do them with the arm and the shoulder, it will be thus good to
make them repeat the turning of the hand until the point will follow with a
suitable elasticity of the hand, that is to say, with only the elasticity of the
hand; they will act only with a very small movement which consist of a turn
of the nails on top without quitting the blade, and has a quick return, as
has already been said; point staying on the body, strong will act on the adverse weak with the greatest advantage.
Passing next on to beats in tierce, the master says:
“Engage the sword in tierce, relax the stiffness of
the arm and fingers, with the hand fully turned to
tierce, then that your strong dominates my weak; I
have an extended guard, turn the hand to quarte
without quitting my blade and returns to tierce very
promptly, this will be a beat in tierce.”
This action was deviated or, better, will give a small separation of the
point by means of the elasticity of the hand, done one must, as above in
quarte, make to repeat the turn until these beats in tierce are done as they
ought to be. The student, constantly under him, must have the left side
charged, thighs profiled, and having placed himself in a position always
ready to depart.
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Forty-sixth Lesson: Of the croisé in seconde
After direct attacks and counter-parries, also on the retreat, the master
will make to engage the sword in quarte. Upon my extended guard, as said,
croisé the sword to seconde, by turning the hand quickly to tierce; the
sword will be found in quarte, point passes over the top of the adverse
strong, the turning of the hand carrying the blade to seconde, and naturally
produces a croisé; but it must be done with a very high hand; if one lets it
fall the adverse point can derobe over the top and render the croisé null;
indeed, this point must not be pursued to the outside by means of a raising
of the hand very supported and turned to tierce; it is this alone, and not the
arm, which must act. In reality, more than this will bend, and more the
hand will have elasticity and speed. It is impossible to resist a croisé when
it is well done, that is to say brought about correctly and made with a small
movement. We repeat, while staying on the time, to imprint the pupil the
necessity to well support the hand and flexion of the wrist.
Forty- Seventh lesson:The croisé of demi-circle
The master, following usage, having disposed the pupil with several direct attacks in various lines, makes him engage the sword in tierce.
“If I have”, he says, “an extended guard croisé the sword with
demi-circle; act only to fully turn the hand in quarte to the height of
the mouth, as if you will form a parry of demi-circle.”
This turn of the hand forms a large angle and envelops the adverse
point and the pursuit in the inside with a violent manner, as for the croisé
of seconde pursued to the outside, and the hand of the adversary will prove
to be entangled until it causes pain. If his foil does not leap out of it the
hand is at least disordered such that he has no time to return to the parry
of the attack which follows the croisé. Also, one ordinarily only uses croisés
against fencers who use a great deal force; more so if they use too much
and more they give a hold and an ease against them.
It has been said that beats and croisés have the effect of a lever; but
when they are not well done they stress the hand; one always recommends
to the pupil that he only practices them with his master, and when it arrives that he can make them well against the plastron that he should only
risk them against a strong fencer. Without this attention, as one has just
said, his hand, which will not always have the necessary flexion, risks being
injured.
In a good assault rarely will one see beats and croisés, because two strong
fencers must have a bent and flexible guard, with a light point. The good
fencer against whom one tries a croisé or a beat not only avoids the pressure by ceding but is ready to depart immediately, and it is this that is
called having a light point, hand, legs and wherewithal.
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Forty- eighth lesson: After beats in tierce and quarte
The master, after having made straight thrusts, passes disengagements
with speed, takes the sword in quarte and tierce, taps his foot, steps,
directs the pupil in an exercise in counters, then to accustom him to
following the blade while stepping, it must be that the pupil takes care to
be well bent under him, to have his thighs well efffaced, such that the
master to his side gives him the time to gather himslef in his retreat, an
essential point and often too neglected. Often in the heat of his lesson the
master in the vigour of his attacks pays less attention to the steadiness of
the legs; he loses sight of the left foot lifts or rolls, that the shank is not
straightened thus, or is it done after the attack; this that dares to develop
all his valour. This negligence, which take splace in too many lessons, is
why I insist on masters never interrrupting their general perception on the
development, which is one of the principle causes of a hit landing.
The student having been prepared with some simple attacks and thrust
with some speed, the master, sword engaged in quarte, says to him:
“Tap the foot. If I have the guard extended beat my sword in
quarte,turn the nails, raise and thrust quarte direct along the path
that you have created.”
Your adversary, seeing that you atatck with beats, will take a more
flexible guard; he will give his blade for you to provoke with beats in quarte,
and in the intention avoid your attack whiel pasisng quarte-over-the-arm;
thus beat lightly and, if he passes over, oppose quarte-over-the-arm, or
turn the nails to tierce to have more height, raise the hand whiel opposing
tierce with tierce; it is the time attack or attack of oppositon, which is
thrust in quarte-over-the-arm or in tierce, as will be explained.
“Engage the sword in quarte; if my guard is fairly
flexible make a threat in quarte while retaining the
body well seated over the left side; thus if I extend the
sword, beat in quarte and thrust into my error;
because it is such, then, as I have alredy explained,
one does not respond to every action possible other
than by binds of the blade and extremely fine changes
of engagement, well judged from strong to weak. On
guard.”
The master takes the blade in tierce and says:
“Engage sword in quarte. If I have an extended guard, you beat
the sword.”
There are fencers who step or clench very quickly while making a beat;
if you are in this circumstance and I do not have the time nor enough speed
to pass over the arm after your beat, I thus let fall my point inside while
turning the hand to tierce, and I find myself in prime; this is the most
prompt parry, and the riposte from this, so to speak, is unparriable.
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Among the section of fencers who clench while beating the blade, the
body is ordinarily abandoned, and their attack is hardly finished so that
they are almost a riposte. Beats are only avoided by ceding to the force, by
having an extremely felxible hand and a tip so light that the adversary
hardly feels it. Those who risk a breaking of the blade along some part of
the point is always taken before that his beat is not completed. A fencer
who has an upright body knows that I can take prime upon the beat.
The master retakes his sword in tierce, and says to the pupil:
“Engage in quarte and beat; I cede by taking prime, retian the
body and pass seconde.”
The master can adapt this exercise from seconde up to a feint, double
feint, etc. When he wishes a great deal of consistency and steadiness in the
legs he can give the pleasure of complicating the attacks to better the hand
and retain the body. Take care also to replace the pupil in his retreat and to
compel him to stay on the development; because there is always something
to correct, either in the guard or the in some part of the development, and
the less negligence formt eh master in this regard can ingrain serious
inconveniences for the assault, or, worse still, without more severe
attention, they will always slip into disorder.
The master, sword engaged in tierce, says to the pupil;
“Your strong on my weak, and, if I extend the guard, beat
the sword in tierce without deviating your point. If you always hold it well fixed to the body, the angle or the strong of
your foil will have the advantage of my weak; the turn of the
hand completed as it should be, and the blade deranged,
render tierce for tierce.”
When the blade is free the beat is inevitable and that which proves does
not have the time to return to the parry of the attack which must follow.
The master, retaking the blade in quarte, says to the pupil:
“Engage the sword in tierce and if I extend the
guard, beat the blade in tierce. If you do not find a
large resistance upon the beat you must only thrust
quarte-over-the-arm; there will be a danger of rendering tierce for tierce, because the blade will be free
with the intention to change the engagement or a
demi-counter upon the beat; indeed, I parry quarte,
and I riposte the same, this will be un-parriable for
you if you have thrust with the hand in tierce; parry
thus quarte upon your retreat and riposte quarte: on
guard. Engage the sword in tierce; if I engage the
sword in tierce; if I yield retain the body, pass seconde, thrust, recover. Envelop or bind the blade in
quarte in side as you recover; on guard, gather your124

self well upon your legs; engage sword in tierce; if I
have an extended guard, beat the sword in tierce; if I
yield, mark a feint of seconde and thrust quarte-overthe-arm; on guard: upon your retreat, if I am not covered, develop at me with an attack of quarte-over-thearm.”
The master changes engagement, and says:
“Engage sword in tierce; I have an extended
guard, beat the blade in tierce; I yield, double the
feint in seconde, turn the nails, raise and thrust seconde. On guard: bind the sword in counter-quarte
upon your retreat. If I have a low hand while delivering my point, attack and thrust; I parry tierce, and
riposte seconde; parry demi-circle, riposte quarte. On
guard: engage sword in tierce; if my guard appears
extended to you, retain the body, efface the thighs
and settle yourself well to the left side, relax the arm,
hand and fingers and then beat the blade in tierce; if I
yield while returning to demi-circle, counter disengage
seconde, deceive the demi-circle and the counter of
quarte-over-the-arm. On guard; engage the sword
again in tierce: I have an extended guard, beat the
sword in tierce; I yield by changing the sword, parry
quarte and riposte.”
An intelligent master makes a parry quarte, the counter and stop of
quarte-over-the-arm; the exercise is never borne. After having extended this
lesson as demonstrated previously, one returns to simple attacks, which
are direct thrusts and disengagements with speed; all these attacks must
be thrust methodically, because they are the foundation of good execution.
The master retakes and says,
“Engage sword in quarte, parry counter-quarte;
upon your parry, I charge your blade, since there are
many fencers who recover with the intention of replacing the sword in the body. If I do not find myself
too close to your parry, I follow with a beat, and
thrust.”
It is this which will prevent a double hot; if you find on the contrary
that you are too far away, and as a consequent making a beat is an impossibility, you oppose the left hand, as will be explained in the chapter which
treats on the method of combatting a bad game.
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“Engage anew the sword in quarte, bind the sword in counterquarte; if you feel resistance beat the sword in quarte, turn the nails,
raise, depart; on guard.
Engage sword in tierce, tap the foot, engage the
sword in quarte, tap the foot’ step toward me, bind
the sword in counter; I have a flexible and poorly
placed guard, thus make a threat while retaining the
body; I respond with a menace while extending the
blade, instead of binding the sword in counter; upon
my mistake, beat the sword in quarte; turn the nails,
raise and thrust direct. Engage sword in tierce, tap
the foot; engage sword in quarte, tap the foot. I have
an extended sword, beat the blade in quarte-over-thearm while taking opposition; it is the time hit that you
can do the same while turning the hand in tierce and
thrusting instead of quarte-over-the-arm, tierce for
tierce. On guard: engage sword in quarte, tap the foot;
I have an extended guard, beat the blade; I mark the
feint, change engagement, in quarte-over-the-arm,
and turn the nails fully to quarte-over-the-arm; this is
again a time hit, or, put otherwise, bind the blade in
quarte-over-the-arm; this is also called a “demicontre”. To this effect, once one fells the blade, turn
the hand, and take opposition; there is neither parry
nor riposte, there is only opposition in a single action.
On guard: engage sword in quarte; I have an extended
sword, beat the sword in quarte; I pass over the arm,
take counter-quarte, parry and riposte quarte.”
The master, sword in quarte, says:
“Engage in tierce, tap the foot; if I have an extended sword, beat in tierce; I parry inside while thrusting
quarte and charging the blade; parry quarte and
thrust flanconade, while opposing with the left hand,
so that the point does not return to the body; develop
the attack, and bind the blade to counter-quarte upon
your retreat. On guard: if you see me lower my hand,
thrust direct.”
On this last attack, the master makes several direct thrusts well raised
and speedy disengagements; because they must always be returned to. After which, the master continues and says:
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“If I have an extended guard in quarte, beat the
sword in quarte; if I slip the bet by engaging over the
arm, take counter-quarte; if you do not find the blade
the first time, double the counter.”
Nothing will form the hand like these three counters; these give lightness, flexion and teach the pupil to not rest on their parry when they
encounter the blade, and they give the sense of the necessity to double the
counter without interruption until they have found the sword. Many fencers
who do not find the blade the first time, instead of returning to a tight
counter, break down and, as said, swat at flies.
One must on the contrary follow the blade very closely by forming tight
double counters. The master must insist that his pupils that they do not
depart from the principles when in the assault; more that they tighten their
parries, and more they prove how they oppose the difficulties of a fencer
who would hit them.
“On guard, continues the master: engage sword in
tierce; if the guard is extended, beat the blade in
tierce; if I evade the beat by disengaging inside, take
counter-tierce; if you do not find the blade double the
counter.”
I repeat, one must often repeat the actions and double the counter as
close as possible to the blade and the hand alone; when this is not done,
the parry has no merit and the point is no longer in the direction thus it
must never be separated.
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Forty ninth lesson:Croisés in seconde and that can be done after these
croisés
The master says:
“Engage the sword in quarte. If I have an extended
guard, croisé the sword in seconde, while turning the
hand to tierce very quickly, and supporting it and the
height of the mouth to prevent my point from pasisng
over. We have already said that it is better to protect
oneself by making a croisé with the arm and less with
the shoulder, for the reason that it will have no effect,
the action will be too large. I soften and bending
hand, with a small action, follows the point of a fencer
who uses too much force and the croisé is thus made,
numbing and disordering the too rough hand, which
cannot resist the leverage. The hand must thus be
supported high up, depart in seconde and return to
guard in tierce; enage sword in quarte, tap the foot; I
have an extended guard; croisé the sword in seconde;
if I yield to parry quarte with the heel of my blade,
thrust quarte-over-the-arm; mark then by repeating
the croisé is there is a place, the feint and the double
feint to deploy seconde. Engage the sword in quarte,
tap the foot, step toward me; I have an extended
guard, croisé; if I yield with the necessary flex then.
And I return to demi-circle, counter-disengage in
seconde and thrust.”
Stay often upon the attacks, and after the development, thus to be able
to rectify what one has done that is irregular and you can replace them
severely. It is with this attention that these atatcks ahev all their value.
“On guard; engage sword in quarte; I have an
extended guard, croisé in seconde; if I yield and then
return to demi-circle, counter disnegage seocnde; I
take demicircle and octave, repass quarte-over-thearm, thrust, you recover, on guard; enage sword in
quarte, tap the foot, step toward me several times and
retreat to give you the freedom and to better assure
youself on your legs. I have an extended sword, croisé
in seconde; if I yield and return to demi-circle, deceive
the demi-circle and octave; I go for a parry of tierce or
an oposition of quarte-over-the-arm, falling into
seconde”
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One must remark that it is difficult to return to demi-circle after a
croisé, it must be that the master brings it about to give a little blade and
place in it much flexion in the execution of these sorts of attacks placed on
the plastron exercising all the means of the student; the aim of the master
before to be able to acquire from the pupils a hand with lightness and a
retaining of the body.
The master continues with sword engaged in quarte and
“If I have an extended guard, croisé the blade in
seconde. I yield to retain the sword on top, beat the
sword in tierce. Those who use force receive
differently to croisé and a beat in tierce makes action
and with flexibility near the blade.
Now engage the sword in quarte; I have an extended guard, croisé in seconde and thrust; but if I
yield, recover by binding the sword in quarte. If when
nearly recovered you see me with an extended guard
anew, re-beat the sword in quarte with a well completed action and the nails underneath as has been
recommended.”
The hand must be extremely quick to deliver this attack, almost several
turns and thrust. One can complicate the simple beat, as already seen, and
it is for this reason that one can dispense with repeating it.
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Fiftieth Lesson: Croisés or demi-circle and all that can be done after a
croisé
The master, after some simple attacks, disengagements, fast attacks
and all which can free up and train the pupil, says to him:
“Engage with sword in tierce; if I extend the
guard, croisé the blade to demi-circle, while turning
the hand as if you will take this parry, and while carrying it at least to mouth height; support it and
depart in quarte, on guard; engage anew the sword in
tierce; if I extend the guard, croisé the blade to demicircle, and if you do not feel a strong resistance, rebeat it in quarte and render quarte, on guard; engage
the sword in tierce; I extend the guard, croisé the
blade to demi-circle; you do not feel some resistance
after the croisé, bind the blade to counter-tierce, for
fear of being parried, and beat the blade in tierce; recover, thrust, on guard: here is a trio of lightningquick beats for a strong hand. Engage the sword in
quarte, tap the foot; engage the sword in tierce, and
again tap the foot; seat yourself well to the left side,
which must always be extremely collected, and oppose the thighs to follow quickly; especially have the
arm, hand and fingers very relaxed; if I extend the
guard, croisé the blade to demi-circle, I submit; the
demi-circle well-formed, return the hand to tierce very
promptly without lowering it; on the contrary, support
it at the same height, the blade thus chasing or setaside, thrust seconde, on guard; and while binding
the blade in quarte you can, foot barely placed on the
ground, re-beat quarte and immediately thrust
quarte. One must have good legs because their unity
has valour. On guard; engage the sword in tierce; I
have an extended guard, croisé the blade to demicircle, I submit; re-beat in seconde; if there is not
some resistance beat the blade in tierce again. A fencer who uses force and who has a stiff hand will not be
able to resist these three beats, his hand is upset in
such a way as to kill all means of defence; the tangle
is such that it will send pain in his hand and arm.
One can do the same thing in seconde to demi-circle,
etc.”
The master says:
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“Croisé the blade in seconde; support the hand
very high, turning in quarte to re-beat the blade in
demi-circle and the re-beat in quarte.”
Here are other beats which are no less disagreeable in their proof. Engage the sword in quarte, next take counter-quarte or bind the sword,
croisé the sword in seconde, after making a beat in tierce, the sword is deviated a little to tierce, on guard; parry counter-tierce or bind the blade to
counter-tierce; croisé the blade to demi-circle; turn the nails fully to quarte
such than the angle is completed; the blade is thus followed into a large
opening for a thrust.
Depart, on guard; engage the sword in tierce, parry counter or bind the
blade to counter-tierce, croisé the blade to demi-circle, I submit; after the
croisé bind the blade to counter-tierce and re-beat it in tierce. After having
demonstrated these beats, croisés or strokes of the blade to his pupil the
master must devote himself to teaching him the means of avoiding them.
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Fifty-first lesson: Exercise for learning to avoid beats and croisés
The master, on guard, says to the pupil to come to place by putting heel
to ankle. The student was perfectly on guard, his point light, low near the
passage of the sword, ready to derobe at the least pressure, hand in demitierce; in this position, the pommel not pressing against anything, if the
hand is fully as it should be, that is to say binding, beats will have no effect. I repeat the express order of positions, and I insist on development and
I correct after each attack thrust. This must not be neglected; because if a
master lets them fall into bad habits there is no further remedy, and the
student can never return to a good manner without which one will never
know the force which one can achieve (This advice is for masters).
The master will make light beats depending upon the means of the pupil, that is to say that the beats will not be too strong, for fear of giving
stiffness to the student and to miss the point of the instruction. Upon the
beat the pupil must pass the button, raise the hand high up while turning
the nails, hold his point fixed on the body without thrusting. This exercise
must be repeated often.
The master increases the force of the beats at a measure such that the
pupil will come to avoid the blade without having felt the touch, and he will
only make a thrust when he beholds the hand is at the highest point.
By means of these lessons, given with the patience and attention which
a good master must always have, the students will gain hand, speed and
acquire an upright body, one of the most difficult things to acquire. Another
advantage which results in the lessons which will benefit the student is a
regularity and correctness in all movements. With a light point he knows
not to press on the blade, he trusts it more to determine the deviation of
the parry; if he lacks it he follows without interruption. He also learns to
avoid in these engagements and to thrust direct in false engagements where
the strong of the sword is only taken with the weak. This lightness allows
one to equally benefit from every fault and poorly reasoned performance by
a fencer.
In the course of the lesson the master makes a parry of counter with
care to deceive the pupil with a counter-disengagement; of these, do not
find the blade on the first action, disordered from the beginning, following
his convulsive actions are replaced by very small and very regular actions,
and habitually, as I have had previous occasions to observe, he renders
them naturally, he doubles his parries until he finds the blade, and his deviations will be as regular as his beats, which is a good point; it is this
which will put elasticity into violent actions, he will never lose sight of this
in all his actions and after all actions, his point must always stay straight
at the body; it is a principle upon which a master cannot insist too much.
The method for avoiding croisés is more difficult than one can imagine,
inasmuch as they are the most violent strikes on the blade. The arm, hand
and fingers must be supple to the point of submitting easily, he must be ex132

tra sure on his legs, bent as much as possible and with the body to the
rear; by this means the fencer is further away than the adversary, his blade
is less free and his point passes more easily. The thighs must also be extremely opposed to make a dash immediately that one has avoided the
croisé.
To avoid one takes care to give a little blade, then one derobes upon a
croisé while retiring the hand such that on maintains demi-tierce with the
bind as has been recommend many times. Being well set on his legs and
having his body to the rear, the position of the hand has a large game, and
it is then that the fencer launches a speedy attack which he develops with
vigour into the opening presented by the adversary who made the croisé.
The latter will not encounter the blade upon the collapse of his croisé, and
the opening will be very large, the fencer has all the advantage.
A fencer needs only some lightness and speed in the assault to derobe
his point upon a croisé in seconde, he must, after a bind which the hand
must have, submit to it by turning the hand in tierce and parry quarte with
the heel of the bade. For the few with the ability will come naturally under
the croisé to demi-circle, is to cede and take prime as under the beats of
quarte and tierce.
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Fifty-second lesson: How to thrust at those who change blade, either
on their retreat or recovery, or in the guard
One shall begin following custom by developing well-raised direct attacks and disengagements with speed. One will hold such that in the
development the left shank is well extended and the foot maintains its mobility and grounding. It has already been said that one cannot do two
things at once, raise the foot and extend the shank; but this latter action is
preferable, since it is the release of the left ankle upon which the speed of
the body depends after raising the hand. The master next makes him do
counters and thrust disengagements; he himself parries with counters and
disengages, and practiced thus the pupil will have in some time to achieve
this. He parries counter-quarte and says:
“Await my retreat; I change the engagement as a I
withdraw; not taking your weak with my strong, my
extension is false, a common fault among those who
change guard while withdrawing, and they do not
have the time, in the face of a fast and light hand, to
parry a straight attack. Turn the nails, raise, take opposition and depart.”
The attack is superb in the assault, and can be done inside as well as
over the top. It is again difficult to parry in the guard. There are fencers
who change engagement too soon; it is these against whom it is good to be
on your legs and ready to thrust, who have a fast and light hand, these, I
say, on pain of feeling them quit the blade, without turning the nails, raise
and oppose. It is rare to not succeed if you use the necessary lightness, furthermore that it is not a smart fencer who continually changes the
engagement: a consummate fencer never changes unless he intends to
make a compound attack, and again takes precautions to assure his strong
on the adversary’s weak; the blade well extended has nothing to fear instead that there is always the danger of passing from one side to the other
without precaution.
Follow on lessonThe master, while on guard, says:
“Parry counter-quarte; if I change the blade while
withdrawing with a high hand, avoid the change by
passing inside, turn the nails, raise and thrust. On
guard: parry counter-quarte, if I change sword as I
withdraw, make a feint-one-two.”
The remainder is done following the previous lessons, from the feint to
the counter-disengagement doubled; deceive both counters.
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“On guard.” continues the master, “Parry counterquarte; if I withdraw while changing engagement
make a false beat, and, on the opposing pressure,
disengage inside.”
Follow on again from the disengagement until the doubled counterdisengagement to deceive both counters.
“On guard: parry counter-quarte; if I change the
sword while I recover, beat the sword in tierce, or
croisé to demi-circle. On guard: parry counter-quarte;
if I recover while changing the sword, threaten quarteover-the-arm.”
Give at the end of the lesson by making a succession of threats of compound attacks.
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Fifty-third lesson: To avoid engagement with those who wish to take
your blade while stepping.
There are fencers who thrust without assuring the blade and quit it
even when stepping; it is one of the greatest faults, such will expose you to
being wounded by a stop-hit on the step; in this attack there is a true danger because both actions, that of those who separate while running and
that of those who thrust, mean that he who is found in some sort of lower
guard is he who will take a stop-hit, and if in the moment the foil breaks it
can result in grave accidents, which have less truth when the fencer who
develops the stop-hit raises his hand well.
There is also a fear of a double hit with fencers who risk a stop-hit
without knowing to take it; it is true that the runner calls the stop-hit; but,
if badly taken, the assault becomes much more rustic, and presents the
image of a brawl between gladiators where both antagonistics are injured at
the same time. And the art of arms, as we have already said, consists of
touching and not being touched.
The master begins and says,
“Thrust over, I parry with a counter. On guard:
parry counter-quarte on your retreat; retreat and disengage; you then make me lose measure with a
feigned fleeing (observe well your position); I step to
regain it, hand low; quickly turn the hand, raise it,
detach the right foot, extend the left shank and
thrust; this is the true stop-hit; on guard, while withdrawing immediately the left arm which, acting as a
balance, greatly helps the retreat.”
The master adds,
“Thrust quarte-inside; I take counter-tierce. On
guard: parry counter-tierce and quarte on your retreat; retreat and disengage over the arm, assure
yourself well on your legs and, if I regain the measure
with hand high, thrust seconde with opposition, and
the hand also very high. On guard with sword in
tierce; if you are not found there follow it with a counter-tierce and quarte, then retreat and disengage
tierce; I step to regain measure by taking the sword
quarte-inside, without assuring the opposing weak;
thrust straight, while turning he nails over filly, hand
at its highest; depart, stay there for a time, extending
yourself on the development, head and body straight
while hollowing the left haunch, shank well extended,
the foot grounded.”
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It must be that the eye of the master sees all,
“On guard with sword in tierce; parry countertierce, retreat, disengage quarte. I regain measure by
stepping and by taking the blade over the arm with
hand high; these done I quit the sword, avoid the engagement by passing inside, turn the nails, raise, take
opposition, develop into a lunge on the step; it is one
of the most beautiful stop-hits there is. On guard:
thrust quarte-over-the-arm; I parry the counter. On
guard: parry on your retreat, retreat, disengage over
the arm; I step to regain measure while passing the
sword inside, avoid engagement by passing over the
arm, turn the nails raise and thrust. On guard: thrust
quarte-inside; I parry counter-tierce. On guard: upon
your retreat, parry counter-tierce, retreat, disengage
quart; I step to regain measure while taking your
blade in quarte-over-the-arm; make me lose it with a
feint one-two, turn the nails, raise up, take opposition
and thus follow up; because upon this change one
can make a double-feint, counter-disengagement,
etc.”
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Fifty Fourth Lesson: Another method for stopping fencers who run and
quit the blade when stepping
To make stop hits along the blade, and upon pressures by a simple disengagement, to make a feint upon a step and avoid the engagement one
must make lots of practice, correct perception and a lively reflex. All fencers
do not have the same methods; those which find themselves this way have
occupied themselves with the parry for a long time before interrupting a
fencer in his steps, otherwise he courts the risk for a double hit. A less brilliant method, but more certain, is what I advise beginners to use, is a bind
of the blade, as one has demonstrated in the attack. One always returns to
principle by taking simple parries based on judgment and counters according to habit.
The master, following direct attacks, disengagements and quick attacks,
finally judging that all is well, sys to the pupil:
“Thrust over the arm, I parry counter-quarte; upon your retreat, break measure and disengage to
make me lose measure with a false flee; I run upon
you while making feints, bind the sword in counterquarte-over-the-arm: at the end of the bind, you regain the blade; immediately that you sense it, form
opposition in quarte-over-the-arm (you can even turn
the hand to tierce, the attack will be higher and is an
advantage for short men against taller men); support
the hand and depart.”
The attack is stopped if he is taken in the action of the step; because it
can be done after his step the runner has time to develop; this attack thus
will not be more than a stop hit, but better a time hit, as it will be taken
upon the development. The response is to this is to form a double parry,
one can give the adversary the time to finish his step and development; the
seized attack is thus then an attack in opposition taken on the development
of the fencer.
“On guard: thrust quarte-inside; I take countertierce. On guard: parry counter-tierce: on your retreat, break measure and disengage; I step by making
large actions, take demi-circle by which you will meet
the blade, and bind it in quarte-over-the-arm; raise
the hand high up while taking opposition in quarteover-the-arm. On guard: engage the sword in quarte,
tap the floor without disturbing the body, step and retreat. The same, which you steady over the left side,
thrust over the arm: I take counter-quarte. On guard:
parry counter-quarte: upon your retreat, break, dis138

engage: I run at you to regain measure, while making
large actions: take counter-tierce and prime, if you do
not find the sword in prime, stop in seconde, then
tierce; if you do not find the sword in seconde it is difficult to not encounter it in one of the three parries,
however they have attacked all the lines and the parry
passed overall.”
If, however he has come to do so, the runner deceives the countertierce, prime and seconde, and tierce, one must make the parry of seconde
bind the sword in counter-quarte with a very small action and using the
fingers; but it is rare and almost impossible that a runner deceives again
the blade after the latter action of seconde; because, finding himself too
close, he will not be able to pass his point, unless he has an extremely
short foil; other of these attacks are too long and too complex, and hardly
done in the assault; one repeats these on the plastron to give hand and retain the body of the pupil. One must thus find the blade after the parry of
prime and seconde, and by using the means of double parries upon a step,
one never risks a double hit. Stop hits which are to follow are less difficult
to take than the first which we have demonstrated previously; one must be
a great connoisseur to know the difference; furthermore, great habit and
practice give the facility to do one or the other, and to judge sanely during
the entirety of the assault.
ON THE CONVENIENT LENGTH OF FOILS FOR THE ASSAULT
I say, and repeat, that there is an real advantage under arms to those
that are longer or of greater measure, who pass close by and quickly, possess good development and thrust well at the wall, and regularity is this
demonstrated; this person, I say, is served by a foil of 32 inches, 32 and a
half and even 33 inches; but I make the observation that he must be a polished fencer to be served by the last length; because the advantage to raise
up direct attacks with a very long foil is not acquired without great skill. It
is proven that he who employs the means shown will keep his adversary at
the correct measure; he stands his ground in such a way as to prevent him
from gaining upon him without exposing himself to being stopped on the
step; he will be obliged to take no less than two actions; of the sort that if
he does not take them on the first he will not lack to do so on the second.
And in a word, one escapes with difficulty against a good fencer, give their
continual occupation is to hold the adversary at measure and to make a
stop hit if they will step toward him without precaution. For this reason, in
the assault a long foil is preferable.
One has said in chapter “On the demonstration of stop hits” that one
cannot step and thrust at the same time. The step always makes a loss of
time, and it exposes you to being hit; for the reason that if one is covered
on one side one is necessarily exposed on the other, and that during the
confusion which is almost inseparable from this step, a skilled fencer who
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knows how to profit from these faults and the opening that he appears to
develop an attack from a distance.
To thrust far, the advantage of a long foil is thus incontestable; it is impossible to raise attacks that are also brilliant with a short foil. The attacks
of the latter, which cannot gain in front, are also easy to parry.
A fencer knows his measure as he must understand that, even having a
good development, he will find great disadvantage, if by chance if he uses a
foil that is a half-inch less than he is accustomed to; he will dare to only
bring about direct attacks or speedy disengagements. His perception shows
him that the measure is uncertain and thus his assault will never be as
good as it could be. Obliged to resort to other means he will reserve the parry and riposte and wait until the adversary is somewhat closer to be able to
develop some direct attacks; but one feels greatly that he does not pass as
frequently as he would with a long foil.
The least must thus be 32 inches of blade, length calculated from the
guard to the button, and 32 and a half inches in grand practice. One can
carry up to 33. A quick and light hand is dangerous with this length,
though one is especially not served by the difficulty in finding fairly light
blades of this dimension.
Since a too heavy foil renders the hand paralysed we most often settle
for 32 inches of blade; Saint Georges served himself most frequently with
that of a length of 33, for reasons we have given.
A teacher must take the precaution of having many foils, and to attach
the fittings himself; because they can only be well mounted by those that
know how to use them. A furbisher, as we have already remarked, will not
mount them and he will garnish them. A fencer must also keep the same
weight for all his hilts; whatever the shape one knows that they will always
be the same. One fells the necessity of these precautions; because if a foil
breaks during an assault one does not find oneself exposed to using a foil
given a hilt, different in weight, which can give a disadvantage.
Those who have the habit of mounting their foils themselves have much
greater agreement in the assault; his performance is easier because he has
put his foil perfectly in hand. If one has not taken it upon oneself to mount
them one must at least make the arrangement to be in front of a skilled
furbisher. We cannot repeat this enough, it is also indispensable that a
fencer has a foil that is good in his hand as a musician must have a well
fitted violin, and a bow suited to him. One must mount many, and if in the
quantity one has a better success for someone puts them to one side for the
assaults of your predilection. Confidence in the bounty of his foil is great
for a fencer. When one has the good fortune to encounter a blade of 33
inches one must acquire it; if they are well proportioned and of suitable
lightness, they are precious against certain games, especially against fencers who run, and against those who must develop as much length as
possible, and again against those who have the penalty to join by habit
those who are prone to flee; one overcomes one before they think to retreat,
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and one stops the others when they are disposed to making their run or
their flight.
These blades of 33 inches are good also for thrusting at the wall, to
touch those who do not parry cleanly, but who slip the attack by retiring
the body or by turning it, which is not a parry. One will come to touch them
easily with along blade, and one will come into difficulty to touch with a
short foil. It is thus better to have foils in reserve for urgent assaults. There
are people who reject long ones under the pretext that if one is crowded
their length becomes a hindrance; I agree that this can be so for a newborn fencer, but a true fencer will never be embarrased, because he will
rarely let himself be crowded and that his continual attention is to prevent
anyone gaining his blade or his ground. One must understand all the
resources of the art: too close he will have prime and seconde, these
positions bring the hand close to the body, and by supporting the hand
extremely high the button is found on the body of the runner or the closer;
there is also the oppostion with the left hand which protects eveerything.
Supose that a fencer wishes to close in, far from him let the sword in front
of him disorder him with beats and croisés; if he does not give up much
blade he will then seek to gain measure with small steps, one lets him approach and next one develops at him with long attacks and speed: nothing
can resist this method. In the chapter on “The method for combating bad
games” one will find more detail.
The opinion of those who reject long foils holds that there is no art in
their use, or that they lack physical faculties: their objection is only a partiality which is destroyed by the sentiment of a great number of fencers. By
insisting on it they prove that they know nothing of thrusting at the wall
with true principles. The wall alone gives a method for developing the
length without which the left foot twists or turns; the wall alone provides
elevation of the hand in its perfection and guides the entire understanding
of measure, a union of advantages which make merit of a well-formed fencer; because they are those who understand measure without observing it.
THE ADVANTAGES OF A SHORT FOIL
It remains to say when speaking of the short foil that a quantity of people prefer them because, speaking of them, one parries better with them. To
this I respond: it is not enough to parry, one must also be able to thrust far
as well as near. Indeed, if, after a meeting of blades, one does not follow
with a riposte upon the first parry how can one without the aid of a long foil
touch with a second attack and prevent at least a redoubling? I observe an
otherwise large man, who after a parry is never in measure, being inconvenienced by a short foil and to riposte on the retreat this assured man
sees the necessity to step, he thus loses the advantage of his physique and
has hardly any superiority over a small man. It is equally false in principle
that the short foil is suited to a small man, since it is in the nature to hold
the adversary as far away as one can; the less one is at a distance of his attacks and the less he is afraid.
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Partisans of the short foil say that with the less length there is the more
easily the point passes and nearby; but the difficulty is to arrive on a fencer
who, strong and vigorous, possess the art of arms in its principles; I shall
explain the danger. Among other things it is not pleasing for spectators to
see in a practice or where one must show grace and coordination two fencers infighting and redoubling with their short foils, as if they were using
daggers or going to take each other by the hair; it is beautiful or noble to
see assailants thrust at measure, recover and riposte, this increases interest and causes no concerns. Everyone can fence by stepping and running,
one does not need to take a long time to learn this. The long foil is not as
inconvenient as the short for those who have the art or are habituated in its
use. Those who thrust continually with a long foil, but always of the same
length, to better know his measure only thrust from this place and only
rarely let it go. I, who am of small size, have raised attacks against stronger
and larger adversaries, and it would have been impossible for me to touch
them with a short foil. It is for this reason that even in the lesson I always
use a long foil; the demonstration is more knowing and more beautiful, the
master approaches and attends the student more easily and proves to him,
by stroking the jacket sometimes, that he can be touched, a thing that
cannot be done with a short foil without stepping. The master can use this
with students who are obstinate in their want to have reason in lunging
with their bad method.
The demonstration of straight attacks also become more evident with a
long foil, and the pupils will the effect better of the lightness which a master
must employ. With a short foil, on the contrary, one is barely allowed to
thrust direct attacks, since they must be in measure, and if sometimes one
wishes to risk of using force, which obliges the adversary, if the attack is
thrust over the arm, to come to a parry of prime or a change of swords, this
is done over the two engagements.
Students cannot even learn the use of a long foil and the game of length
except from a demonstration done by a master with a foil of this
dimenstion. I think thus that, after this exposé, one will give preference for
a long foil, given advantage by the somewhat incontestable means that it
has been used for the sixty-one years of our academy, where it has it has
made something of a reputation in our school. This authority ready me
sufficently to support that the long foil creates glory, beauty and grace in
assaults.
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Espadon
The espadon is a game which has its difficulties; it is, however, not as
complicated as that of the thrust because there are only four positions, and
other weapons have eight. The guard is much less difficult. The espadonner
is upright on his legs, body inclined to the right side; this is a position
which allows one to step, pass and break measure. One cannot thrust from
this position since the pose and the grace of the body does not the same
advantages as the positions required in the game of the thrust. It is nevertheless very important to learn this exercise when one has already arrived
at good degree of strength under arms, a pupil will be hampered especially.
The espadon is dangerous to those who do not understand it; it is a very
treacherous game. The espadonner must only combat the hand; he will be
exposed by thrusting at the body; the danger is shared by the thruster who
must oppose with the same game, and thrust as a result at the hand.
There are in espadon two actions; that of raising, and that of giving the
blow. The thruster has only to do one, since physically he has an advantage
when it comes to speed, it follows that there is less danger for him. A fencer
who only learns the game of the espadon knows very little of these thrusting actions; he must even very be fearful of blending the two games, which
could give him the facility to use adroitly a cane in case of urgency and necessity. A good thruster will always have a fine perception and will have
more tricks than he who only knows the espadon. A student who began
with the use of baskets will have much more penalty in success with the
foil. The positions are different and the large actions of the espadon are difficult to overcome to arrive at the use of the thrust, where the actions on
the contrary are fine and close; it is for this reason that a good master especially recommends making a feint or other attacks, thus to bring the
student to make them as close as possible to the heel of the sword without
touching it.
I thus engage young men to begin with the thrust; by thrusting they
have a veritable advantage when it comes to the espadon, and since a good
espadonner must bend and be nimble, he must volte, make passes forward,
and to the rear, all with speed and lightness; or, this is a difficult execution
for someone who does not have a supple body
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Important observation
It will be well dangerous for a thruster and a cutter to run at one another to touch to the body; the thruster runs the risk of being cut on the
arm or face; the cutter to the hand and can be stopped in seconde to the
sleeve, his cutting blow falling on the hilt of the adversary’s foil.
The espadon requires expertise and prudence, and the thruster has an
equal need in front of a cutter. I have said, in the article “On Assaults”, that
one cannot combat a game by taking the same positions. After this principle, it must follow that the cutter will not thrust to the hand; the thruster
has the advantage, since the attack with the point is after than the attack
with the edge, which requires two actions. The thruster, without giving the
blade, must with his low guard attack the hand and use false times intended to make him present it. All cuts with the point must be launched like the
attacks of a cat’s foot, that is to say while retiring the hand immediately; if
the thruster is advised to develop to touch the body, the cutter is always
right and ready to volte or make passes, making one or other to the rear,
and the arm or face of the thruster is found to be exposed; it is thus essential to take an understanding of all the games to know how to preserve
oneself. After this instruction, by seeing a thruster place himself on guard,
one can from his position judge what it is he is about to do.
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Observations on how to work with children and young girls who have
postural faults and hold their head badly etc.
When a child or a young maiden threatens to have one shoulder stronger than the other one has them exercise the hand opposite to the shoulder
which has too much strength. The master places them upright, heels at the
ankle, feet forming a right angle, foil in hand, arms falling alongside the
body, eyes fixed and directed on the adversary, and, after having carried
them backward, as far as possible, the head he has them turn to the right
and left with very soft movements; it is the only means to soften the muscles of the neck when they are contracted with stiffness; one softens also
the membranes while insisting, and one arrives by forcing a little by maintaining the desired position. When one says to a child to hold oneself
upright they will do so for an instant, but the stiffness will draw them back
down soon into the former position.
After having obtained a redress of the head one makes them turn to the
right; one opens the chest and places the right foot at a convenient distance, according to the strength of the child. One can place the hand which
does not work on the thigh to force the shoulder to return to the proper
place; one places the hand which holds the foil at a convenient height. One
does not exceed the development of children and, again, small maidens who
do not have much strength. One supples them with passes, that is to say,
coming into guard more bent, one has them carry the left foot in front of
the right (assuming they are on guard with the right foot), at the distance of
four fingers, more or less, according to strength, because execution is always subordinate to means. The heel must graze the right foot.
After having examined the position, the master makes them return to
guard and thrust quarte-inside while volting. And indeed, the hand is carried up high, such that the body pivots on the right foot, and that the left
returns behind. In this position, the body found effaced, in a manner to let
a developed attack pass by. This attack was good in days of yore, that one
holds oneself a little close and also straight on the legs such as in espadon;
but today that the position of arms is to be extremely bent to favour speed,
this attack has no place, waiting for the volter, the thruster, in front first to
redress himself, as he will be obliged to take two actions. The first impedes
the effect of the second which by itself is already slow, he will be touched.
By supposing that one cannot do this after a volte, unless one cannot be in
a position of defence; whether, all attacks thrust and lacking which on the
retreat deny all means of defence, is hardly allowed in the assault.
One adds to this exercise for children the salute which is demonstrated,
this is to give them grace when they put in understanding. On the pass of a
disarms which are no longer practiced in assaults, but which, when executed by young children, are nevertheless very neat and perfecting of their
natural graces.
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First disarm
After a parry of quarte, the student will perform the first pass by carrying the left foot forward, and by pivoting on the right toe to find himself
effaced, thus seizing the hand of the master inside, he presents his point to
the body while raising the elbow. He must have his head extremely high in
this action to give grace, pride and the merit of the position. On guard.
Second disarm
After the parry of tierce, the same pass is made as before. The pupil
takes the hand of the master to the outside, and for variety, instead of presenting his point as before, he directs it well at the body, but while passing
it behind his back. These two positions are very pleasing when performed
by small children.
Third disarm
This disarm is called the “Penguin Disarm”. After a parry of quarte, the
pupil, carrying the right foot forward the distance of one pace, finds himself
too close to take the blade of the master and place it under his right arm by
gripping it; turn immediately to the left by pivoting on both feet, he will let
go of the foil and let it fall.
Fourth disarm
The pupil, after a parry of prime, makes a pass with the left foot, takes
the foil of the master under his left arm and repasses the hand under the
strong of the foil to grasp the hilt, which makes an interlacing; immediately
he presents the point at the body.
Fifth disarm
After having made a parry of quarte, the forward pass is only done in
the case where the attack is developed too far for a fencer who has not recovered; the parrier does not quit the blade with his own, and seizes the
heel of the foil of his adversary very close to the hilt, thrusts in turn by
pressing with the strong of his foil on the weak of the adverse foil and a
disarm follows. It must be that he raises the left hand high, and that the
right hand presents the point at the body in tierce, elbow high.
This disarm produces the effect of theatre, and is very pleasing. Especially when executed by children. It must always be done by them with a
pass of the left foot, because it will have more force.
Sixth disarm
The pupil, after the parry of quarte, makes a pass with the left foot,
passes his left arm under the strong of the adverse foil, right up to the hilt,
such that it forms a cross; he raises the arm by pressing with his foil on the
weak. Such that it produces the effect of a lever. This disarm is not less remarkable than the others; it completes nearly all that one can teach to
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children, while proportioning the exercise to their strength. All these disarms are convenient for theatre combat, whereby one can use them with
skill.
Italian attack
This attack is thrust upon a pass which is made forward while disengaging in quarte, the same as if thrusting quarte-over-the-arm; the thruster
lets slide the left foot to the rear, this is called “escaping”, and he plunges
the point to the body, hand in tierce while leaning the body forward.
The Italians also sometimes make voltes while jumping to slip attacks;
the method of this way of combat is to make false times to force a thrust,
one parries and one ripostes; when their attacks are lacking they stay little
on the defence. One combats their game as shown in the article on “difficult
games”.
Swords: how they must be to feel good in the hand: of their suitability
Once the sword, in France, was a part of an outfit. One was not decently dressed without a sword at your side: also, there were swords of many
different types. Those made the most were of steel encrusted with gold or
sculpted in relief; they had a very great price; we have thus greatly skilled
artists in this field who chase steel with an astonishing dexterity. The use
of carrying a sword has ceased and these artists are obliged to change their
ways of or apply their industry and their talents to other objects.
After this type of sword came those of silver, coated in ormolu or gilded to
imitate a sword of gold, as a result. The white sword came next and was regarded as the most expensive after an encrusted sword. It was the common
sword of officers. There were made to fixed proportions and very well designed. The decent size of the guard was that of 16 lines to each side, at the
largest, measured from the side of the blade; much larger was a mistake,
and
such
were
ironically
called
“barber’s
bowls.”
The body of the branch must be very low and thick such that the tang of
the blade can be passed through it forcefully without it needing to be filed.
To conserve its solidity a thickness of the body is also of great necessity; it
must also be aligned with the grip otherwise this will cause a false point of
balance for the thumb. The solidity of the tang is an essential part as it is
also the part which fatigues the most. The pommel must not be too heavy;
it must be in the form of an olive. Too fat and it will be the point at which it
passes the extremity of the hand and impedes the direction of the point at
the body. It is for this reason, despite calculating the size of the pommel,
one reverses it to the inside line so that the pommel touches the hand as
little as possible.
How to choose a sword blade
That a blade is to be considered good it must first be that the tang has
good strength, because it is that which carries all the force of the parries,
beats and croisés; it must also be that the blade is not too large, that it has
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strength and thickness, a solidity, and, in a word, that it must taper towards the point, and that it takes a flex from almost the point to the strong,
and that it is at the same time stiff and bending. One must examine well all
along, above and below, that there are not notches or dents indicating some
internal notches. The sword is mounted the same way as the foil. Its length
ordinarily varies between 32 and 33 inches; if one passes this dimension
there must be a black groove to correct the disagreeable effect resulting
from an excess of length.
Observations on the new swords
The swords that one actually fabricates are, I am not afraid to say,
could not be more defective; the grips are too short, of a poorly reasoned
form and have a weight out of all proportion. The pommel which represents
a helmet or a vase is too heavy at the point where it presses on the hand,
which makes the point deviate nearly a foot from the direction of the body.
The most blameworthy defects are those of the guard. This piece which
must protect the hand and the fingers from all attack are exposed to receive
them, this piece, I say, in all new swords leaves exposed the fingers and the
upper part of the hand. One conceives all the danger which will result. One
objects that these swords must have no point to serve for battering frivolous objection; a man of honour has a sword at his side to be able to find in
the necessity of use a hand and fingers of all the attacks which one is exposed to receive, this piece, I say, in the new sword leaves exposed the
fingers and all of the upper hand. One conceives all the danger that will result. One objects that these swords only serve to be beaten with frivolous
objections; a man of honour has a sword at his side to be able to find in the
necessity of fair usage at the moment where he requires it the least; such
that he will extinguish impertinents, oafs, argumentative types and ne’erdo-wells who, in the appropriate case, will profit from the faults of this
weapon which will be thrust against them, and has too much of the hand
remaining exposed. The ancient furbishers, who knew that it is a beautiful
and good sword agree without doubt that it is with reason that we blame
the new swords, and that it is an error that one changes the form at which
the art will be halted, and that it will be impossible to render it better.
I shall observe again that the sabre grips, all those sabres of the cavalry, are actually too short and too round. A strong hand cannot can a hold
of the grips, and their roundness makes them turn even when they are
strongly gripped if it comes to delivering violent blows. They must be created and garnished with a sliver of copper otherwise, when leather is slippy, it
is impossible to prevent it from slipping and turning in the hand; finally, all
grips which are round do not have grip.
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Resumé
By following methodically, the steps traced in this work and with some
understanding and practice in the art of fencing, the taste of this art and
intelligence, where one can be rendered capable of giving a lesson.
One must first take pupils who know absolutely nothing; the master
will have the facility to form himself the measure which these pupils will
learn, however better to then grasp and follow all the principles revealed,
the regularity of postures, the ensemble of actions, he must use a slow wisdom and rush nothing. One can to be an excellent demonstrator without
being a strong fencer, and that fencer who touches often can be a bad master if his strength is only founded on his physical means and upon false
principles. All the while that he will have affairs with a fencer of true talent
he will prove great contradictions. For him to render a good demonstrator
he must have more time, study and observation to become a good fencer.
Nothing is more useful to a fencer than to be giving amusement in a
lesson. It is thus that they formed Saint-Georges and the strongest fencers
of our academy. All gave lessons to beginners and practiced in the assault.
All the while that one has ability to proportion one’s force to the that of the
fencers one practices against, one is moved to make observations without
number and to acquire infinite understanding, which one cannot acquire
otherwise. There is merit and art in beating a weaker beat than you, and by
beating him at his own game; and he must have much aptitude and a very
extensive talent to fence well with all games instinctively; the strongest
fencer can then make a profitable school by working with the weakest.
There is only one manner of holding the foil, it is that of long experience
has come to adopt. Those who place the index on the guard, who bind the
hand with a handkerchief for better a better hold, and who clench their foil
are fencers who do not have hand nor fingers; they are obliged to step or to
break measure and since they do not have the point with finger control the
point it deviated. All this is contrary to a good and strong game.
In the demonstrations of attacks, I explained the eight positions in
which the hand can thrust and parry; they are reasoned, calculated and
practiced down the centuries; without which one finds little methods to
add, again less to dare something. These eight attacks have their eight parries and their eight oppositions. A man knowledgeable in deeds of arms has
nothing that would amuse a scrapper, as he has only some attacks that he
pushes in the thrust and never thrusts anything other than the eight attacks demonstrated. It is equally impossible to change anything about the
parries and I am not afraid to say, that after Saint-Georges and his master,
it is impossible to innovate in this genre with success.
Straight thrusts are the first ones that one thrusts with pupils. In the
assault, these attacks are the most beautiful, the simplest and even at
times the most difficult, those which detect the most grace and which require the best method. One cannot become a good fencer without much
work and application. Nothing is more beautiful than the game of a fencer
who has arrived at the best development from his place. If one makes a dis149

engagement upon him, without being well assured of his weak, he is always
ready to raise up his hand and depart: that he makes a small false action of
the hand, which results in a binding which suffices for thrusting along the
blade; it is thus that one understands all the advantages of thrusting at the
wall in its true principles, which cannot be too detailed.
Coming next to the feint, the double feint, false beats, counterdisengagements, then compound attacks, which are hardly used in the assault, but have great use on the plastron, to give hand and retain the body
which is lacking fairly often among the best fencers. Compound attacks
must then return to simple attacks: after such attacks, one can only finish
with a thrust in quarte or of tierce, which one must thrust quickly, the
principle merit consists of speed.
If the compound attacks are not done too close to the adverse heel the
cutovers require also the strictest attention. One must not do a cutover except in the case that there is less blade to pass over the point than to
disengage underneath; otherwise one is exposed to time hits or in opposition. It is always dangerous to raise the point upon a fencer who has his
blade in front of him, and who is always ready to raise the hand; it is why
we never make a feint with the cutover.
The tip up in the air calls to the attack to the body, and nothing is more
hazardous in front of a light hand which knows to take correct opposition.
The salute gives to the body a certain grace of attitude and suppleness to
the limbs. It is good to repeat it at the end of each lesson, especially by
young children. When they preform it with taste they cannot be anything
other than interested.
The wall is the first exercise for pupils; it will appear to be the simplest
and most boring, it is however the most difficult and the most extensive: it
contains everything. Those who know not how to thrust at the wall do not
understand up to what degree of force they can raise. The greatest secret in
arms is to thrust quickly in tierce and quarte.
Ripostes of tac-au-tac are the least difficult and the most natural. The
man even who knows nothing does this when he parries an attack and renders another. The riposte in lost time is a combination of the art. After
having parried one does not always riposte; when the adversary does not
recover immediately, and he charges the blade, one must wait for the retreat to deceive the blade; this does not work without a good retaining of
the body and lots of hand, because he who recovers himself must always
recover in defence. The riposte in lost time is the equivalent of an attacking
blow. In this riposte do not give too large praise when one acquires the parry, retention of the body, the hand and development.
After having come on guard, and especially upon the retreat, a master is
obliged to repeat all or one parry of those who follow: In line, extend the
guard, cover yourself, relax the arm at the crook, hand in demi-tierce,
strong in the weak, point low, light, relaxing the stiffness of the arm, the
hand, the fingers, efface yourself, bend on the left side, relieve oneself as
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required to the right while turning the thighs, left arm in place, turn the
nails, raise the hand, depart, take opposition, relax the stiffness, lower the
shoulder, point at the body, head upright, left arm detached from the thigh,
left foot grounded, shank extended, right knee perpendicular to the lace of
the sandal; on guard in a single action, bend under you, etc. The perception
will regulate these diverse indications.
There are four demi-circles: prime, seconde, demi-circle inside and octave; used appropriately they are of great use. The parry of prime is
excellent against a bad game, however well formed, as the hand approaches
the body, and the hand goes in front of the weak.
The disengage under the hand is vicious and also difficult to parry. To
work it, one exposes oneself and the adversary thrusts immediately that he
fells the quitting of the blade, it then results in a double hit. It is good to
only allow this thrust attack when the adverse weak is taken, and by developing the attack before the foot touches the ground.
False beats are attacks on the blade producing a confusion which
makes them clench, interrupt counters and give facility to profit from false
times that can make a parrier who does not respond to false beats except
with counters, by binding the blade and with changes of engagement and
demi-circle.
Threats are more violent than false beats. They also have more effect, if
one does not deviate from the severe principle who prescribes a large retention of the body, and works the hand alone while turning. One must cry out
and appel, return the hand immediately to the position of demi-tierce, thus
to be able to deceive the blade upon the production of a threat. It is rare
that this product is not a false time upon an attack or a retreat: upon too
large a step, the threat astonishes and allows the facility to form an attack;
it is used again usefully upon changes of engagement.
Counters are one of the first exercises which pupils must apply. One
must insist for a long time and not go to fast, nor with multiple attacks and
observe regularity. This exercise, the same as the wall, gives legs, retention
of the body, hand and good ensemble of movements.
To avoid engagements or changes of sword one must have great finesse,
retention of the body and ensemble. The master must repeat this often,
without thrusting, by making the hand pass first and the body in place upon the change; if there is no strong against weak, do no more than turn the
hand and raise it. If the change is made with strong on weak with force and
light hand will avoid the engagement, and never suffer being pressed upon,
without passing to the opposite side of the engagement with certainty.
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Time hits
One divides these into stop hits, time hits and hits upon a time.
The stop hit is an attack taken upon a step: one cannot step and thrust
all at once, since one cannot cover one side without uncovering the other. If
a fencer steps without be assured of the blade, he is not covered and the
path which he leaves by stepping calls a straight thrust to his body; this is
a stop hit. It has opposition. If one steps while gripping the blade, a light
point passes to the other side with the pressure.
The time hit is a parry of opposition without tac, which one can call at
the same time an attack in opposition. There are parries of tac and parries
of opposition. Upon an attack thrust quarte-over-the-arm a parrier who
judges well, oppose with quarte to quarte-over-the-arm; or by turning he
hand to tierce he takes more height. After the parry of demi-circle, one
takes the time in octave; after a parry of prime one takes in seconde.
The attack upon time is an attack which throws disorder in assaults.
When a fencer confounds a stop hit with a time hit, if one makes a step or
somesuch time, he thrusts without taking opposition, which produces double hits, and the true principle of touching without being touched. One
never thrusts without having previously formed a line of opposition, which
holds the adverse point out of line with the body. Otherwise all hits touch,
but, beautiful that these pushes appear to be, they are against principle.
The success in this is due to chance, and are obtained only because those
who were touched had not adjusted. Fencers who us methods of this sort
always end in double hits and the honour of their first advantage vanishes
immediately in the eyes of connoisseurs.
In a paragraph on “the bad game” I showed the means of combating this
by forcing a fencer who uses them, by using false times then to parry and
riposte them.
The reprise of seconde is done against a fencer who parries demi-circle
or prime; if he does not riposte one has time to make the reprise; recover
immediately.
Remises with the sword are made upon a fencer who, after having parried, quits the blade when his adversary recovers. A good fencer, who
notices this, thrusts an attack on the lunge, makes a false retreat; as soon
as the parrier quits the blade he places the sword to the body with opposition.
Others are much worse still; after having quit the blade they rush in:
thrust at them with an attack on the lunge, recover while feigning a recoil,
they will not fail to rush in, one straight thrusts them with opposition. One
places again the blade in quarte-over-the-arm, one also takes demi-circle,
which one places the same as quarte-over-the-arm, which makes a time hit,
or stop, according to the position in which one finds oneself; they have the
foil circled over the body, such that one takes them upon a step or in the
development.
There is no remise nor reprise to be made against a fencer who ripostes
well, he does not give one the time; his riposte departs like a bullet: since
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the remise is made up close one is exposed to being injured; one must always recover, it is the best game for developing a second attack. Remises
are not good when done in this way; one must not multiply them without
necessity.
The flanconade, as the name implies, is directed to the flank: it is commonly made as a riposte, after a parry of quarte. The fencer uses his force,
since he wishes to replace the sword at the body without recovering. One
thrusts the flanconade while carrying the hand a little to the left that in the
crossing the point does not go toward the body. One must oppose with the
left hand for added safety. The flanconade is used especially against bad
players; when one then thrusts low while using force; this force, by means
of crossing and opposition with the left hand, makes that the blade is taken
and held like a vice. After the flanconade one recovers while binding the
blade to counter-quarte: upon the retreat the adverse weak is found free,
and there is always a good cut over to thrust. If the weak is not fairly free,
there is a good straight thrust to raise and develop.
One parries the flanconade thrust as a riposte by turning the hand to
tierce, and directing the point to the body, the strong lowered in the adverse
weak. It is rare that one can push the flanconade as an attack: one must
have a great point of pressure such that the point does not derobe over the
arm, at least one has an affair with a bad fencer who presents his blade
with an extremely stiff and rigid guard; then one can croisé the blade while
opposing at the same time with the left hand, and directing the point at the
body. Upon these sorts of guard the attack cannot be parried, because the
excess of force does not allow one to yield to the time; the flanconade thrust
while attacking is parried, when the guard is not too extended, by yielding
to the force, and letting go of the point; the strong of the parrier passes over
the adverse point, to be found in quarte-inside. One must do well to add the
heel of the blade on the weak, that is to say only make movements with the
hand and only then very small. There is a superb riposte of quarte: the
hand, after this parry, takes a good height and speed, because it must have
the game, turned such that it is almost in tierce because it is the angle
which forms the parry. Develop at length with the use of all your means is
the great secret of arms, the best means against all possible games. It is incontestable that those who have the art to gain speed into a path which one
has left while developing to one’s fell length, cannot lack in gaining superiority. Nothing is more beautiful, not more difficult; it is this which
constitutes the true principle of the art of arms.
In all the lessons that the master gives he most not take the button of
his pupils except to place the hand, while using his foil, to place it, either a
little higher or a little lower, or to extend the guard which has become a little shortened, to fix the point to the body, make the nails turn and place
the fingers in elevation. The master places his guard under the foil of the
beginning pupil to aid elevation. One must never thrust with the button a
student to make him develop, this re-lowers the height of the hand and habituates the student to make a shudder of the arm with tension at the
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crook, which makes him deviate the point from the correct position he must
have. One must accustom however that one can have students who can direct their points themselves. The master avoids carefully to advance his
own body to come in front of an attack: this has a bad effect and harms
understanding of measure. He must band the left shank to have facility in
retiring his body, thus the button of the pupil does not pass under in the
guard, and that his arm is not too shortened, which force the pupil to pass
the hand first, and with his button close to the heel of the blade. One must
encourage pupils with softness: the beginning stages are long and punishing, one must not dissuade them, it is the means to birth patience and
excitement in the work. Perception during the lesson is often neglected and
of the disorder one notices in the assaults with stepping and the lack of
speed. Such that the master must not let himself be exhorted by the enthusiasm of a complicated lesson which dazzles spectators; connoisseurs will
not be duped and the lack of cohesion in all the movements will not escape
them. My father preferred to polish his pupils on the plastron with developed attacks of speed while passing the button close to the passage of the
sword, and if he made them execute a difficult attack and complicated, he
did it so that the development added speed, he had not place to recommend
this until they had the correct and prompt cohesion. It resulted in this
method that the student felt the steadiness in his legs and the cohesion in
his movements. The master must not neglect to have alignment between
the right heel and the left ankle, for the student to have agreement in the
position. When students develop a taste for a severe lesson they can hope
to become strong; if they do not take up the taste for it, which often comes
about, they will never have good force, the lesson is nonchalant and the
parrying hand does not act in accord with the legs. The single resort thus is
in the heat of the lesson. One must force them to parry and touch with
speed. It is a great talent to know how to animate indolence and apathy in
these, and to inspire in others patience and obstinacy.
The exercise of the simple parry and riposte requires the same attention
and the same regularity as the exercise at the wall. Those who desire to become strong cannot be pushed too far, by delivering always the most
rigorous precision.
The exercise of double-counters defines the hand perfectly, supples the
body and facilitates uprightness. One must thrust them slowly and in detail
to gain all possible advantage, otherwise the body departs first and falls at
the same time as the hand which is always for parrying and which must
always go first.
We pass next to the parry of demi-circle and of double demi-circle, to
the parry and double parry of octave; to the parry and double parry of
prime; to the parry and double-parry of seconde; the parry and double parry of counter-quarte-over-the-arm. This counter is only made with
opposition, also one thrust immediately that one feels the blade, and it
what is called the “time” or “attack of opposition”.
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The instant that a pupil begins to take lessons easily one must habituate him to thrust at the openings that the master gives him, without saying
that this is what he must do. One must habituate him to parry and deceive
the parry upon a retreat. When he becomes stronger one requires that he
makes all without being guided by the voice, and at each attack that he deceives one asks fully for a reason for what he did: it must also be that one
announces also that which he must do to each parry which the master
forms. It is thus that one teaches a student to deceive the blade while understanding the reason; by letting pupils seek for a long time that this is
what they have to do before saying nothing, one puts them promptly into a
state ready for the assault.
To form parries, the most convenient method is to make them repeat
the parries at the end of each lesson, such as they are demonstrated in this
work, and by following gradually the force of the pupils. When they know
this to a high degree to pass well the hand first, the master makes them
thrust feints during some actions without riposting and without riposting
themselves.
After some practice one joins the riposte and thus the pupils must not
thrust otherwise, because one must never parry twice without rendering an
attack, or better to thrust direct to redouble.
In this exercise the master passes to the small assaults, which are
nothing more than lessons given without direcing with the voice. The
master must place in them a lighness of hand, and not allow his students
to thrust with the others, as the former already have some practice and the
latter are fairly complacent in proportioning their strength to those with
inferior strength.
The wall is an exercise which brings about perfection. One must have a
thrust that accords to the true principles to come to the highest degree of
force to which one is capable of arriving at.
When one is a state to assault and thrust at the wall to touch, one must
bring great care in the choice of his foils; this depends in part upon on the
beauty and merit of the execeution, and it is thus, as it is in several other
arts, the more one is able the more it is difficult to choose ones
instruments. A good fencer must thus apply himself to know well a foil
blade and also a grip which is suitable. If he does not mount his foils
himself it must be that he knows others who know how to mount them
since he has a need that this is done. One loses often in the assault if the
foil is deficient.
Beats are of great utlity against those with hard games, extended
gaurds and fencers who want to replace the sword to the body after the
parry, without obliging to parry the riposte. Make beats against them
immediately after the parry, in the same way croisés again are more violent
than beats. One must avoid giving understanding of them to pupils before
they have assaulted for along time: it is good but more difficult to thrust a
straight attack and to do a counter-disengage than all the chops to the
blade; a student who is given these too soon is only concerned with making
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the foil fall from the adverse hand, and accordingly he loses his own speed,
acts only with the arm and shoulder, which prevents him from becoming a
good fencer. It is only after a certain time that one can have acquire the
flexibility and the necessary precision to use nothing other than the hand
for beats and croisés. The weakest individuals who possess the art to better
do chops of the blade will tire a stronger man with a stiff game. All this
which is a beat and croisé produce a lever effect, even Hercules himself
could not resist.
The master must teach with care to avoid beats and croisés. This
instruction has one more advantage, principally that of giving the point
more lightness (See that which was said previously on the manner to avoid
beats and croisés).
These are attacks of finesse to know to take the adverse weak upon a
change of engagement. These atatcks are used on those who change the
blade often without assuring the weak with their strong, thus it results that
they are holding nothing other than the motion of their blade: this poor
skill takes place in the guard and even in the retreat. A fencer who has a
light hand, with a good elevation, seeing to change engagement, those who
feel quit the blade, raise the hand while taking opposition. It is one of the
most beautiful attacks under arms. A master must make them repeat it on
the plastron.
A master must give to his students the habit of binding well the blade in
all directions, especially in quarte-over-the-arm. Nothing is better after a
parry of demi-circle and upon all possible games, which must always be
well enveloped. One must also habituate pupils to bind counter-tierce, bind
in prime, parry seconde and withdraw to seconde in quarte-inside, which
must be performed with a very small movement.
In our academy, for almost sixty years, one has always given preference
to long foils; it has bene demonstrated that the length of the foil is a real
advantage.
Those who have the art hold to hold their adversary at length are less
exposed than those who have a short foil, and who are obliged to approach
to touch, cannot gain measure without exposing themselves with all the
nature of fencers.
When students have arrived at the point where one has let them fence
the complete game, they must, to become strong and beautiful fencers,
leave all self-love to one side, having the only view of practice as being to
learn, without carrying any ambition to hit. In the assault one follows only
that from the lessons; thrust, recover, parry and riposte, dispute an attack
as if in a game of tennis, sending and re-sending the ball twenty times
without letting it fall. This is the only way to achieve a good habit.
Thus understanding and ideas multiply one from another, and finally
the graces grant their ornament to the exercise.
To better fence under arms one must have a suitable training ground,
the best is beaten tufa. Slabs, when not too slippy, can also be used to pave
a fencing salle, for the same purpose planks and flooring are of no worth.
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When the ground is slippy one mixes powder and pine resin in equal parts
to put on the feet. Gloves are also rubbed with powder, because with time
they too slidy and slippy; in default of powder one can use wall plaster.
These details do not appear too diminutive for the few who reflect that that
when under arms the least thing can harm performance and that one
cannot be too able at predicting and thus avoid all inconvenient matters.
To render the assault interesting one must present at them with grace.
A fencer placed with agreeement is always at his ease and always strong. It
is in part an advantage to those who obtain practice at the wall thrusting
according to the true principles. When a fencer only thrusts at the plastron
to keep his good principles it must be that he has a good spirit to to thrust
often at the wall, and make the counters. One can also, for lack of a fencer,
amuse oneself with a wall painting, where one marks a point at the height
of man, and repeat all the actions which one has learned on the plastron,
while going slowly and always observing the cohesion of one’s movements.
A man of small size proves in the art of armes to give difficulties, and
can even prove insurmountable; he much attach himself to becoming a
good parrier, and to acquire some steadiness on his legs to always be ready
to thrust; it is thus that he will render himslef capable of profiting from the
least fault of his adversary, and often he will recognise that thise who have
a nature to accord the most methods are not those who know the best way
to use them, and have a force of art and obstinacy one can conquer with
their own nature.
The first guard is that of the plastron in the middle of oneself, which
called the “departing guard”; it defends above as well as below. In the
assault there is no fixed guard; it must be taken relative to the adverse
guard. All the same one cannot combat the opposing games and positions
by using the same games and positions.
In a word, the guard of the plastron varies according to the game one
combats, and until then one holds the hand and point completely low, and
the body bends in two.
A master must greatly apply himslef to giving a lesson with his left
hand, from the view that the left-handed game is strongly embarrasing; it
is, so to speak, a book the right-hander must read daily but inversely; one
must have great deal of intent to achieve this. The lesson of the left hand is
also as useful for the left-hander as the right-hander. If two left-handers
come to fence together their game is again more embarrassed than that of a
left-hander against a right-hander, as it is very rare that two left-handers
encounter each other, and when it comes about, neither one nor the other
finds themselves prepared. The master must make attacks, deceive the
blade in all directions, withdraw and riposte, without forgetting beats and
croisés, such as we have demonstrated.
Stop hits and time hits are precious to left-handers, who must not be
more exempt than other fencers if they deserve further advantage. Righthanders are not in the habit of using them and only occupy themsleves
with defence, when in an affair with left-handers; this is what makes the
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latter unwary and take licence, such as rushing in and redoubling, and
that proves the necessity of studying the left-handed game.
It is indispensible for a fencer, who gives much time to the art, to know
the epsadon. It is an exercise which has its difficulties and its beats. It
requires less time than the thrust, and when on knows how to fence one
has the advantage of mixing the two games together. The espadon can be
very dangerous for a thruster who does not understand it.
Result
One cannot repeat too often, a frank development and speedy development makes the principal merit, and constitutes the greatest talent under
the art of arms. One cannot have too much hand; but, without development, the hand is a small matter; one overcomes this with experience. By
following the principles revealed in this work, one will come to see that is
charlatanism to attribute everything to the hand in the art of arms. To become a good fencer, one must assemble the hand and the development
which must always be to help each other. One must always finish by
thrusting tierce or quarte as quickly as possible. Without this a fencer, who
has great physical means, will always remain beneath these same means.
Observation on how to work with children and young maidens to correct their faults in posture.
Place them, such as they must be and as I have shown, while making
the hand opposed to the shoulder, which uses too much strength and effort. Make them thrust on the pass, which is more agreeable and easier for
them than the extension, and which gives them much grace. Come next to
disarms, which give infinite pleasure when performed by children. See that
their postures are good. It must not be forgotten that voltes and the salute
perfectly arrange the limbs of a child who wishes to continue in arms. The
disarms which I have shown are excellent for stage play.
Sabre grips
Sabre grips are made too short, too heavy and too round; which renders
a hold too difficult. One wants them better to be square-shaped, copperwire wrapped, fatter and of a length calculated nearer to letting the whole
hand in. The sabre grip does not offer the same difficulties as that of the
sword: the sabre is held with the whole hand and the sword is held in a
much more minimal manner which requires a greater choice of different
thicknesses.

The End
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I don't think I ever said it enough so . . .
Thanks Mom.
None of this would have been possible
without your patience, support, and love.
VSM
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